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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine whether current inservice

activities for teachers incorporate reeearch-valitdated practices. Inservice

programs for activities improving students' basic kill achievement were of

particular interest.

' The initial step was to identify dimensions foi describing and

analyzing inservice education. Twenty-seven dimensiOns were identified and

organized under six headings.: teacher objeCtives, student objectives,
delivery systems, organizational context, governance, and

selection/evaluation. The dimensiods were intended to reflect the complex,
systemiC character of inservice education and the sequential arrangement of

itt processes andaeffects.

Next, the research literature was reviewed to identify inserVi6e

ptacticesthat have had demonstrated effects on students' basic skill

aChievement, teacher behavior, and reacher satisfaction. sInservice

experiments,that trained teachers in dirict instruction principles wererfound

to yield many useful findings. Research.on curriculum and instruction

implementation also duggested effective.inservice practices:

An empirical survei of two'elementary achools in eaCh'of three .

Pacific Northwest districts were undertaken in 1982. -Appraximately eix

teachers in each'school (total N -cm), the principal of each school (total N

6), ana the assistant superintendent of each district (tqtal N 3)

partic*pated in extensive individual interviewsi The intaliviewesought
descriptions,and perceptions of.all inservice adtivities in whiCh teachers
had participated or that administrators had sponsored over a one-year period.

The survey of current nservice piactice yielded results dioparate

from the researCh-based model that emerged-from the literature review. In

this model.an effective inservice program for improving basic skills

instruction would be embedded.in a school-imprbvement process in which the

inservice program, assessment procedures, and curriculum anfkinstruction work

together in a tightly linked fashion to achieye priority goals.. The survey

showed, however, that the majority .(67 percent) of inservice activities were

perceived ia being for teachers'ipersonal professionaf improvement. ,Only 18

percent were perceived as being for school or district improvement. School

improvement-efforts typically extend over several, years, but almost 75

percent of the inoervice activities extend for just one sessionv

Another disparity between the research-based model an# current
praatice is that 'the latter_is.lractionated across many._goala_rather than-

4 focused on a few priority goals. Thirty-seven percent of the activities ,

concerned basic skills, but they were.dispersed across many topics.- Of the

279 inservice activities-described by the teachers, just 20 included mention

of student achievement outcomes. OnlrY 6 percent of the activities included

an assessment of student imProvement or change resulting.from teachers'

participation.in the aCtivity. Just 8_of the 279,Activities included

reference to direct instruction strategies.

One set of interview queatiOns asked whether the teachersCiand

adriinistrators'agteed with elements of the research-basedmodel. Both groups
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endorsed most elements, with administrators generally more favorable than
teachers. The majority of teachers (56 percent) had reservations about the
use of nationally standardized or curriculum-specific tett, to measure basic
skills achievement, 4nd a substantial percentage of teachers were resistant
to some elements of direct-instructiom

1 r,

Teachers' papticipation in inservice education over th6 one year
period was 73 hours (sampli mean) distributed across approximateli 7 discrete
activities. Also, teachers were satisfied with 8ito'90 percent of their
activities depending upon ahe'dimension being rated. Teachers: high
participation and satisfaction rate illay be eitplaineehy the fact that most .
inservice activities'(88 nereent) pre perceived aerelevant to their work;
they require little.fiew-Learning (teachers felt adeqUately prepared for 63'
percent of the activities before the activitk began)4 they are inexpensive
(78 percent inyolued no-outtof-poCket expense); Incentives.are common
(present in 55 pereent of the:activities); many of them are voluntary (49
percent); and most involve no assessment. Current inservice.educition
appears,to consist largely of unintrusive,comfortable'experiences that
reinforce.preiailigg patterns of school work. EXperiences that.seek
Improve school work againpt measured criteria are uncommon.

%

A loose coupling interpretation of current.tinservice practice is-

suggesied by the resdlts. Many inservice activities act,latoselytoupled to
school,improvement, student learning outcomes, and asseilbent. This
interpretation raises questions about the purpose for inservice education in
current practice. Policy makers need tO consideehow inservice education can
be more tightly coupled to districtievel priority goals Ind assessment of
goal attainment.

0 o
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CHAPTER 1
PURPOSE OF STUDY.'

Overview

'The research project described in this report was guided by two
general questions. -First; if educators want to help elementary teachers
improve the basic skills achievement of their students, *hat type of
inservice program should be instituted? *Thia question led us to a search for -

previou'sly developed, effective inservice ptograms'and.practices. A program
or practice was considered effective,if research had demonstrated that it
contributed to (a) teacher implementation of the inservice content, (b)
teacher and administrator satisfaction, or -(c) improved htudent achievement
in the basic skills. 10'

The .second question was 6is--What is happening in current inservice
P practice, and how discrepant is it from practices for which there is research
evidence of effectiveness? Description of current.praCtices provides useful':

- baseline information from which further research can be planned. Also,
baseline information is useful to educators for planning improvementS in_
inservice programs to>ialke them more effective.

Tot

The following project'objectives were derive& from these gOestions:

1. To develop a set of dimensions for characterizing inservice
programs. / ,

2. To identify dimension-related practices whose effective-
ness has been demonstrated through research.

3. To determine the extent to which research-validated in-
service,praCtices are present-in current inservice
activities.

0
4. To determine the extent to which teachers and admini-

strators have 4 positive attitude toward research-
validated inservice practices and toward current
inehrvice practices.

The first-objective of the research project was achieved by a review of the
research literature on inservice education and 'en CurricUlum implementation
and change. The literature review and,research-validated practices AIM
described in Chapter 2. The other objectives were achieved by conducting"an
intensi3e interview survey of.teachera and administrators in several school
districts. The survey is described in Chapters 3 through 5.

Rationale for the Study

.Basic skills achievement has emerged as A priotity of American
education in the last decade or so. Achievement in the basic akills of
reading, language arts, and mathematics is.a particular problem før.children
of low-SXS families and foF children of various ethnic origins. The federal

6
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goiernment has an eXplicit policy of supporting equal educational opportunity
for'these children. Much of the researth supported by the National Institute
Of Education (NIE), including-the present research-project, is also directed

_-
toward this goal.

. Probably the most basic policy and research questiorrwith respect to
equal.educational opportunity is, What dart be-done to improve.the academic
achievement of lowPerforming students? In the paradigm developed ly the

.,.Center for Educational Policy and Managementat the University of Oreion
(Duckworth 1981), teacher work is seen as a central determinant of students'
basic skill achievement. In an,elaboration ofthe paradigm (Hersh et al.
1981), inservice education was seen as a major available resourcesfor
iiproving the effectiveness of teacher work. .

4

Effects ofInservice Education. The intent of inserlice education,
more than any other aspect of human resource management, is to increade
teacher effectiveness. Bruce Joyce and his colleagues have defined inservice
education as the'"formal and informal provisions for the improvement Of
educators as people', educated persons, and ptofessionals, as well as in teirms
of the competence to carry out their assigned roles" (Joyce,'Howey,.and
Yarger 1976, p, 6).

Inservice education is a large, labor-intensive effort that involves
the expenditure of substantial school syptem rdsources. In 1975 it was

eatimated that "...there may be as many as equarter of.a mallon persons in.
-the United States who engage as instructors in some form of ISTE [inservice
teacher edUcation], activity--this is about one instructor for.every eight,
teachers" (Joyce, Howey, and Yarger 1976, p. 6). At that time, too, about
half of American teachers held master's degrees; representing a considerable

investment in iniervice education beyond initial certification.

Despite this considerable investment in inservice education, the
. research basis foi its effectiveness is virtually nonekistent. Most of the
research consists of evaluating the iMmediete effects of inservice eduation
'cm teacher attitudes, knowledge, and behavior (Joyce and Showers 1981).. An

important exception is the small but growing number of studies (reviewed by
Gage.and Giaconia 1981) that have demonstrated, through controlled
experimentation, the effects of inservite education on teacher capability to
bring about improvements in student performance and achievement. These
studies are recent; most of ihem were completed.in the last five years. In
each study a group of teachers 'received the experimental inservice training
while a,control group of teachers continued their regular.. activities.
Following the traininmhase,.researchers observed the students of both
groups over a period dr time toJdetermine the effects of training on
students' basic,skilla /achievement.

The experiments involved dither basic skills instructiOn in reading
(Stallings 1980; Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy 1979) or in mathematics (GOod
alid'Grouwi 1979;.' Crawford et a1.1978). In each experiment the content of

--the inservice program was a set of iristructiona/ techniques which, in previous
correlational research had been found to4le correlated with measures of
student achievement (see Appendix A fot tite content of tio,of the programs).
For example, in Good and Grouws' experiment, the instructional techniques
taught to the experimental group were derived from earlier correlational
tesearch'in which the instructional behavior of teachers who were

3
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, consistently effective or ineffective in obtaining student achieVement
results was compared (Good.and Grouws 1977). The techniques in'this
experiment, and in the three others cited above, have generally come to be
known as "direct instruction" (1!alsenshine J976). .

,

Implementation Factors. EaCh of the inservice programs tested in
the four experiments were effective in improving students' basic skill
achievement: The results are sufficiently consistent and potent that
educators need to thinkc-about incorporating the experimental inseivice
programs in practice. Iri fact, several of these inservice programs have.been

t .approved for dissemination through the National Diffusion Network., This
implementation of pew inservice approaches is no Simple matter, however. One

important problem is that the format of these experimental programs is
unspecified in many respects. For example, characteristics of the Anservice
trainer, incentives for teachers, scheduling of sessions, and recruitment of
teachers for training are not dealt with systematically in the experiments.
Yet such factors may be critical to the success of "direct instruction" .

- insetvice programs. This point, is illustrated in an experiMent by Coladarci
(1980), who used the same content as iw the Crawford'study but with a much

r simpler inservice delivery system. Coladarci's inservice program did not

yield significant teacher and student,effects.

..-

Chladarci'a study demonstrates the importance of specifying all of
the,key elements of an inservice prograwif it is to be effective in regular

Anserviqg setting's. Therefore, one majot purpose of our study was to review

the research literet oto identify the pertinent elements of inservice

41)i

.

pthgrams (e.g., recruit ent of teachers) and to determine which variations in
these elements (e.g., mandatory versus voluntary participation by teachers)
enhance or weaken inservice effects 'on teacher perfotmance and student
achievement.

The research on curriculum implementation and school change is
especially pertinent to the problem of identifying an effective inservice
education model. Inservice education is intended whe helpful, but at the
same time it is an "innoviition" that represents an intrusion into a teacher's

current work and-into a school system's current patterns of operation.. If

.the inservice program is intrusive in a negative way, teachers may acquire
new instructional.skills but fail to implement chem.in their work. The

available research on implementation and change therefore was relfiewed to
identify additional elements beyond those specified'in the traditional
inservice educat4on literature,

Current Inservice Practice. Inservice programs on direct
instruction strategies for efie basic skills are a relatively new development
-in teacher education.' If they are to be successfully introduced into school

systems, we must have a good understanding 6f prevailing .inservice practice.
For example, there will be problems of implemedtatioh if these programs
require extensive training of teachers over a perio8 of time, but current
practice consists primarily of brief one-shot inservice activities. 'Such a

finding would reyeal the lack of an existihg structure to support sustained
inservice actiVity on a single priority goal. A similar problem of
implementation might occur if school:teachers and administrators place.higher
priority on different student outcomes (e.g., self-concept and attitudes)
than basic skills achievement.



It is important then to develop a sound understanding of existing
inservice prattice as a basis for determining how to implement the effective
elements of inservice'education identified through research. As indicated In
Chapter 2, descriptive studies of inservice practice have been done but they
are of limited value. Most of these studies are questionnaire surveys of
teacher attitudes toward their inservice experiences. ,This typi of research

: does not yield objective information abOut the inservide activities in which
teaChesrs have participated, or about the extent to which the activities
incorporate elements identified through research as,"effective."
Cruickshank, Lorish, nd Thompson (1979) similarly'observed that
"...inservice education research)has given little attentiOn to'descriptive
studies; thus we know little about what actually Occuts during ingervice
programs" (p. 31).

Another.Characteristic of previous research on,inservice practiCes is
that it has mostly focused on descriptions of isolated, individual-inservice
programs and their immediate effects on teacher knowledge.and attituAs .

(Joyce and Showers 1980). To our knowledge, no studies have.examined the
interconnections between inservice experiences received by individual
teachers over a silecified time frame. It is possible that some,experiences
have the capacity to enhance teacher productivity, but are cancelled out by
other "distractor" experiences that channel the teacher away from efforts to
cbange his or her behavior with respect to basic skills instruction. In

a contrast, our research focused on theAdividual teacher and administrator as
the unit of study. This methodology made it possible to determine variations
in.amount and quality,of inservice activities that were actually received:by
teachers or sponsored by administrators over a year's period'of time.

Research Questions

4.4
The research project was carriea out in two phases. The first phase

involved a literature review to'answer the following questions:

What are the pertinent dimension& for analyzing and designing inservice
programato improve.teather capacitrfor delivering basic skills instruction?

Progress in inservice education at this point in time depends upon
deVeloping a more comprehensive model of its dimensions. The literature on
inservice educdeion, which includes thousands of entries in ERIC and.a
book-length bibleography. (Collins et al. 1979), makes clear that it is a
complek process. Content, training methods, purposes, governance, and
organizational context must be considered. Also, there aide complex

interactions between inservice eaucation, implementatitm strategy; and schpol
improvement that need to be understood. Most importantly, the effectivenesi
of a particálar ipservice variable Ark improving teacher and student
performance depends on how ether fspects of the inservice program have been
constituted.. For example, variations in,inservice training methods May have
little effect when the criterion is student achievement gains averaged across
teachers for a single school' year (as was the case in the experiment by
Crawford et al. [1979]). Training varialions may have a substantial effect,
ttiough, when the criterion is student achieVement gains for as many teachers
as possible in a school site, sustained over a multi-year period.

We find good reason to agree then with Edwards (1981), who concluded

, 4
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her reviex4 of the inservice literature with the statement that there is a
need "to widen the perspective of changing teacher practice by...creating a
more7comprehensive conceptualization of the process of changing teacher
Aractice." As we describe in Chapter 2, we have developed a comprehensive
model of inservice education in line with'Edwards'.recommendation. The
current version of the model,involves 29,dimensions. It is an elaboration
and restructuring.of the model deVeloped by the staff of the Inservice
leacher EduCation Concepts Projects(Joyce, Howey, and Yarger 1976).

1
TheI9 dimensions of the inService model proladed the basis for the

$ second phase of the research,project. Tfiis phase involved an interview
survey of teachers and administrators to answer the following five research

0

#1. How much inservice education is currently received by teachers
and sponsored by. administrators?

Most of the research on inserviCe education'has consisted cif studies
of individual inservice programs.(for example, the programs reviewed by
Lawrence et al. [1974]). Only a few studies have looked at the individual
teacher as.the recipient of inservice programs. This type of study is,
important for two reasons. 'First, knowledge aboutia teacher's inservice
actiiities over a period of time would indicate whether teachers focus their
inservice on a few priority topics or whether they disperse their inservice
efforts.over a wide range of topics. Second, a complete record of a'
teacher's inservice activities is heeded ta derive an estimate of the

4 percehtage Of inservice time devoted to basic skills instruction.

IL.'What percentage of.curreni inservice activities is in the area
of basic SkilfTristruction? t'

There is little researehkdata about the extent to which basic skills
inservice Instructionand the formlit took,in recent experimental
,studres--is present in 6urrent practice. The otie pertinent study that we
identified ,(SullIvan, 1981) produced these results: "A 1977-78 audit of the
training program designed to improve the abilities of New-York City teachers
found hat only.10 percent of the programs' 303 courses were related to

.

reading and mathematics, even though pupils in the public schools were
scoring significantly lpyer in those areas than they should...."' It will be
helpful to learn whether this.finding is generally true of school districts.
Deseriptive data of'Xhis type should prove a useful "mirror" for teachers and
policy makers to hell) them determine whether current practite reflects

. .

desired practice:.

#3. What,form do current inservice activities take; and how doei
,thi& form compare with recommended practice?

Each orthe indervice activities ideniified in the present study was
. -described with resPect to Ats teacher objectives student objectives,'

delivery'system, organizational context, and governanile. The purpose of this
description was-to determine current inservice practice,so that lt,could be
compara for discrepancies, with our redearch-based model of effective
inservilfe education for itproving basic skills instruction.'
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#4. How effective and satisfYing is current inservice education as

perceived 12/ educators?

Several research studies, reviewed in Chapter 2, have addressed this

question. However, these studies generally relied on questionnaire responses
and are about inservice education generally. In contrast, the present study

used tinterview methodology to.identify educators attitudes about specific' .

inservice,practices within a recenr time period.

Data about teacher and achainistrator perceptions are.important for
undrstanding the adaptability.of inservice education io change and
improvement. -If educators are demonstrated to be dissatisfied with an
,inservice practice, policy makeri may be motivated to change the practice.
Conversely, if educitore are satisfied with an inservice practice, policy
makers may le less likely to change it'even if it conflicts with.a practice
that is more effective.

#5. In the opinion of educators what constitutes an effective
inservice program for improving teachers' basic skills instruction?

The research on curriculum implementation (Fullan and Pomfret 1977)

indicates.that tvcher and admihistratof perceptions are critical to
successful adoption of new instructional practices. For example, Loucks and

Pratt.(1979) reached this conclusion based on their research on

implementation processes: "Staff developers, administrators, and other,
Change facilitators often attendosely to thetrappings and technology of

. the innovation but ignore the percept1qns and feelings of people. ,.The

personal dimension is often more critical e success of the change effort

than are the technological dimensions" (p. 214). 13

We use the term "perceptions" to refer to such,perso al:factors as

beliefs, values, biases, and fears. Based on the findings of curriculum
implementation research, we have hipothesized that the affectivenesstof the

technology validated in basic skills inservice experiments and research on
school iiprovement is influenced by teacher and administrator perceptiOns of

this technology. For example, teachers sometimes.fear that the achievement
test scores of their students will be used-to evaluatd.teachers' performance.

Teachers also have negative feelings about inservice programs that are
,designed "top-down", by administrators. To ihe extent that teachers have such
perceptions, they are likely to resist participating in inservice programs
that are linked directly to assessment of students' basic skills,achievement.

There. is a small amount uf knowlddge'abOut educator perceptions that
may influence the effectiveness of research-based inservice education, but

much mo*e knowledge is needed. The present research project collected

research data pertinent to this'problem.

t'



CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPING A NOPEL Of AN EFFECTIVE INSERVICE PROGRAM

. FOR BASIC SKILLS INSTRUCTION

Ihe,purpose of the literature review in this project was to
'synthesize research findings on effective inservice practices with respect to
basic skills instruction at the elementary school level.. The research
findings were used to construct a model of what an effeptive basic skills .
inservice,program might look like. In turn, the model was used in the
interView survey (see Chapters 3-5) as a basis for judging the efficacy of
current inservice practices. -

o

.The first step`p the literature review
generic dimensiols for'characterizing inservice
is used here in allgeneral sense to refer to any
aciivity ranging from a-"one-shoe'lmeeting to a
professional development..

was to identify a set of
pro6rams.--lhe term "Program"
self-contained inservice
sustained process of

The systems frainework developed by the Inservice Teacher Education
Concepts Project (Joyce; Howey, and-Yarger 1976) _provided a useful starting
point for creating the set of dimensions. The ISTE (Ineervice Teacher.
Education) Concepts.Project was a large-Scale study carried out in 1975-1976
under the auspices of the National Center for Mutation Statistics and the

. Nations' Teacher Corps. It was designed to conceptualize the stincture of.
American inservice education and to define issues for further research. The
project investigators found that "there are four major dimensions that take
the form of systems that:link together tonform the operating structure which,
is ISTE" (JoyCe,'Howey, and Yarger 1976, p. 3). The four systems identified

'by the ISTE Concepts Project ere:

1. Substantive system: refers tol.\the content of an
inservite program and the process used to deliver-
the content.

2. Delivery system: refers to incentives, inter-
face between teacher and training, and inservice
staffing pattern.

3.- Mollel system: refers to the organizational con-
fe*t in which inservice education octurs.

I
.

4. Governance;system: refers'to the.dec I ion-
making structures which-legitimize inse vice
activities and govern-theta.

The majority of the dimensiond in our model-were derlved fioi the.
ISTE project's analyeis. .- Another source .for,identifying Inservice dimensions -
was the research liierature on curriculum implementation. Even if a teacher
acquires a new set.of instrutPional skills as a result of inservice
education, this doed not.mean necessarily thip the teacher Will use (i.e.:
implement) the,skills in practiCe. :Thus, implementation of inserWice
training is an Amportant factor in its bwn.right. It seems: reasonable to
.believe.that factors which,influence implementation wJlLalso influence
teacher effectiveness.
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The available.research on implementation was reviewed by Fullap and

,Pomfret.(1977). Their list of determinants ofeifective implementation'
overlaps at some points the system variables identified in the ISM' Concepts
Project:

A. Characteristics of the Innovation
1. Explicitness (what, when, how) '

'2. Complexity
B. Strategies and Tactics

1. Inservice training .

2. Resource support,(iime and materials)
3. Feedback mechanisms
4.," Participation

C; Characteristics'of the Adopting Unit
1. Adoption process
2. Organizational climate

N 3. Environmental support
4. Political complexity

(Pp. 367-368)

(P.

Several of these-dimensions of implementation were included in our model of
effective implementation.

Additional dimensions were derived from the literature on general
inservice education. For example, Pankratz and Martray (1981) specified an
eight-step model for incorporating inservice education in the process of
4-curriculum change and'improvement. Nelson (1981) described a similar model
for using inservice education to.support the development and installation of
new instructional programs. Both models incorporate inse'rvice dimensions'

°previously identified in our' literature search. The models also suggested
several dimengions that were added to our list: use of needs assessments and

relevance of cOntent.

Cruickshank, Lorish, and Thompson (J979) suggested that Dunkin.and
Biddle's model for conceptualizing research on teaching (Dunkin and Biddle
1974) could be used to identify and organize inservice education variables.
Presage variables in Cruickshank's model represent the characteristics of
inservice program leaders, corresponding to the trainer dimension in our

model. Context variables include characteristics of the teacher
participants, the school and community setting, and the teachers'
instructional context. Process variables in their model refer to Ole
instructional activities in which teachers engage. This class of.variables
corresponds to the Delivery System dimensions of our model. The final part
of Cruickshank's model involves product variables, which are the short- and
long-term effects of inservice.education. This, set of variables ccrresponds
to the Teacher Objective and Student Objective dimensions of our model.

The literature on loose'coupling (Meyer 081) suggests the need for
identifying dimensions thi eflett the relationship between inservice
education and school organ ation,arrangements for conducting administrative
and technical functions. The inservice programa tested in the four basic
skills experiments described in Chapter 1 posit a rational; "tightly coupled"
connection between me6s (inservice training) and ends (student achievement
in basic skills). The theory ofrlopete coupling as it applies to school



organization suggests,. however, that inservice education prattice is pOorly
linked ("loosely coupled") to student achievement goals-and to other aspects
Of school organization. A set of dimensions under the-heading Selection and"
Evaluation was added to'our model to characterize whether particular
inservice programs are tightly or loosely coupled to scbool outcomes and-
needs.

411e,Current version of the set of dimensiong that comprise the model
is sho(wh in Table 1. There aw 27 dimensionp undec6 major headings. The
headings And dikensions are disaussed in the next sections of the chapter.

The second step in the.literature review was to identifyoractices
corresponding to the dimensions that have been found to contribUte to the
effectiveness of fdservice programs for-basic skills instruction. For
example;'With respect to the dimension Of readiness activities (no. 7 in
Table 1), wevere interested,in identifying any research that determined
whether the 'presence of readinessactivities-or the presence of particular
readiness activities-,-cOntributed to the effectiveness of an inservice

/ program. The four inservice experiments on basic skillS instruCtion _

. described in Chapter 1 (Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy 1979; Crawford et al.
1978; 'Good Ind GrOuws 1979; Stallings 1580) were especially useful for
iaentifying such practices. These experiments are referred to collectively
in the rest of the chapter as the "four inservice experiments."

Another source of successful inservice practices was_a meta-analysis
of research studies of inservice programs conducted by Lawrence and. Hafrison
(1980). A study was ihcluded in the-ieta-aiii-iiii-If-Tit-Included measured
outcomekof an inservice program. The outcomes could refer to teacher
competencies (dimension 1-in our model) or student objectives (dimension 5).

The effective, practices identified by-the literature review are
described in the following sections and are summarized in Table 3 at the end
of the chapter.

A. Teacher Objecti4es

Ifiservice education is.usUally defined as a change in teacher
- capacity brought about by new learning. For example, Joyce and his

cOrreagimis-4-1_9761 defined inservice education as the "formal and informal .

provisions for the imgrovemens of educators'as people, eduCated persons, and
.professionals, as well as in terms of the competence to carry out their
assigned roles" (p. 6). -InService education attempts to improve teathee
capacity in three broad areas: knowledge, attitudes,and skills. We deflate

inservice teacher education, therefore, ..at efforts to improve teachers'

capacity to function as effective professionals by having,them learn new
knowledge, attitudes, or skills. These outcbmes constitute the teacher

.objectives of an inservice activity.

1. Target Competencies,

.
Each, of thelonr.ineervice experiment's that yielded positive outcomes

On meatureslof basic:skills achievement:-emphasize teething skills rather than
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TABLE 1
&...Set.of Dimensions for Characterizing Teacher Education Programs

-

A. °Teacher Ob ectives

1. Target competencies 1: Complexity,
2. tverationalization. 4, Expected level of performance

B. Student Ob ectives
Or

5. Target objectives
. 6. E pected level of achievement

C. Delivery Sydiem

7. Readiness activities 10. Training site

8. Instructiorol process 11. Trainer

9. Maintenance and monitoring 12. Scheduling

D. Organizational Context

13. Purpose for participation 1.5. Concurrent organinational changes-

14. Inservice cohorts 16. Other inservice"activities

E. Governance

- GOve4pance structure ,
20. Incentives

18. Teacher participation in governance 21. Sanctions.

19. Recruitment of participants 22. Costs

F. Evaluation

23. Policy 261. Meadurement of teacher.competence

24. Needs assessment 27. Measurement of student objectives ,

25. Relevance to partiCipants

10 S.
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knowledge and attitudes. The content of the inservice.programs.in these
studies wad derived from correlational research linking specific teaching
behaviors to measures of growth in basic skills achievement. Roehler and
Duffy (1981) indicated that% the teaching skills in these inservice programs
generally can be classified into two types: (1). monitoring behavior in which

.
the teacher asks pupils to, perform a desired "basic skill". (e.g., workbook
practice accompanied by teacher monitoring) and (2) reactive-corrective
behavior to help a student when'he or she fails to make the desired response.

,Thede instructional strategies presumably are effective because they indure a
high engagement rate of students in academic tasks,

The four inservice experiments involved long lisp A
behaviorally-defined instructional skills. (Several of the lists are in,
Appendix A.) These skills collectively have been called a "direct
instruction" model (Rosenshine 1976). Several recent studies, still in
progress, are using a more general ALT (academic learning time) model as the
teacher objectives of.an inservice program. In the study being done at RBS
*(Research for Better Schools) by Helma(described,in Rouk 1981), the five key
instructional itariables are: allocated time, engagement rate, student
engaged time, taking into account students' priOrdlearning, and'instructional
overlap (i.e., the match between insttuctional content and achievement test
content). Hutchins, at.Mid-Continent Regional Educational Laboratory
(MeREL), is'also'currently testing,the effectiveness'of an inservice workshop.'
for increasing ALT in schools Cdeseribed'in Saily 19815.

The last two instructional vaiiables in Helms' inservice rogram are .
of particular interest because they require a change in teachers curriculum

s
content rather than in their ins t ructional style... Evidence on teachers'
ability-and willingness to change heir curridulum content id riot yet ...
available from Helms' and Hutchins' research. *Studies by.Porter and his
colleagues (1981) are relevant because they indicate that teachers are quite
willing to change their curriculum content in response to such external
influences as standardized-tests, principals,.other teachers, and parents..

,
Each, of the four inservice experiments measures teachers' use of the

instructional !kills that formed the target competendies. We should stay
open to the possibility of other teacher changes as a redUlt of the inservice
programs. For example, an inservice program may have effectdon teacher
self-cOncept or beliefs about eduCation,,even though those effects were not
part of the formal objeCtives pf the program..4 These effects on teachers may
be immediate (side-effects) or may-show up some months or even years after
training (long-term).

2. Operationalization

The research on curriculum implementation reviewed by Fullan
Pomfret (1977) and by-Hall and Loucks (1980) indicates that the explicitness
of a curriculum or inservice content has an effect on its implementation.
Hall and LoUCks state: '".'..researCh and experience have Shown ihat unclear
expectations are one way to guarantee nonimplementation.- Teachers appreciate
clear.objectives--they need to know what they are expected to do 4ind how
.their roles are to change".(p. .16). It is difficult to imagine how a teaCher
can acquire new.instructional skills unless the skills are clearly
operationalited. Thus, one criterion_ of an effective inservice program is
likely to be the extent to whi0 its content is clearly operationalized. A.

11 . Hi-
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characteristic of the'four tnservice experiments is that the teaching skills
are stated at a relatively low inference levei and are easily observable in a.

moderteacher's performance. :In contrast, Ogletree. and Allen (1974) found
that a majority ot their-sample of elementary teachers believed that the
.objectives ofAtheir "Inservice meetinge were not cies def

3. Complexity

. The complexity of a new curriculum or inserVice program has an effect
on its implementation. The complexity of teacher qbjectives in an inservice

..nrogram.is probably a function of several factors: number of skills to be

learned, whether the skills.already exist to somd degree inthe teacher's
repertoire, Line the extent to which the skil:ls must be adapted to classroom

conditions. Hall and Loucks (1980) stated that, "When the innovation is
complex....major components should be Phased in.one or a,fe4 at a time" (p.
18). Cersten,,Carnine,'and Williams (1981) found that teachers in their
sdeple'needed to learn the.skills of a complex direct instruction model in
phases-tseveral skills in each phisw--over # relatively long period of time.
These results suggest that if complex teacher objectives are-delivered to
teacher& in just a few sessions, the inservice activity will have little
effect on'their instructional behavior, and subsequently little effect On
atudents' basic skill achievement.

lb

Ex ected Leve Performance

In skills-based inservice programs teachers are expected to ificrease,a

or decrease their use of particular inetructiorial behaviors. The direction,7
,but not the.degree of Change is specified in.most of theae programs. An

'interesting fealure,of the inservice'programs in the four basic skills
experiments is that sPecific levels of use of some instructional behaviors
are apecified. For example, one of the retommendations in Crawford's program
is, "Teachers should avoid calling on volunteers more than.10 or 15 percent
of the time daring question-and-answer Sessions" (Crawford et alp 1978,
Appendim A,-p. 4). In the program developed by Good.and prouws (1979) one of
the recommendations is to spend the first twenty minutes of a Monday math
period conducting a review of skills and doncepts covered during.the previous

week.

This dimension of enservice teacher objectives is related to the
second dimension (operationalization). Operationalization refers to.the

explicitness of the teacher objectives. Expected lei/el of perforMance refers
to specificity of criteria for determining whether the objectives have been

met.

,
B. Student Objectives

We assume that inservice activities have objectives at two levels.
The immediate objective is to bting about an increase in teacher competence.
The longer-range objective 10 to bring about improvements in student

--performanct as.a result Of the increase in teacher competence.



In this sectidn we discuss dimensions related to these longer-term
objectives of inservice edutetion, namely,. improvements in student
performance. We are aware that the connections between improved teacher
competence and-improved student performance are domplex. The tonnettions may.,
be explicit'and experimentally validated, as is the Case with the training
programs used in the four inservice experiments. We suspect, thoUgh,, that in
many inservice activities the'connections-between teacher objectives and
-student performande gains are vague and unverified% Weick (1976) and, others
have commented on the prevalence of "loose coupling in school_organizations.
One Manifestation of loose coupling 'is that meens, euth-at-Iniervice
activities, are often disconnected from endsi_such as.improvement of student
performance'in the basic skills.

V

5. Target Ob ectives.
4

Public criticism of the schools in recent years has focused on the
failure of many students to acquire.basic skills-1n reading and mathematics.
Educators are will aware of thiscriticism. For example, a recent report-on
the status of professional development in Oregon (Schalock 1977) included the
statement that, "There...is an increasing demand for schools in bregon, as
,there.is throughout the,nation, to provide beeter preparation in the basic
skills of reading, writing, and computation" (p. 1). We might expect; then,
a high proportion of inservice activities concerned with.basic skill
objectives. Howeverthe only study that we could locate with pertinent'data
found just the opposite to be true. This study (Sullivan 1981), which we
cited: earlier in the report, found that only 10.percent of the.New York 'City
inservice programs were related to reading and mathematics instruction.

Research on teacher preferences and values suggests that basic
.development would not be a high inservice priority.for teachers. Schurr and

4' his colleagues (1980) found that. teachers prefer inservice topics that
concern student motivation and attitudet. 'Recent studies by Prowat and
Anderton (1981) found that elementiry teachers co ider their most important

. task tq be attending to students': affective needs, ep, wben.asked about
their priorities, "teachers made twite as many etate nts about things they
did to promote affective growth (for example, getting students to interaCt
positively or feel good about themselves) as'compared to cognitive growth"
(p. 1). Similarly, a study conducted_by Harootunian and Yarger (1981) found
that most teachers judge thetr success-by the degree to which tbey involve
their students effectively in instruction. These reaults suggest that, given
'the thoice, teachers would opt for inservice objectives having an affective
theme rather.than inservice objectives relating to basic skills instruction.

Target objectiVes for students is a very important dimension of
inservite'educition. Cawelti 0981) observed that supPort for ifiservice
education ultimately rests on its demonstrated connection to "objettive
productikty criteria," such is bisic skills achievement. Critics of the
.federally funded Teacher Canters claimed thee such denten§ should.not be
supported because they served the needs of.teachers rather than the needs of
itUdents..

Some inservice program may seek to train teachers with the
.

20:
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expectation that change lp teacher.competence will produce direct changes_in

student performance. There may be an additional expettation that these
changes in student performance will lead to other changes in students either

-concurrently (side-effects) or over a longer period of time. For example,

some'educatori believe if student self-concept is improved, there will be
subsequent improvements.in student academit achievemInt. Many lnservice

...programs are designed to help teachers acquire skills4for reducing student

- discipline problems_in the claseroom. It is conceivable that reduction of
stddent discipline problems will lead immediate17,to more initructional time

on task (a side-effect). In.turn, increased time on task may result

gradually in inCreased academic achievement.

6. Expected Level of Achievement
,

The effectiveness of the inser#ice programs used in the Our
experiments was assessed by examining pre/post gains of the experimental

group and by comparing adjusteepost-test scores of the experimental and .

control groups.' Statistical significance was the criterion of whether a
noteworthy effect occurred. ,.In regular school practice, thbugh, educators

May be unwilling"to.sponsor inservice programs just to produce a
statistically significant gain in students' ithievement scores. .

There is ample research evidence (e.g., Brophy and Good 1974) that
educators have expectations about individual students' achievement Potential.

We know little, though, about the'relationship between educators'

expectatiOns forstudent achieVement and educators support for inservice
programs as a response to..these, expectations. Ii may be ihat decline in test

scores.over time within a school distriCt.is.a more effective trigger for 0.

initiating a basic-skills program than is the perception that.:students'are
performing below expectations. In fact, there is some reason to believe that
educators adjust apectations to match the realities of student achievement.

For example, the California legislature in 1976 enaCted minimal competency
requirements-for high school graduation, but.allowed each district to make up

its own test and set its,own standards. Savage.(1982) reported that, "Iewer

than 1 percent of high' school students were denied a diploma because of the

teit."
,

C. Delivery System A

The delivery system in inservice education refers-to the process'lised
to achieve teacher-leivel objectives (i.e., gains,in teachers'.knowledge, 4

,attitudes, and skills). Traditional delivery systems in inservicevrograms
include presentations by experts during school districts'-"Indervice lays";

university coursework, whicktypically is in a lecture demonstration

- discussion format; and hands-on workshops. Another characteristic of
.

traditional inservice delivery systems is that they are relatitrely brief,

."one-shot" experiences. By contrast,educitors are Increasingly advocatin&

multi-stag , lengthy delivery systems that include both training and . -

implementa ion strategies. For example, Pankratz and Martray.(1981) recently,

foomiated an eight-stage inservice/school improvement model that includes

awareness build/ng4t skill-trainingvimpT
at sup

entation asaistance, 'and' monitoring '

and maintenance. ,In this section we rev w evi4Oce thports the'
6.

- . ,
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effectiveness of these components Of an inserviCe delivery system.

4
r

..7. Readiness Activities 4.

,

. .

We u the term "readiness activities" to refer to the inservice
experiences provided, to teachervand administrators prior'to the
skill-traininephaseof an knsetvice delivery system. There is a small
amount of evidence that,readineds activities havean important effect on how
well inservice training and related school.imProvements are implemented
(Loucks and Pratt 1979)..

. . .,

The literature on inservice education suggests several activities
that should be included in the readiness phade of an inservice delivery
system. Pankratz and Martray (1981) claim.that these activities are helpful;
develop awaleness of need among formal and informal school leaders; obtain

f their agreement on a delive'ry systei; and use exploratory workshops to
provide information and to develop' consensus.

Mtller p981) Arguedthat an important component of an effective
school improvement process is teachers' acceptance of their personal
responsibilities for stUdents''basic skill achievment. Miller's claim is
supported by Berman and McLaughlin's fnding (1978) that teachers' belief
about whether they ekuld help students Was correlated with ,e degree'of new

111$
.program implementation.. Readinessactivities might be co ted to help
teachers raise their expectations of -students and improve eir attitudes
toward their own instructionV1 efficacy! .

The concerns-based approach.to curriculum change. developed by Loucks
Sand Pratt (1979) suggests severarreadineas activities that might be
incorporated.into an inservicedeliverk system. Loucks and Pratt found that
teachers have three,"concerns" prior-to becoming involved-in inservice
txaining and,cuiriCulum implementation: absence of concern, concern to know
more about the new prqgxam, and concerp about how its use will personally.

i.stfect each oi them. Loucks and Pratt described a-Nre-inservice" session
mkt they developed to help teachers deal with the first two concerns in a
particular.cutritulum implementation project.

8. Instructional Process

to,

.. .

Instructional process fefers to the methods used by\insirvice staff
to train teachers in knowAdge and skille or tOqmodify their attitudes.

.
Table 2 suismarizes the methods used in theour inservice fxperiments and the

. ongning studies by Helms and by.Hutohins.HE. A

,

,... :Examining commonalities in four completed stUdies, we-find that each

)
of thi'inservice prOgrams inyolved at leabt iwo.meetings. (The "minimal"
group in Crawford's study did not include any meetings, with,resulting lower
end-of-year achieve&entiscotes relative-to thp "maximal" group.) Another

....I

common feature strosstft studies is the use of'brief manuals to dettribe the
desired behaViors. s`.

, r--

. r.
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TABLE 2
Instructional Process Used in Basic Skills Inservice Programs..

1. Anderson; Ever:tson, and litophy*(1979).

.froject staff met with teachers to discuse the'study. 'Teachers then read

.a 33-page-manUal describingf22 research-validated principlee,of reading
group instruction, hturtOok a ehort cipiz on it. Teachers meronce again
with project,staff to discuss the milnuar. One subgroup of these°teachers., .

.was observed for thetr 4mplementation of the principleathroughout the

school year. Another subgrOup was not observed. (The two'trained groUps

di4;not differ from each other in end-of-year student achievement.)
.41

2. .Cralfdrd et il. 108
.

The "minimal" training group.received a training manual and one
self7adminfstered test per.week for five weeks. The "maximal" group
received the.same Manuals and tests, ana also came to a two-hour meeting.-
with project staff each week.' In these meetings the teacher; 0.scussed,'

practiced, and stddied the techniques; engaged'in role-playing exercises;
and viewed.videotapes of a "model" teacher performing the behaviors.
(En&-of-year-student achievement was somewhat higher for "Maximal"

. grou0.)

3. Helms (described in Rouk 1981)

-

TeaChers follow A.five-step process:
(a),e.teachers collect,data on their students' achievement and on

their.own classroom procedurep.
-(b) teachers Ampere their data lith'data of high-achieving classrooms.

(c) teachers select lays to modify their instrustion to conform,to
oonditions.found.in high-achieving classrooms.

"(d) .teachers implement theif modificationso

A (e) 'teachers repeat steps. (a) and (b) to determine progress.
." r* -

4: Hutchins (described in Saily 1981)

Four ene-d'ay worksho0 spread over'a period of several months. Each

worksh6p'coveri research-validated instructional principles. Between

workshopsteachersicarry.out "homework" assignments involving classroom
observation and feedback.

5. Good and drouws (197?9)

k',oTeachers attead,an int ductory 90-1minute Meeting and then read a 45-page

manual of research-validated principles of mathematics instruction. Two

weeks.later teachers attend another 90-Minute meeting in which project
staff respond to their questions and concerns.

6: 'Stallings (1980)
A #

.4

Each teacher is observed for three die, then given4 quantitative
sumMary of the observations as feedback to help change his/her
instruction to conform to'research-validated,apecificationt. Teachers

also attend four two-hour-workshops.over a twom-and-one-half month period.

./
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Teacher behavior was observed and critiqued in two of the studies.
Stallings' teachers were observed in their classrooms and given both a6
qualitative and,quantitative summary of the results. Crawford's "maximal"
group-'teachers were observed in role-playing exercises during meetings:\
(Teacher behavior was Observed in one of Anderson's trainel grOups, but.the
observatiOns were not shared with the teachers.) Classroom observation and
feedback are bail% incorporated in the Inservice programs currently beidk'
evaluated by Helms and by Hutchins. Lawrence and Harrison (1980) found in

.thetr:meta-analysis that successful inservice programs tend .to include i
sequence in.Which participants dan try out new behaviors imtheir classrooms
'(or in aimulations) and then receive feedback from a:skilled-person.

It appears thai extensive skill,trainidg of the tipe used in
. .

'fflicroteaching programs (e.g., Borg et al. 1969) is not necessary in a basic
skills inservfce program. The critical elements appear to be (a) the

opportunity to study manuals that present research-validated principle& of
'instruction, and (b) ,the opportunity tco,discuss.these principles in meetings
with an inservice trainer and other teachers at the same grade level. The.4

value of supplementing thefie process elements with classroom observation and
feedback has notjet been cleatly established'.

A 4.0
4.10"

The results of this research suggest that teacher Froductivity,in
basic skills instruction can be increased by using.a relatiVeiy,simple

:tiristruCtional process. It.should be noted, though, that these studies
atended over a,period of,do more,than a single school year. Also, the
itiservice programs were not successful for all4teachers. Instructional
processes not used in the four inservice experiments may produce more
sustained effects, and effects for more teachers, than those observed in the
experiments. For.example,the coaching procedure descrlbed by Joyce and
Showers (1982) may significantly enhance the effectiveness of training
manuals and meetings by promoting.transfer of the instructioaal'principles to
the teachd.trainee's particular

CI
classrobm situation.

'

We could locatepoodata on the frequency with which the instructional
process described above (manuals and meetings focused on research-valichted
instructional principles) occurs in practice. A survey of 1,200 South Dakota
teechnrs (Betz, Jensen, and Zigarni 1978) found that they had engaged'in
these types of inservice activities: reading of tidletins, newsletters,' and
6ther printed matter (80 percent of sample); inserVIce meetings.(48-61
percent of sample, depending upon type of meeting); one-day workshops (48

- percent of sample); and observation of ofher teachers (20-23 percent of
sample, depending upon type of observation). It is unrikely that the
objectives of these activities,were similar to those of the objectiyes in the
four inservice exPeriments Reports of the correlational research on whith
the four inservice experiments were based,'Nand thi experiments themselves,
had npt been wideli disseminated st the time of'lletz's survey.

' ..The intervice instructional processes that were frequently recOrded, .

in the snrvey.(reading,.meetings,'observation) were the Same as thosewsed in
the four'inservice.experiments. Thus, it appears that an instructional

,

process is already in place (assuming that the South Dakota data are
generaltzable across states and acroes time) for incorporatil4 the inservice

. programs wiled in the four experiments.
,

4:



9. Maintenance ana Monitoring.,

Maintenance refers to the use of.follow-up inservice activities to

help teachers preserve or inérease gains made in initial training.

Monitoring refers to the,use of procedures for making continuing observations

of teachert' adherence to desired instructional itrategies r of student

performance.
.0

op

There ii evidence that changes,in teacher betavior as a result of

training tend to reVert to baseline Xevels over longeF periods of time than

those observed in the four inservice experiments. Johnson and Sloat (1981)

found reversidns Of 'teacher behlivior to baseline.rate twelve months-after

completion of training...Borg (1973) fqund reversions three yeara after'

training. It appears., then, that monitoring and, mainttnance procedures are

desirable in order to preserve teacher productivity gains over.a period of

school years. 4

An,important element of the four inservice experiments is that the.

project staff maintained contact with the teachers over a duration of months

byspacing 'training sessions and by collecting.classroom data on teacher

behavior and student performance (achievement testing). The continued

observationd are like a monitoring procedure and may have had the effect of

cuing teachers to reinstate,desirable instructional,behaviors.

,
NA-maintenance interiention was used in'the Crawford experiment

several months after the initial five-week training perioa. Both the

"maximal" and "minimal"'groups received a "refrether" training manual.

addition, the teachers in the maximal group were videotaped and given

feedback on their implementation of the instructional principles. These

mafhtenance interventions were not experimentally manipulated. (present'versus '

absent) to determine their effect, n teacher Ind student performance.

One of the zonclUsions reaChed by Fujian and PoNOet (1977) in their

review of research was that "intenSive in-dervire training (as distinct from

single workshops or pre-service training) is animportant strategy for

implementation" (p. 37). This particular conclusion wad based primarily on

the Ranclstudies of educational change (Berman and McLaughlin 1978). It

seems reasonable that "one shot" inservice education will have less effect on

teacher productivity than continuous inservice education that includes

monitoring and maintenance'processes.

Maintenance and Mcihttoring activities do not appear to be features of

current inseriiice practice. Less than.20 percent of the teachers in the

survey conducted by Betz and Ls colleagues p978) reported that their

. inservice meetings included follow-up.activities. In an earlier survey

Ogletree and Allen (1974) lound'that a ma3oritrof urban elementary teachers

reported ho follow-up dr evaluation of their inservice meetings.

10. Training Site
,

We could'locate ho Ampirical data concerning teachers' preferencei

for tril Thning sites. eteacher's Own classroom was'usea as a "training"
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sit* in the four inservice exPeriments in that each.teacher's classrooi.
behavior, was observed in.order to assess implementation of the desired
.instructional behaviors. In Stallings study these observational data were
/ago used asyersonal feedback to ihe participating teachers.

The meta-analysis conducted.by Lawrence and Harrison (1980) &kind
that inservice programs tended to be More effective if conducted,at the
school site. This generalization, however, applies only to inservice

' programs that emphasized affective or skill performance objective!.

#

N,

11. Trainers

Each of the four inservice experiments required one or more inservice,
trainers.. Their roles generallSr did not require clOse, sustained involvement
with the teachers. It is not known whether individual differences between
inservice trainers would influence the effectiveness of the inservice,
programs used in these experiments.

The teachers surveyed by Betz, Jensen,. and Zigarni (1978) reported
that they learned the most from other teachers. However, their ratings of.
college and university personnel and professional consultanter were nearly as
high. McDonald (1980) reviewed a series of British experiments on.teacher
indUction programs, and concluded that the most successful ones were those
that made available to the beginning teacher an experienced teacher who.could,
serve as a monitor, model, and counselor. McDonald raised the question:

.
whether it was necessary for an experienced teacher to perform these roles,
or whether others--such as a principal or university supervisorcould
perform them.

12. Scheduling , a

We see at least three issues related to the scheduling of inservice
ativities: time of day or week for holding an inservice session, spacing of
inservice sessions over time, and'the time frame over which a particular
inservice program is implemented.

With respect to the first issue, Betz ancChis colleagues (1978) found
that the teachers in their sample generally preferred inservice education to
be scheduled during school hours. In practice, though, over one-half of the
sample reported attinding some inservice activities before'and after school;
one-fourth of the sample reported attending, weekend inservice
The inservice activities in the four inservice experiments could be held at
any time of day or week, except for the collection of classroom observation
data and student achievement tests. Nks

The results of Lawrence and Harrison's meta-analysis (1980) do not
support the teacher preferences expressed in Betz's study. They found that
effective inservice programs tended to be scheduled at times (evenings,
summers) that did not compete with other professional obligations of
teachers. Inservice programs scheduled during work hours were considerably
less successful in achieving objectives.
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Sessions of a typical inservice program can be held all together
(e.g., an intensive weekend_workshop) or spaced ever a longer period of time.
Wecould locate no reseArch'findings concerning teachere preference for
n massed" or spaced sessions. A possible.advantage of spacing inservice
sessions is that they providesustained contact between teachers and
trainers, !lloK for spaced practice of new skills, and allow more time for
teacher concerns to surface and he addressed.

The third,scheduling issue is the time frame over which a particular
inservice program is to be-implemented. Loucks and Pratt (1979) emphasized
the need.for asyrOstantial time period: "...research indicates that three to
five years are 'necessary to implement an innovation that is significantly
different from curreni practice" (p. 213). Fullan and Pomfret (1977) also
concluded that implementation of innovations, with concurrent inservice
support, rdquired a long-term perspective.

The four inservice experiments produced effects on student
achlevement over much shorter time.frames than those recommended by the
curritulum implementation researchers mentioned above. Good and Grouws'
experiment C1979) extended over a four-month period. Training occure'd in the

first two weeka: The experiment by Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy (1979)
extended,over a sqhool year, but training invorvedjust a few hours of the
teacher's time at.the beginning of the school year.. The experiment by
Stallings (1980) illso extenOed'over a schaol year, with training spaced over
a period of approximately one Month before and after the Christmas holidays.
The experiment by Crawford and colleagues (1978) extended over a school year;
too. Training occured over a six-Week period in early November, and there
was a refresher session several months later.

The discrepancy between the time frames in these experiments and
thode recommended by curriculum implementation researchers may,reflect
differencet's.of purpose.. The primary purpose of the experimeRts was to
demonstrate the effects of inservice training on student achalrement. By

contrait, curriculum implementers are concerned with the institutionalization
of an innovation as part'of A school improvement effort.- This purpose may
well require a longer time frame inorder to accomModa 'tidiness

experiences, gradual training of all staff, and monitorin and maintenance of

training effects.

Organizatienal Context

InserviCe education is fundamentally a learning experience that
occurs tor individual teaChers. It is also the case that teachers are
members of school organization's. Characteristics of these organizations may

' Well influence the delivery of inservice education progihms to teacher
These'sSme'characteristiCs.may also influence the effects:of the program on-
teachers hnd their students. We consider in this section three

'zharacieristics of school.organizations that are likely to influence
.inservice program effectiveness.



4.4

13. Purpose for Participation

This dimension was suggested by Joyce's discussion (Joyce, Howey, and
Yarger 1976) of the "modal systam" in inservice education. The modal system
refers to the organizational context in which inservice education occurs.
Five such contexts were distinguished by Alice and hia colleagues:

1p -Job-embedded mode, e.g., school committee work.

2. Jobrelated modee.g.; 'school diatrict workshops )iitiide of regular
Ischool hours.

3. Credential-oriented mode, e.g., university certification courses.

A. Professional organization-related work, e.g., NEA workshops.

5. Self-directed mode, e.g., sabbatical leaves.

We prefer to think of these modes as representing different purposes for
inserVice education. We distinguish four'such purposes:

1. Inservdte for personal professional development, which corresponds to the
'self-directed mode and pethaps the professional orgadization.mode:

2. Inservice for credentialling, which corresponds to the
credential-oriented mode.

3. Inservice for the purpose of being inducted into.the profession.,
McDonald (19804as argued that-first year teachers.need a siacial fora
of inservice e ation (called "induction") to help thbm adjust to
full-time teach4ng and to learn skills not covered- in preservioe
education: .

4. InserVice for school improvement,'u'lich typically Would be done in the
job-embedded and job-related modes.

The first three purposes relate to the developMent of the individual
teacher. Inservicefor school improvement, though, gives priority to the
-school organization.',1eachers' perSonal needs may be taken into account, but.
, teachers' roles as members of ihe school organization'are critical to this
form of inservice education. Campbell (1981) developed two separate models
of inservice education based on .this distinctiOn between neids of the school
system and'needs of the individual teacher. Miller and Wolf (1979) developed
a cyclical Staff Development/School Change model reflecting these two
purposes of teacher education.

Each of the four inservice experiments was focused on.the individual
teacher and his or her clasiroom. Teachers volunteered for the inseevice
program. .They were not recruited.because they were members of a particular
.school_staff-;----Alsoithe-Wildiiig-Principals and district curriculum- :

èpecialiats were.not directly in4olved in the program,-as they might have
been if the program had been conducted for the purpdge of school iniprovement.

Hutchins (described in &wily 1981) is currently testing basic skills
inservice prograis for the purpose of seklool improvement. The prograsCcovers

A
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content similar to that in the four inservice experiments,,but there are
several. important contextual. differences. The most critical difference is in
who redelves the training: "The workihop series i0 generally conducted for a
school district or group of schools within i district. Each.participating
school sends to ihe workshop a team of the principal and two or three
teachers; a central office staff member is alto.iniPolved" (p. 1.1). The

workshops also cover, training in standardized achieVement'testing in order to
help educators increase test validity in their district. Hutchins notes,
howevevi.thai improving test-validity is beyond the.capability of individual
educators, and therefore requires "district-wide action.",

-

The meta-analysis conducted by Lawrence and Harrison (1980) found
that the more effective inserviCe programs were designed as a collective
effort, of A school staff. Also,- the'more-effectiVe programs had shared goals
rather-than individual teacher gdals. These results suggest that inservice
for Schoel improvement is generally mere effective Wan inservice for
personal professional development.

Itservice Cohorts

Theavailible'research indicates fhat teaChers hate a strong
preference for.working with other 0:catchers, rathetthan working alone, 'in.

their inservice activities. Lawrende and his Colleagues (1974) concluded
from their research review that inservice activities produced More PoSitiye
effects onteachers when they provided mutual assistance tn. anoinservice.
program than when they worked alone. .Holly"(1982) found inifir survey Of 110
teachers that they most preferred inservice activities that allowed them to.
woritYWith other teachers: "Teacheks described their colleagues as valuable '

sources of-practiCal ideas-and1nformation,:aielpful'adVisorit.On. professional

, probleis, the most useful evaluators of teaching skills, and:understanding
allies" (p. 418). Siimilarly,.Ngtiyaye and Hanley (1979). found in their

.survey of 228 teachers that,the teachers preferred inservite meetings

oorganized for colleagues with similar teaching responsibilities. -

". We consider it worthwhile.to distinguish at least three Aspects of
how teachers are grouped for an inservice activity: 'individually-based
versus group-based instruction; groups that archomogeneous or heterogeneous
with respect io teachinglresponsibilities; nd whether the grOup includes
same-school or differenthschool colleagues. We Could locate'no evidence
relating to the differential effectiveness of veriatiOns in these.inservice

CohOrt faCtors. .The four inservice experiment's used a cOmbination of
individuallrbased instruction (study:of manuals) and group-based instruction
(inservice meetings). AlsoveaCh study.included.teschers at the same grade,
level. This feature of inservice group composition may be particularly
relevant because it helpS to increasSthe relevance of the inservice activity
to eadh teachees situation (see dimension 25).

15. Concurrent Organilational Changes
0

As indicated above, one iajor purpose,of ingerviCe.eduCation is to'
bring about' school improvement. If,aminservice activity is used for this .



purpose:it would be informatiVe to learn whether the activity is supported
by other changes in the school system of which the teacher is a member.

The building principal is probably the'most influential symbol of
sthool organization for teachets. Loucks and prate (1979) concluded from
their research that,'"...what the-principal does is critical to.the success,
Of an implementation effort" (p. 215). These critical role behaviors of the
principal have been referre&to as "instructional leadership" (Rouk 1980.-
Leithwood and Montgomery (1982) recently reviewed the-research on the rcde of
-the principal in schodl improvement; These reviewers found that the more
effective principals were More,likely to participate in teachers' inservice
activities. Participation included attending all or at leatitthe early
inservice sessions provided for-teachers..

AnothertyPe of organizational change relevant to inservice education
is curriculum.revision. Inservice education is sometimes used to support
implementation of a new curriculum. In turn, the new curriCulum may include
features that facilitate the teacher and student.dbjectives of the inservice
program. ExaMples of such features are: teacher manuals that contain lesson
plans based on-direct instruction-principles; criterion-referenced tests; and
learning activities that insure high student succesi,rate. We could locate
no research conderning whether inservice is more or less effective when it
accompanies curriculum revision.

6 7

16. Other Inservice Activities

The effects of a particular inservice prograM are potsibly.dependent
on other inservice programs that the teat er experiences either concurrently

or at' some other point in time;-.7The8e-o _programs may reiniorce and build

upon the objectives of &particular program. Another-possibility is that

other programs neutralize-the impact of a' particular *program-iir-diffusing the

teacher's attention across discofinected priorityrgeals."

Research is uninformative about how teachers' inservice experiences
articulate with each othe; across a Specified.period of time. kfew studies,
however, have addressed'the related question of quantity of inservice that
teachers receive. Arends:(1982).followe0eginning high school teachers over

a three 5441,period. His sample participated in a mean'number of 10.5
inservice activities during this interval. This is an average'of 3.5.
activities per year. The mean total number of inservice hours for the sample

was.291 hours, or 97 hours per year. In contrast, Schalock (1977). surveyed.
450 tearhers-and found that they engagedAn a mean nUmber of 1.5 activities,
over,the course of a year.

Two differences:in the methods of Arends' study and Schalóck's study
may explain their disparate estimates of inservice quantity. Arends used-
interviews and only studied beginning teachers. Schalock used questionnaires
and studied teachers representing a,much wider range of teaching experience.

An interesting finding 'OfcArends' study was a correlation of .67
between (a) lprincipals' ratings of a teacher's Competence at'the end:of the
teacher's first inservice ;Year and.(b)' the teacher's total number of
inservice:hours 'oirer the three year.Period. This finding may mean that
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participation in many inserVice actiVitiem leads to improved teacher .

effectiveness. An equally plaudible-interpretation is that a teacher's high
-involvement in inservice is seen by the principal as a Sign of competence. e

1

e . \

. ,

E. Governance

Governance involves a number of policy, and management decisions that
may influence the effects of ,interviee education on teacheriCand their
students.: Governance issues have been at the forefront of dialogue on,
inserviCe education in recent years. For example, the'federally-funded
Teacher-Centers were established on the premide that insetvice education
.would.be more effective, if veachers controlled its design and governance. We.
.review in this section the available research concerning various.dimensions
of inservice governance. The fOur'inser4ce experiments mrenot informative
about these decisions hecaose the decision to institute,the experiiental
inservice programs reflected relearcher initiatives priMarily rathet,than,
school system-initiatives.

4

17. Governance Structures

This,dimension is meant to represent the individual or group that has
responsibility for making key inservice policy decisions concerning:
selection of inservice objectives and activities, design of the activities,
incentives and sanctions, and allocation of.resourcee. Teacher Centers and. *

some school districts have governing 'boards to make these 'decisions. In

other settings these decisions may be left to the Imilding principal or
district'staff development specialist. .

Inservice activities maY be associated'with several levels of
governance. For example, an office of a etate department of,education may
Make the decision to mmIclate a certain type of training (e.g., in .

mainstreaming) at the district level. In turn, a governanceboard at the
school district level may assume the responsibility for bow this training

#

will be designed and offered tndistrict teacher,. We could identify no
research on variations in governance structures and whether such variations
have an influence on the effetiveness of inservice programs.

Teacher Participation in Governance

As might be expeqted, several surveys (Betz, Jensen, and Zigirni
1978; Holly 1981; Schurr et al. 1980) have found that teachers .desire input
into the planning of inservice programa. Inserviceleaders (e.ge, Gehrke and
Parker 1984 Johnston and Yeakey 1977) also strongly adVocate colliborati0e.
,planning among teachers and administrators in order to insure successful
implementation of an inservice prograM. Three prominent educators.(Ryot,
Shenker, and Sandefur 1979) stated:. "Inservice programs imposed from the top
down are doomed to failure" .(p. rs). Lawrence and Harriison's meta-analysis
(1980) found that inservice Programs'in which teachers ,choie at-least sole of
the goals and activities were more effective than.entirely "preplanned
programs in increasing teither compe*ince. .
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19. Recruitment of Participants

Paiiicipation in an inservice activity'Can be voluntary or required.
There probably are, degrees of participAtion.between.these two extremes: For
example, administrators may stop ahort Of requiring participation, but may
use.strong sanctions an87incentives to,insure high participation rates. The

Critical element, then-, is probably not whether the inservice activity is
voluntary or mandatoryi but whether teachers feel coerced into participation

.against their wishes. Even it a partAular inserviceractivity-is required,
teachers mny not react negatively if they wish to participate. 6

The foui inservice experimentb involved volunteer.samples of
teachers. Volbntary participation seems reasonable if the purpose of the k'

inservice activity is to conduct a fesearcher-controlled experiment.(as in
.the case qf the four experiments) or-to encourage the professiOnal 7

development bf individual teachers. Allen inservice education is used for the t

purpose of school improvement, howev, mandatory participation may be more
effective. School improvement may require the staff.to make their,individual
preferences and needs secondary to school goals. We could locate no research
data About the.extent to which current inservice activities are voluitary or
required. An interesting finding of Lawrence and Harrison's meta-analysis,
(1980),is that mandatory versus voluntary participaiiOn of teaciers'did not
predictsinservice program effectiyeness.

2 . Incentives

A rdasonable hypothesis is. that Incentives_have an'influence on
teachers' wtllingness to participate in an inservice activity and their
satisfactioh with the experience. We could locate no elOirical teats of the
hyPothesis, 'howeverp, Some*Cleseriptive.data about inserviee incentivalvwere
collected in a surVey -of teachers by Betz and colleagues (1978). Teachers

reported that: "The Most common and also the most,preferred type. of
Compensation.included released time, expenses, credit for certificate level,
and college.credit".(p.:494. ApOroval of thw principal may.also function as
in incentive. The Rand studites (Berman and McLaughlin 1978) found that
teachers were unlikely to capitinue implethenting enew curriculum or method
without the appfoval of the principal. The reports of the foprimservice
experiments do not speCify ihat types of incentive, if any, were given to
teadhers for participating'in the inservice programs. ,

21. Sanctions

.In the.discuision.of participant recruitment.(dimension 14),

referencelwas made to.the possible use of coercion to secure teachers'
participation in an inseryice activity. Thedimension of sanctions refers.to
the use of threatened negative consequences to secure teachers' agreementtb
participate Ain inaervice actiyitylCr to punish them,for'
non-Oafticipation. An example of suCh a tactic is to require,"remedial"
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supervision as a condition of continued employment in a school distfitct.
Another example is non-renewal of a teacher..certificate if a teaCher 1,43es not
earn 4 minimum number of credits within 4 time limit. No resegrch about-use
of sanctions in inservice programs could be located.

22. Costs

.
There is surprisingly lit.tle information in the'literature about the

costs of particular inservice programs. A surVey of Oregon scgool districks
several.years ago (Schalock, 1977)tound that typically 3, to 5 percent of
district tudgeta waiallocated to inservice education, It is not known how
much teachers pay on their own for inservice programs, and whether such
expenses affect hosmuch the, benefit from the programs.

F. Selection and Evaluation-
A

The.evaluation qf.inservice programs is mit a well-xleveloped. field.
Lawrence ansillarrison (1080) stated that their sett=enelysis of,the iniservice *
literature.tegan with a review of approxieately 6,000 abstracts And

. . .

reference4. Only 150 of these documents reported quintitativt datqw and only
59 of:thim contained sufficient data for inclusion in the seti-analysis.

The Lawrence and HarrisOn seta-analysis suggests that systematic
evaluation-of inservice programs'is the exception rather than the rule.
Also, there have been fewAfforts. to conceptualize.the parameters and
purposes of iniervice evaluation. One of these efforts was a .

conceptualization of the levels of impact that might,result fros ab inservice
program (Gall et al. 1976). Four levels of impact were distinguished:.

Level.I - Implementing the tsgervice program. Tbis level of impact refers to
how well the program isIOUnducted. A possible indicator pf level I
impact, for example, is.the number of teachers who choose to participate
in the prograd and complete it.

1r

Level II - Teacherltiprovement. This type of impact refers to the effects of
the inservice program on teacher competence.'

.Level III - Change in student.behavior, Many inservice progress have the,
goal of changing stndent behavior by first changing teacher behavior
(level II).

Level IV - Changes in the environment..Level II and III effects of a.ptogram
might spread to:ocher contexts. For exaiple, a .teacher who learns about
a new instructional practice in.an inservice program might informally
.teach it to his or her ,colleaguee.-

Each of these.levels of impact can be the objectnf evaluation. We
have included.Levels,II and III as dimensioni below (nos. 26 and 27) because
they are the most direct outcomes of inservice programs. We have also
included seVeral dimensions (nos.. 23-25) relating to the quality of the
process'by mtich an inservice progras. is selected or developed for
presentation to teachers._



. 23. Policy ,

e AP
This dimension refers to the rationale and evidence that

decision-makers use to justify the use of inservice, activities eo achieve
'educational goals. ,/nservice education is just bne option that can be used
by,decision-makers to implement policy. For example, if the goal is to

improve htudents' basic skills.achievement, administrators might consider...
these options, among others: rednce class size, hire more teacher aides, or

. issue,directives to teachers to ipend more time on basic skills instruction.
Idservice educatibn must compete with these options in the policy-Making

process.

decision-maker's rationale for selecting the type of inservice
activities used in the four inservice eXperiments probably would be that such
'activities are of demonstrated effectiveness in improving student

'achievement. There, is evidence, though, that decision-makersamy All be

;receptive to such research data on inservipeeffettiveness. Sdhalock (1977)

found iiddesPread-concern among Oregon edu4Aors about'the effectiveness of
inservice education as 4 method of improving educational practice. The .

problem is compounded by the fact that, at least, in soMe Aettings, staff
development specialists are only "loosely coupled" to policy making: Vacce,"

Barnett, and Vacca (1981)1found in their atudy that: "No one identifying

,primarily with staffdevelopment claimed to experience intimate invOlvement

in the decision-making process. Staff developers perceive themselves as
middle managers.with limited emus and liTe power" (p.

The most noteworthy feature of the four inservice experiments is that,

the,teacher objettiVes are derived'directly from correlational resesrch
linking teacher instructional behaviors to student-gains in basic skills

achievement. This "rational" approach may be the excepti4 rather than the

rule. Bermes and McLaughlin (1978, p. 14), in a study of 'curriculum

implementation, found that few school districts in their sample conducted a
rational search for better ways to educate students. Similarly, Edwards

(1981) ciiticized staff development programs for being "a conglomeration of
activities determined by dhciiion making criteria inches cost or
availability or strong'advertising"-(p. 2).

24. Needs Assessment

The trainineprograms in the four inservice experiments were not
selected as a result of.a formai neede assessment.prOcesIG The pnrpose of

these studies was to validate through contrelled expetimentation the 4S'

effectiveness of particular tiatning programs,'iather than to respond to
identifted needs of school-districts. In practice, though, school districts

may initiate inserVice programs for reasons other than demonstrated

effectiveness.

The litetature suggests that a formal needs asdessment is the process
by which particular inservice objectives become identified and Achieved
through the implementation of Particular inseivice activities.
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Neumann-Etienne and Todd (1976) and Powell (1980); for example, have
described models for developing a comprehensive inserv4ce program for a
school system. Both models rely heavily upowbuch needs asaessmeni

.
techniques as site visitations to diagnose system needs, survey'of eacher

concerns, and Ourve of teacher ptiorities. Similarly, the Montg ,ery
County, Maryland school diatrict (Nelson 1981 itiatdn inser ice program
to support sn-instructlonal renewal. x.oceeet'by.l.irst.'",nd ting an assessment

/ of training needs for thb district's teachers.
4

i; We were unable to locate,any research, hoWever, on,the'prevalence of
formal needs isaessments to identify.inserViee objective6. It may be that'
inservice objectives and activities,are selected by a much more informal,
opporiudistic process. A particular adminittiaior-may initiate an'inservice
activity becauie an .inservice trainermade a convincing presentation of its
merits; because he or she'hdard about its a)ccess in another distiict;
because the school board identified a problem for which an inseriiicieiactivit$t.
seemed an appropeiate solution; or for abme other reasod. 4.

4

a

a

25. Relevance of dontentf---

Researchers have found that teachens generally evaluate-the
effectiveness of an inservice program by how relevant its content is to theiT
particularclassroom situation. .Holly (1982) interviewed 160 11C12 teacherI

and concluded thai, "The single most important factor determinincthe yalue
teachers placed on an.inservice education activity was its personal
relevance" (p. 418). Similarly, Vacca and her colleagues (1981) found that
teachers' major'criteria in.rating the effect venesb of staff development i

personnel was their relevancy. Teachers prefe ed staff development . 6

specialists who gave-them "ideas, strategies, * Materiels that relate
direaly to their'own classrooms" (p. 51). It is disappointing, then, that -

the elementaryteachers in one study (Ogletree and Allen 1974) felt their
inservice meetings generally were irrelevant to their professional work.
Similarly, the.Oirectors of the ISTE (Inservice Teacher Education) Concepts
Project interviewed many teacher* and founa that "the interviewees Were much
less epecific ind clear about substance and proca's than any other aspect of
the structure of ISTE" (Joyce,- Hovey, and Targei'1976, p. 23). They reached

this conclusion: "The interviews, poiltion *ere, ind literature all reveal
an agreement that much of ISTE contains substance which is irrelevant to the
needs of classroom teachers" (p. 23).

.The training provide n the four inservice experiments wail prObibly
implemented in part because it las quite relevant to the classroom situations
of the participating teachers. The instidetional irinciples were deriited
from previous correlational research baaed on observations of teachers
similar to those who Participated-in each experilent. (In Seallings''
experiment [1980], some of the teaChers had also participated in the ,

correlational stildy.) Thus, the instructional principles were directly
relevant to the teachers' classroom 'situation. The teaching-behaviots
reflected'in the'principleswerenalready present to some deiree in'most -

teachers' repertOires. Inservice training consisted primarily of having
. *

teachers do either more or less of alhat they already mere doing in their.
classrooms, and.to sequence their activities approprately. Thetraining in
the four experiments was also relevant in that all of the participating '



-. teachers lu a particular eicperi nt were at the same grade level. Thnsk a

.question or problem raised by a't acher at a-training meeting probably woad

berelevant to the other teachersg too.

MeasUrement of Teacher Competence

A majof justification for inservice programs is that thy produce
destrable changes in-teaCher competemee. Our review of the literature
revealed that this clahn is rarely tested. Evaluation involving objective

measurement of teacher competenc'e is seldom included as a domponent of

inservice programs for teachers, Measurement procedures can range from

administnition of questionnaires and surveys to observation of teaChers'
classrooli behavior.

, .

Each of the four inservice experiments on basic 'skills instruction
inv4yed airect obeervation of the teachers' cfaSsroom behavior before and
after the inservice program. The observations were focused on teachers= use

of.-instructional behaviors that Asearchers had found to bccorrelated with
student achievement gains. The purpose of the observational diea in eabh
experiment was io determine whether the experimental inservice program,was

:more effective than a nortraining condition.

Measurement of gains in teacher competence requires resource -

expenditurea by the agency sponsoring the inservice prograW Ye could
identify no studies that determined whethel this type:of measurement occurs
in practice and-whether policy'makers.find'ueility in measurement data on

teacher competence. Also, no studiet could be located on the relative
benefits of collecting teadeer Competence data and,student achievement data
for wialuating inservice programs.

27. -Measarement of Student- Ob ectives. 4

,.,Educatiors have availablethe technology .to measure,most student
objectives of inservice programs.' Whether they choose to measure the
objectives, and ,for what purpose, are matters of policy. In the ftnir:

inservice experiments, the student objectives were,basic skills in reading Or

mathematics.. These skills were measured in eachistudy by standardized
.achieveient tests. The test data were used to assess the effects of the
inservice programs that Comprised the experimental treatments in these
studies. -Reinstein"(1976) noted other useful purposes that could be served

by Buell achievement data; determining allocation of resources to alleviate
WeaknAssin instructional programaand assessing whether atudents. are
acquiring "minimum. Competencies".as On), pi-Ogress through schoolt

Although itandardized athieliement tests are deful inLcertain
circumstances, thei are also problematic. &lily (1981),for example,
referred to a recent study at'the Institute for Research on Teaching at
Michigan State University which found that 30 to 40,percent of-items-in
standardized achievement tests are not covered by commercial textbooktat the

same grade level. BeCause eeachers rely heavily.on these textbooke, to.
determines-their clasiroom instructional content, there is' probah* a Weak



-
match between.what teachers teach and what standardized testa measOere.- Thus,

the,test result, may have low validity forkseisuring the.objectives of.some
inservice programs.. If teachers attempt to "teach to the test," they may
need to deviate subitantially from their'elmtbooks and devote,e;ttra effort in
order to improv .the match between their inetructional content and the test
content. This ra effort may arouseresentment in teachers and resistance

.*
Ito school system ef orta to promote' basic skills achievement.

4 .

Another potential probleatof standardized achievement tests is that
they say be used to evaluate teachers.and to maie them the-Prime targete of.'
accountability-for student progress. Edwards (1981), for.example, Claimed
that."ipprebensivenessrof teachers about the process- of evaluation, their ,'

distrust of the accountability Movement, and their fearfulniss of becoming
scapegoats for:the failure of innovations" is widespread. .

e

Summary of Inservice Practides
s

The effective practices identified,thiough the preceding reetarch
review of 27 inservice dimensions are summarized'in Table,3. The first
column of Chis table lists the dimensions and the headings under.which they
are organized. The next column listeeffective &service practices
associated With particular dimensions. In a faw,cases (for exelple,
dimension 11), an effdctive prastice,could,not be identified. .

,

The third cOlumn Of Table 3 indicates the type of research from which
th'e effective practice was Orived. The types of research listed in this,
columnare as follows:

.1. Basic skills experiments. These are the four inservice experiments 'by.

Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy; Crawford et al.rStallings; and Good and
Grouws.

=

2. Implementation research. These are studies (mostly descriptiv% and
correlationith in which the criterion was how well a curriculum.or
instructional method wai implaented in a natural school setting.

. .

;3 .

3. Inservice research.. These are,usitalli experiments in.whiCh effects of
different inservice,eracticei on teacher competence (i.e., knowledge,

(skill, attitudes) were assessed.

4. Survey research. These are deacriptive etudies of teacher prefer ences

and attitudes cOncerning particular inset-vice practices.

5., Other research. Some studies releting to teacher expectations; achool
principals, and achievement tests are relevant to Several of the -

inservice dimensions.

In most cases the effective practices listed in Table 3 are a direct
statement of a finding from one or more resehrch studies. In a few cases the

,effective.practice is a reasonable inference from gesearch findings. For

example, the'practice associated with dimension45 is a ream:Amble inference
fiaa the basic skills experiments. Each of these experiments focused od
improving student achievement in the basic skills. this focus was not
systematically varied within or between experiments. It:seems reasonable
that inservics programs focused on this objective would tend to be more

3 7
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effective in achieving thq.objective thin inservice programs focused on other
objectives. "

The set of research-based, effective practices "summarized in Table 3
provides a atandarior comparing current inservice practice. An empirical
sUrvey of curr4nt practices relative to this standard ia,reported in the nezt
three chapters.

. .

The effective ihservice practices summarized in Table 3 are slanted

toward improving basic skills instruction. Most of 'them also apply to other
instructional goals. The few that-are specific to basic Skills instruction
could be miodified so that they Are generic or so that they apply'to other
-instructional goals:

4
31,
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TABLE 3
Summary of Research on Effective Inservice Practices for Improving

Basic Skills Instruction

Dimention Effective Practice Basis

A. Teacher Ob ectives
0

1. Target Competencies Teachers should use direct in-
struction methods

2. perationalization Inservice program should have
operationally-stated objec-
tives for teacher behavior,

3. Complexity

4. Expected level of
performance

B. Student Ob ectives

If the skills to be learned
are complex, phase'thestinto
the teacher's repertoire
gradually

Teachers should be told speci-7
fically how much to use parti-.
cular instructional behaviors

5. Target objectives Inservjce psogram should focus
,on improving student achieve-
ment in basic skills

6. :Emitted levei.of Teachers should be helped to
ichievement belieVe that students' basic

:skill achievement can be .

improved,

II

.. Delivery, Syitem

, 7. Readiness .

.

. activities

8. .Instructional
piocess

Hold meetings that deal with
teachers' concerns about the
inservice program and that
build consensus agreement to
participate in it

Teachers should study.manuals
describing direct inetruc-
tion,methods; should discuss
the methods in groUp Meetings
with a trainer; and should
receive observation and
feedback on their behavior

4

Basic skills .

experiments

implementation
research

Implementation
research; in
service
research

Basic skills_ex-
periments; imple-
Asentation research

Basic skills
.experiments

Basic skills ex-
periments;
teacher expec-
tations researth

Implementation,
research

iv
Basieskills
experiments;
inservice
research .
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TABLE 3
(Continued)

Dimension . Effective Practice Basis

9.. Maintenance snit

monitoring

10. Training site

11. Trainers
-

12. Scheduling

Inservice prograM should main- Implementation

tain, build on, and monitor research

gains made in initial
training

Inservice program should use
the teacher's classroom as

.training site at least part
of the time to pail/1de
observation and feedback

Basic skills
experiments;
inservice
research

Schedule insetirice sessions Inservice

at times that do not interfere research .

with teachers' other obliga-
tions

D, Orgdnizational Context

13. Purpose for
participation

14. Inservice cohorts

15. Concurrent
organizational
changed

. 16. Other inservice
activities

Governance Structure

17. Governance.struc-
ture

Inservice program should focus
on school improvement rather

than personal professional
development

Inservice program should
provide activities that allow
teachers to work with and
learn from each other

Principal should participate
in and support the teachers'
inservice activities

Inservice
research

Survey
research

Implementation
research;
research on
principals'
behavior

1.
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TABLE 3
(Continued)

of.

bimension Effective Practice Basis

Teacher,partici-
'Ration in
governance _

Teachers should have:oppor-
tunity to help plan the
inservice program

19. Recruitmgnt of Participation should be man-
participants datory in order to bring about

schoolwide improvement

20. Incentives' Provide incentiVes like re-
leased tiote4 expenses, college
or district credits,- approval
by school prindipal'

21. Sanctions

-

22. Costs.

Selection and Evaluation

23. Policy InserVice program should be
selected tecause of its.
demonstrated effectiveness
in improving students' basic
skills achievement

24, Needs assessment Inservice program should be
given'in schools where students
have-been identified as low-
achieving in basic skills

25. _Relevance to Content of the inservice
participants program should be relevant

to the teacher's classroom
situation

*
26. Measurenient of Teachers' classrocF performance

teacher competence should be assessed' to determine
teacher implementation of
inservice content

gurvey research

Inservice
research

Survey reiearch;
implementation
research

basic skills
experiments

Survey research

27. Measurement of' Inseryice program effectiveness Research on
stOdent objectiVes should.he assessed by measuring achievement

student 'performance on content- testing
valid achievement tests and in
such' a way that teachers do not

4
feel threatened

4i
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CHAPTER,3
*METHOD

'Research Design

4
An empirical, study was undertaken to answer the five research.

,questions stated in Chapter/l. The research.design was descriptive. Orie

part of tta design involved collictiftrdata to describe teachers' and
:administratore- inservice activitiei and their.attitudes.toward the
activities. :It was'originally planned that data about the aCtivities would
be collected at apProximatel9 the tinge that they occurred. Mad this ,

occurred, the stuay would have been planned as a lOnKitudinal design with
data collection extending oiler it least a school year. Hoiwever,'the grant

*funding cycle and other factors made it more feasible to use-a retrospective
suri!ey of the'simple:s inservice activities. Each 'educator was.asked at the

.,ehd of the school year (approximately Julet1982) to recall the inservice
liCtiviiiies in which he or she had participated during the schOol year and thes
preceding summer.

.
The other part of,the research design involve& a descriptive survey

of the sample's attitudes toward selected aspecti of inservice education for
improtinebasic skills instruction. These attitudes were asseised,at one

) point in.time. Longitudinal-factors (e.g., changes in attitude over time)
were not considered An this part of the research des,gn.

4
Sample I.

Sampling design. The sampling procedure involved selecting three
school districts and two elementary schools within eacfi district. A central

office administrator.was selected in each district (total N 3) to represent

dietrict-level management of iniervice education; Each principal of the

participating schwas (total N 6) Was selected to,represent school-level
managementof inservice education.. Six teachers in each ichool (total N 0
36) were selected to represent participants in inservice eduCation. Teacher-

selection in each school was stratified to include three primary'teachers -

(grades 1-3) and three intermedial*teachers (lrades 4-6). The sampling plan_

for,one of the three districts is illustrated'below.



District I

District Administrator

School 1

TrinciOal

3 Primary 1

Teachers

School 2

Principal

a rm
eachers 'Teacherst

Inteediate 3 Intermediate

This samplizirdesign has t e advantegethat it maked possible the
descripiion of inservice activVti s Within natural multi of organization
(i.e., schools and:districts): so, the'design allowt.studY.Of differences,
between districts, between school between schools-within-districts and
between teacheri. Theresearchte ults presented in Chapter .4 Iniolve
primarily total sample And between-district anslyses. Supplementary analyses
involving-other differences will be,doneat'a subsequent date.

z
Three school districts were:recruited to Participate-in. the study.

The researchers selected the diktricts to represent a ranga of community
characteristics. the first step was to meet with central office,-
adminiStrators and principals to_secure theirapprovel. Yhese groUps alio
recommended schools that bad the most low-achieving students in the distriet.,.
The'next'step wai fdr the researchers to meet witbihe principal and teachers
in each,school to recruit iheir.participation. CoOkration wait good. There
was.no need to rectuit additional selool districts'because of refusal to
participate by One of the initially, apProache4 sites.. A modest hOnorarium
was paid to each Participant in recognition of the time required to complete.
the interview schedules.

-.
School And,district characteristici. Characteristics oUthe school

districts are summaiii;471grtable 4. District I is a mixed socioeconomic
-oommunity with'a preponderance of low4ncome families and some transient
students. District II/ perve4 some.children from lOwiticomi families, but
the community as a.wholeis middle-class. District II is _quite unlike the
other tie° districts. Itserves a relatively isolated coastnl,comiMity with'

4 5
36
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, TABLE 4
Characteristics of Participating Schools

.

4

Cha ra cteris t ic District /

4

Dietrict II District II

School School School , School School ;School
. 1 2 . 3 4 5 6'

Seiting Small Small UrEf
Suburban Rural Subiirban

Student.Population 200 360 300 -360. 400 300

Title I Status Yes Yes No Yes

Number of
Regular Teachers

9
10 15 14* 14

No Yes.

15 10

Numbei.of -3 5 7 - 7

Specialist Teachers

Note: The data in this table are given ae approximations to preserve the
sample's anonymity.



marl small farming and fishing families. The aistrict is spread over a' .

fairly wide geographical area. Ail of the districts are located in the

Pacific Northwest.

A central office adminiitrator in.each district.made available
district testing resulti for the 1981-82 school year. Grade fevel
equivalents in the two.schools of dittrict / ranged from one year'below grade'
level-to grade level for the classes ihat were tested... Test scores in'the

- two scOools of district'II were.belOw the'national aVerage in most ereas.of
reading, language, and math. Test scores in the two schools of district III

were generally at Or above the national averege.
.

One item of the interview schedules asked' teachers and edministrators
to characterize the ability level.of their etudenis. 'llesulti for this item-
are shown in Table S. The majority of teachers and adminiistrators rated
their students as being of medium ability.level. leachers and administrators
'were also ksied to rate their students' progress in leafning the baSic .

skills. As shown in lible 6, moat Of theta were satisfied or very satisfied
with students' progress in the basic skills of readingvmath, and lenguage,
arts.

The school districts were not selebted because they had a noteworthy
inservice program for their teachers. They Were selected primarily beciuse

.
they were accessible for purposes,of data collection and because they,
represented a range of size and resources for schooling. Ohe item on the
interview scheduAes asked those sampled- to characterize.their school or
district as a climate for inse vice education'and professional development.
Results for the items are showfi in Table 7. The majority of the teachers and
all of the.administrators per9i,ed that the district provided a supportive
climate for-imaervice educat n.

One item On the interview schedules asked teaChers and administrators,
to characterize the difficulty of their work environment. Results for this

item are preaenied in Table 8. Gnly a third of the teachers considered their

classes easy to teach. Similarly, only a third of the principals and
assistant superintendents considered their'schools or districts easy to

administer. r.

Sampling of teachers.. It was hoped to select a'rindom stratified
sample'of three primary grade teachers and three intermediate grade teachers

in each school. This procedure would have helped to insure a representative
sample,of teachers across schools. However, the principals requested
voluntarvparticipation of their teachers in the study. They agreed, though,

to selection of A stratified grade level iample if teachers were'willing.

The sampling of teachers by grade level in each school is shown in
Table 9. One more teacher then necessary in schoole 4 and- 6 volunteered to

.participate.' They' were included in the sample.

Because ihe teachers comprised s volunteer sample, their
Characteristics may_differ fromthe poptilation of teachers in the
participating schoold. It is Possible'that they may be more interested In
inservice education thatt.the general population of teachers. It is' also

possible that their intereit levells the samé as other teachers; but that
they happened to have more tile avallable.for partitipation in the etudy.

8 4Zi



TABLE 5
Rating of Students' Ability Level by Their

IMachers:and Administratora
:(N'= NUmber of teacheri,or administrators)

Riting of Student Total Sample
Ability Level , N %-

District I
N X

Distric-t II

N %

District III
Er %

1; Teacher rating
. High. 8 22% 1 9% .5 39% '2 15%.

Medium 26 70% 8 73%. 7 53% 11 , 85%
:Low' 3

.

8% 2 18% 1 8% 0 0%

AdMinistrator rating
:

High 3 33% '0 0% 1 33% 2. 67%
Medium 5 56% 2 67% 2 67% .1 33%
Low .

6
1 11% 1 33% 0 0% 0 0%

Note: Data source for item 1 is Appendix B, item 5; Data source
for item 2 is Appendix F, item 7.

/
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TABLE 6..

EducatOrs' Satisfaction with Students' Progress in Learning

the Basic Skills
(N Number of teachersOr administrators)

Teachers

Basic Skills

Total Sample
N 2

District.I
N 2

District II District III

N Z N.- %

Reading
Very satisfied 17 50%' 5 , 46% 9 .692 3 30%

Satisfied 15 44% 4 36% 4 .31% 7 70%

Dissatisfied . 2 6% 2 18% .0 0% 0 OZ.

Math
Very satisfied 16 462 55% 5 38% 5 45%

Satisfied
tdssatisfied

f6

3

46%
8%

27%.
18%

7,

1

54%
82

6

0..

55%
02

Language Arts
Very satisfied 10. 29% 4 4 33% 2'. 18%-

Satisfied 20 59% 6

,36%
55% 5 ' 42%, 9 82%

Dissatisfied
,

4. 12% 1 : 9% 3 25%
1

Mb



TABLE 6
(Coniinued)

Administrators ,

4

Basic Skills
Total Sample
N

District I
N %

Distria II. District III
N 'N

.;

Reading

,.
Very satisfit4 5 56% -1 33% I 33% 3 100%.
Satisfied 3' 33% 2 67Z 1 -33% 0 0%
Dissatisfied

a

0 0% 1 33% 0 0%

Math
Very satisfied 1 11% 0 0% 0. 0% 1 33%
Satisfied 6 67%. 2 67% 2 67% 2 67%
Dissatisfied 2 22% 1 ,13% 1 33% 0 0%

Language Arts .

Very sstisfied 1 11% 0 0% 0 0% 1 33%
Satisfied 6 67Z, 2 '67% 2 672 2 67%
Dissatisfied 2 22% 1 33% 1 31% 0 OX

Note: Data source for teacher table is Appendix Eo, item 3. Data
source,for administrator.table ii Appendix H,'Item 3.

41. ;



TABLE 7
Ratiig of-the School and District as' a-Climate

for Inservice Education
(N = Number of teachers or administrators)

i

Ratings of Inservice Total SaMple 'District I District II District III
Climate ,,N .2 ..: N 2 N 2 N %

.
,

Teachers' 'rating.

Supportive
Neutral
Unsupportive

2. Administrators' ratitilg

Supportive , 1002 3 .1002

32 .842 9 ',752 10- 772 13 1002
3 8% 1 82 2 152 0 02
3 82 2- -17% I B% 0 02

1002 3 1002
Neutral
Unstpportive

Note: Data source for item 1 is Appendix B, item 7. Data source for
item 2 is Appendix F, item 9.



TABLE 8
Rating bf the Classroom and School

as a Work Environment
Number of teachers Or administrators)

Total Sample
Rating of'Work Setting N Z

District INX*NXDistrici II. District III,NX

1. (Teachers) How difficult
is this class teach?.to

Easy 13 34X. 4 332 02 15Z 6 462
Medium 11 4. 342 5 392 2 '152
Difficult' 14 37 4 332 6 46% 5 39X

2. (Administrators) How
difficult is (are)
your schOol(s) to
administer?

Easy 3 332 1 ' 332 1 33: 1 132
Medium 1, 11% 0 OX 0 0% 1 342

Difficult 5 562 2 4672 2 672 1 332

Note: Data source for item 1 is Aipendix B, item 6. . Data source
for item 2 is Appendix B, item 8.



TABLE 9
Sampling of Teachers from Each.Participating School

Number of Teachers by Grade Level

SchOol
,

3 4 5 6 Total

District I
1. Total 2 2 10

Sample 2 1 0 2 6

Total 4 3 3 3 2 15

Sample 1 2 0 2 1 6

District II . .

3. Total 3 3 2 14

Sample 1 2 1 6

4. Total 3 3 3 3 14

Sample 1 1 2 2 7

District III
v 5.- Total 3 3 3 2 2 2 15

Sample 0 1 2 0 2 2 6

6. Total 2 2 2 2 2 10,

'Sample 1 1 '.1 . 1 : 1 7

Note: Description of teachers by gracle level in "total" rows was altered
slightly to preserve the sample's anonymity.

,
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Our,general impression is that the use of volunteer schools and-teachers
resulted in a alight bias toward incIudin* educators who are more interested
in inser4ice education than educators generally. .

Teacher and administrator characteristics. Aw shown In Table 10,
-the-sample of teachers ii'predominanay female, and the-sample of
administrators is with one exception male. -.The teachers and adiloistrators
both tend to have many years of experience as prefeesional educators.

'.-Meatiures

Description of Measures
-

The data collection measures In this study took the form of
. .

semi-structured interviews and checklists. Separate but related measures
were developed for teachers and adeinistrators. Except for a few slight
changes in wording, the same measures Weregi4en to both types of
administrator: building_principal and assistant superintendent,for
curriculum and inatruction. .All of xhe measures were administered by trained
interviewers.

-

Each teaCher measure
the administrator measures.
appendix.

is described below, follqwed by a description of
Atopytf each measure is includea in the

Teacher Ieterview Schedule I Part One (Appendix 1). One purpose of
this measure was to obtain demographic information-about theteacher and
information about her work situation (items 1-7). The major purpoae of.the.
measure was to obtaih a list of the teacher's inservice activities over a
twelve-month peril:4 extending from Juhe 1981 to May 1942, The teather was
,given a definition 9f iliservice education (item 8) and then aaked to recall
inservice activitties modth to month.(item 9). Pilot-testing of this
procedure and experience during actual data collection indicated that',
teachers had no difficulty recalling their inservice activities over this
period of time. Item 9.provided the primary basis for answering research
-question 1 ("How much inservite education is currently,received by
teachers ..._? )",.

.

The consultant to the project suggested that it would be interesting
to obtain information_about the teacher's informal activities that resulted
in professional development over the same period'of time. Since little
additional effort was required to collect this information, it was included
ia, the interview schedule (lute 11). The resulting data were not analyzed
far this report, but will be analyzed at a later time.

Teecher Interview Schedule I Part Two (Appendix C).- The purpose of
this measure was to, obtain detailed informstion abeut each inseevice activity
identifted on page 3 of Part One. Information was requested about each
dimension in the researchers' model for deStribing indervice education
programs (see Table 1 in Chapter 2). Thus, the five sections of this measure
arellabelled: leacher objectives, student'objectives, delivery glisten,
orgeoizational context, pod loveznancee Therile in Table 1 a set of
t,

4%.



TABLE 10
Characteristics 7ot the Teacher and Administrator Sample

Teachers

4,
Cgaracteristics

Total Sample

(N=38)

District I

(N=12)

District II
(N=13)

District III
(N=13).

Male N 4 2 17%1 o% .2 15%

Female N 34 10 83% 13 .100% 41 85%

Years Teaching M, 12.26 11.67 5.54 9.54

SD . 7.02 7.00 7.82 5.08

M. 18.-34 39.50 141.23' 34.38

tSD 8.89 10.00 ( 9.15 5.48

.46



Table 10
, (Continued)

Administrators

CharaCteristics

Total Sample' District I District II DistriceILI.
(N 9) (N.. 3). (N 3) - (N 3)

Male\ N 8 3 100% '2 67% 3 1001

Female\
\

1 0 0% 1 33% 0 0%
\

Years as
\ m

Educator .SD

27.88 28.67 27.00 27.67.

6.80 9.29 5.09 4.99

Years as M -)4, 17.33 21.33 12.67 18.00 .

Administrator SD 9.15 10.84 7.59 6.16

Years as M o 15.78 20.33 9.33 ,17.67

Administrator SD -9.54 10.21 8.34 5.79

in District

Age N 50.58 .48.33 51.67 4 51.67

.SD 6.85 9.43 4.71- 4.71

Note: Data source for teacher characteristics is ApOendix Bo items 1-3.
Data source for administrator characteristics is Appendix 7, items

1-3, 5-6. Thearidpoint of the age intervals were used as data

for this table: (21-25) 23; (26-30) 28; (31-40) 35;

(41-50) 45. Iducptors whose age is 55+ were assigned an

age of 55.,
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dimension: isbelled "'Selection and Evaluation" that does not appear in the
measure. The reason for the difference is that this set of dimensions was
conceptualized after the measure had been developed. SeVeral,of the
dimensions under this label, however, are included as items at various points
in the measure.

The items in this interview schedule were framed to elicit a
description of, what occurred with respect to each dimension of inservice
pro.gr,ams. Also, an effort was made to phrase the item so that it could be
)determined whether a research-based inservice practice (see Table 3) had
Occurred. Becauie our review of research literature continued past the
development of this measure, some of the research findings reported in /1

Chapter 2-are not reflected in the measure.

lbe measure included a mix of closed-form items (mostly items that
-

elicited a yes/no response) and open response items. The former items were
intended_to yield data that could be analyzed and reported within the funding
period of the project. 'The latter items were included to provide in-depth-
data& that

e
cbuld be analyzed within the funding period or at a subsequent

point in time.
.

The itema,of this interview schedule provided the basis for answering
research questions 2 ("What percentage of current inservice activities is in

or
ehe area of basic skills instruction?") and 3 ("What form do current
inservice activities take ...?").

Teacher Interview Schedule I Part-Three (Appendix D). After
_cokpleting each section Of the Part Two interview schedule, the teacher
_compaeted a correspOnding rating form on Part Three. The five sections of
Part Three correspond to the five.sectiona of Part Two. The Part Three
rating forms 'provided the basis for answering research question 4: "How
effective and satisfying is current inservice education as perceived by
eduCatórsiuk

Teacher Interview Schedule II (Appendix E). The teachers were
typically interviewed over several sessions to collect data about.each of
theirinservice activities using the Part Two and Part Three schedules.
After those interviews were completed, the teacher was interviewed a final
time usin&Schedule II. The various parts of this measure were intended to
provide data for answering research question 5: "In the' opinion of
educators, what Constitutes an effective inservice program for improving
teachers'. basic skills instructfon?"

The first sectiqn (items 1-3)-asked for the teacher's opinion on the
importance of basic skills instruction and her students' progress in this
area. The second section (items 4-8) elicited attitudes toward standardized
measuresof basic s.ills achievement. This type of measure was used as the
criterion in the four inservice experiments described in Chapter 2.

The third dection (items 9-20) asked for the teacher's attitude
toward various instructional practices that have been found effective in
improving students' basic skill achievement: allocating more time for basic
skills instruction (item 9), keeping students on.task (item 12), and bringing
instructiOn in line with content on achievement tests (item 15). The teacher
was also asked for her attitude toward an instructional strategy used in one

Ou
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of the four inservie4?experiments (items 18-20). ',Several.of the items in
this section,asked whether the teacher had ever received'inservice education
in these instructional prattices.

The remaining-sections of Schedule II elicited teachers' opinions and
preferences regarding inservice dimensions in the areas of deliver*. system,
organizational context, and governance. Where possible, items asked for the
teacher's opinion regarding a research-validated inservice practice.

Administrator Interview Schedule I Part One (Appendix F). This
interview schedule served the same functions as Teacher Interview Schedule I,
Part.One. The major difference is that teachers were asked to recall
inservice activities in which they had participated,,whereas administrators
were asked totrecall inservice activities thai they had administered or
sponsored for teachers. Item 12 of this schedule provided the basis for
answering research question 1: "Howimuch inservice education is

currently...sPonsored by administrators?" -

Administrator Interview Schedule,I 'Part-Two (Appendix G). Each
inservice activity sponsoted by the administrator was probed using this,
interview schedUle. Items 1, 4, 5, and 6 were intended to provide,dati for
answering research question 2: ,"What percentage of current inservide.-
activities 4s in the area of bastc skills instruction?" The remainingAtems
were intended to reveal the administrator's involvement in decision-making
and policy-making with respect to inservice education for teachers. -The

, items were outside the formal scope of work for this project but were
included because administrators' responses to them:might be useful in
interpreting findings of the present study. The items will be analyzed and
presented in a subsequent report.

Administrator Interview Schedule II (Appendix H). This interview
schedule closely paralleled TeaCher Interview Schedule II. Where
appropriate, items from the latter schedule were reworded to reflect the fact
that principals and assistantsuperintendents are sponsors or administrators
of inservice programs for teachers.'

Development and Administration,of Measures

The first version of the measures was developed and pilot-tested by
the project Staff in March 1982. The major purpose of pilot-testing was to
check the clarity of each item and to determine wfiether it elicited the'
intended type of data. Another purpose was to-check the sequencing of items,
and the number of items that could he asked before'the-respondent became
tired or restless. Also, the format of each interview schedule was.checked
to determine that there was adequate space 'record responses. The pilot
tests were conducted primarily with responden mho were graduate students
with recent. or current experience as an elemen ary teacher or administrator.

Each measure was revised based on pilot test feedback from
respondents and interviewers. When necessary, aii or part of a measure was
retested to check the adequacy of the revision.

A total of nine interviewerS conducted the interviews. Some of the
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interviewers were pro ect staff and local doctoral students. Other
interviewers were edu store with research training who lived in or near the
sites that were distajiit from the university.,

It would have been desirable to randomly assign interviewers to
subjects in order to 1i1n1mize ,the effects of intervieWers on'obaerved group
differendes. Howeverthis was. impossible for severArreasons: some
interviewerecoUld not travel to distarit'sites; project expenses, wOuld have
increased substantielly; And it.wouId,have been disruptive to a school to'
have.as many at seven-or eight inierViewers calling on the teichereand
principal.

The assignment of interviewers to subjects is shownzin Table 11. In

a few cases-(approximately6) an interviewer-Could luxt'complete all of the
interview schedules for a particular teacher or adiinistrator. In these
cases a second interviewer finished the interviews.

Each interviewer was trained by a project staff member to use the
interview schedules.- One staff member did 11 of the.training. Most of the
-iraining effort Was Spent on Teacher, and Administrators Schedules I, Part One
and Part Two. The interViewer conducted'simulation interviews with the staff
member and also conducted practice intervie4s, with an accessible teacher or

administrator.

It was ekpected that an interviewer could complete All of the
measures for a teacher or administrator in three sessions of approximately
one hour each This time estimate-assumed that A typical educator would' have
participated in two inservice.activities over a year's period of time. In

fact, the typical teacher partiCipated in three times that number of

activities. Therefore, interviews often lasted beyond an hour,.and four to
six interviews were usually rewired to complete all of the measures for a
subject.

The interviewg in districts I and II werecompieted in May and June
of 1982. The intdrviews in district III were completed in late May and June, -.
with the exceptiOns of Teacher Schedule II And Administrator Schedule II.
lifts-district was recruited later than the other two districts, and many of
the teaChers_an0 administrators had left for the summer before Schedule II

could be administered. Theie interview schedules were,administered from late
September to early November.

The completion of measures by participants is displayed in Table 12.
Everyone completed Part One of Schedule I. With two exceptions, everyone
also completed Schedule II. The two exceptions were teachers in the third

district. They had been available in Spring when Schedule I was
administered, but they went on leave in Fall when Schedule II was
administered.

As stated above, part Three of Teacher Intervicw'Schedule I was
administered whenever part Two was administered. Therefbre, the "Complete"
column of Table 12 includes the number of completed matched pairs of Part Two
and Part Three schedules for each teacher. Because of`the unexpected=high
frequency of inservice activities, *ft was not always poesible to collect data
on each activity recorded'on leacher Interview Schedule I, Part One. The,

time required to complete all of these schedules was too great for'some



TABLE 11
Assignment of Interviewirs to TesChers and Admiutatratmrs

h

District I
Inter- IntOr- Inter-

viewer i/iewer District III . viewer.

,

School L School 1 School 1

Teacher 1 A Teacher7r F Teacher 1 H

2 A 2 F 2 1
3 A 3 .F .3 H,

4 B 4 F 4 H

5 C 5 F /5 1
,

6 C 6 F 6 1

Principal D Principal F Principal -I

School 2 Sdhool-2 School 2
Teacher'l A Teacher. 1 G Teacher-1 H

2 A 2 G 2 1
, 3 C 3 G 3 H

4 , C 4. P 4 H

5 C 5 G 5. H

6 E 6 G 6 'I

7 G 7 4 1
--.

Principal D Principal B Principal. J.

Asst. Supt. D Asst. Supt. II Asst. Supt. J

Note: Each letter in the-interviewer columns represents a different
interviewer.
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TABLE 1.2

Number of Measuretkidompleted by Each Teacher and Administrator

I Part" Parts TWopand Three* Schedule

District I One / Complete Not Done If :

School 1
Teacher 1 12

2 + 7

3 4

4 9

5 6

6 6

Principal 3

School 2
5Teacher 1

2

3 13

4 4

5 4 3

6 5

Principal 2

,Asst. Supt. 1

1

* Principals and'assistant superintendents only completed Part

Two far Administrator ScheOule I.

Disfrict II

Part Parts Two and Three,
One .Complete Not Done

Schedule

School 1

4

+
+
4
+
+
+
+

6 . .7

7 7

8 2

7 2

7 1

.4 1

+
^

, +
+
+
+
+
+

TeaCKer 1
2

3

'I
4
5

6

Principftl

,

SchoOl 2
+ 3Teacher 1

2 + 7

3 + 6 ,. .

.4 + . . 5 +

, 5 4 3

6
7 .

+
- , *.___-___

6,

4

Princrpal 1 + 5 +

Asst. Supt. +
..

3 -+
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TAW 12
(Continued)

District ill ,

' Part Parts TOo and Three
One Coiplete Not Done

Schedule

School 1
Teacher 1 7 -1

2 4 ..2

3 3 2 -.

4 4 4

5 5

6' +
Principal 3 .

School 2:
Teacher 1

,2 6
,

3 4 3 +.

4 3

4

6 6

7 4

3.Principal
,Asst. Supt. 2 +



teachers, especially teachers with a bigh,frequency of'inservice'

participation. The time-dem/aids for these teachers exceeded the time
estimates that they had been given at the .9rutset when they were' recruited for

the stvdy. The interviewers were 'instructed not.to "wear' out their welcome."

They were also instructed to use Parts Two /mil Three for the most important

activities, and to obtain a brief summary description,of the other

activities. ,
,

School district I caused mb difficUlty. With one exception (teacher,

3 in sthool'2), all activities' wege probed using_the Part"No and,Three.

'schedules. School I in .distria 2 had a substantial number.of.iniervice
actiVitiesifor'whicWPart TwO and Three data were not collected. The number

of inservice activities in:this school was' high:' with-one exception, each

-teacher had more inservice activities than the most activeteacher (no: 2) in .

school 2. The interviewer completed as many Part TWO-,Three schedules as

pOssible within_the time aVailablea. ;School 1 in schocq district III also had

a substantial number of-inservice activities.not probed by Part TWo and Three
schedules., The teachers in this school were very busy at the end of the

school year, and so it was difficult to arrange sufficient time for all of

the interviewing that was required.

0
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CHAPTER 4
; RESULTS

. .

Data Analysis Procedupes a

The research questions posed in this 'study generally cell for
aescriptive,inquirY. Therefore, all of tle data analyses presented in this
chapter are summarized in the form ,of descriptive statistics:- frequency
counts, verCentages,.means, and standard deviations. Many oi ihe tables
present deicriptive statistics for the total sample and for each Of.the,three
school diatricts. Tests of statistiCal significance were.not done,on
'observed between-district differences, though. It did not seem reasonableto
use infereptial_statietics to make generalizations about population'
parezeteri from sample statittics when the sample (in this case, school
districts) was not randomly,drawn from a clearly defined population of school
districtsand wten subjects within districts comprised a volunteer wage.
The analysis focused instead on theSbserved magnitude oUdistrict-level
differences to determine whether the'districts were generally similar to each
other in inservice practices.and perceptions.

Inspection of the data suggests that iv:Service education is generally
organized at the district level rather than at the school level. With a few
exceptions then, the apalyse$ focui on teacher and administratOr data
aggregated to the dietrict level. It is important to realize that
districtlevel data analyses do not imply that the.activities were
district-sponsored. An activity was assigned tO a'district only because the
teacher who'participated in,the activity worked in thedistriCt. The
.activity may.have been distr147spoOsored or sponsored completely outside oU
district auspices.

As deicribed in Chapter 3, different interviewers were assigned to
different schools and different districts'. :Thereford0.t is possible that
observed group'differences reflect Oistrict effects or interviewer effects.
Efforts were made to standardize the interviesing procedure, but there is.no
way of knowing for certain how well interviewer bias was controlled-in this
studY. Observed differenées between districts should'be Interpreted' '.

cautiouslY.

Two different units were used in the statistical.analysei. In some
analyses the individual educator (teacher, principal,on assistant
superintendent) was the statistical unit. The individual inservice activity,
-however,.was used as the statistical unit in analyses of data from Teacher
Schedule I, Parts Two and Three, and from Administrator Schedule I,'Part Two.
The number of inservice activities varied substantially between teaclws.
The-range was from 3 to 15 eetivities. When this much,Vange occurs, data for
individual:inservice qctivities can become unduly weighted when aggregated to

,

the teacher leirel.

The problenof.'aggregration can be illustrated by this'example.
Suppose a teacher participkted in three inservice activities, all of whict
were mandatory. Another teacher participated in ten inservice activities,
only three of which were mandatory. This situation can be depicted as
follows (M gm. mandatory, it voluntary):



- r

Teacher 1: M M M
Teacherl: MMMVVVVVVV - (

A.summary statistic to'describe mandatory inservice can be calCulated in two

ways. If the teacher is the unit, one would compute the percentage for each
teacher (100 percent; 30 percent). and4ivide by N (in this case, 2) yielding

a mean percentage-of 65 percent: if the inservice activitria the unit, one
would sum the mandatory activities (14 = 6) and divide by the sum of all'the

activities (N = 13), yielding i percentage of.46 percent. The difference
between the,two statistics (46 percent hn4.65 percent) is"gubstantial.

-
It was decided that.the,analyses for this report.would Use the

inservice activity as the unit of statistical andlysis. This unit has the

advantage of giving more weight to teachers who have been frequent -
participants in inservice activities. At the-same time, we realize that
there aie insights that can 'be gained by aggregating inservice activities so
that the teacher is the focus ofsstatistical description. Such analysis is .

beyond the scope of the present report. A fewimpertant variables, though,

have been analyzed at both-levels here.

TheAniervice activities reported by different teach4rs are not
necessarily independent events.-. Teachers.from the.same school and.from the
same district-often attended the same inservice activity, for,example, a -

beginning-of=year orientation.meeting organized by the district. The extent

to which activities overlapOed among teachers is represented, to a.degree, in

the data analyses concerned with the organizational context of inservice
education (see pages 78-83). -The overlavof activities poses no special
methodologital problem. Thereader should keepim mind, though, that data
analysei in which the inservice activity is the statistical unit are not

dealing with completely independent events.

.
Missing data were negligible because data were collected through

inperson interviews with eaCh educator.in the sample. There are a few

missing data entries because the interviewer skipped over an item qr forgot

to record a response. '.Also, missin&data occurred when a teacher did hot

record a respOnse oh the rating forms on Teacher Interview Schedule I, i'art

Three. In tables where the teacher is the unit of analysis, missing data can

beinferred-when-total N is less than 38 or when district Ns are less than 12
(district.I) or 13 '(districts II and II . An exception to this rule is that

lN should be 11 for district III in anal' es involviil Schedule II; this, is

because two teachers were on district le ve. when this schedule was

administered. Missing data for administrators can be inferred when total N
is less than 9, when principai N isOless than 6, or when assistant t

superintendent N is less than 3.

When teacher inservice activity is the unit of statistical analysis,

missing data can be inferred when:

Total N is less than 213.
District I N is less than 82.
District II N isjess than 73.
District III N is less than 58.

When administrator inservice actiVity is the unit of statistical analysis,
issing data can be inferred when:
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Total N is lees than 25.
District I p Aa.less than 6.
District II Nfts less than 11.
-District III N is less than 8.
Principal N is less than 19.
Assistant Superintedent N is less than 6.

The data source for the summary statistics in each table is given in
a note to the table. These aotes refer the reader to the appendix containing
the eppropriate interview schedule. The summary statistics fordata relating
to an interview item ometimes follow the response options for the item', for
example, yes/no. However, rating scales are usually collapsed to a smaller
number of values for data presentation unless it imams important to preserve

, the total scale. For example, the satisfaction scales in Apipendix D (very
satisfied, satisfied, dissatisfied, very dissatisfied, not,applicable) were
usually collapsed to t4ree values: satisfied, disiatisfied, not applicible.
The resulting tables of results are more easily interpreted. Also, the
validity of the disttction between adjacent values such as "very satisfied"
and "satisfied" is uncertain.

t*
Research Question 1

How nuch inservice education is currently received
Ix teachers and sponsored bz. administrator:I?

Teachers were asked to recall the number of inservice activities in
which they had participated during a twelvemonth period (a summer and the
following school year). An ihservice.activity was.defined as any event,
however brief or long, that is intended to improve the teaciper's capacity as

a professional educator.

The number of inservice activities recalled by each teacher is shown
in,Table 13. The mean number of activities (7.34) is mudh greater than that
reported in previous research. There is between-district variation, but it

is not substantial. The most noteworthy group difference is betWeen the two
schools in district II. The mean frequency in school 1 is twice that of
school 2. The betweenrteacher variation is also very substantial. There is
a small cluster of teechers with fewer than 5 activities and another cluster

of teachers with 10 to 15 activities.

The number of teacher inservice activities sponsored or administered
by principals and assistant suPerintendents is shown in Table 14. Most
noteworthy is the fact that each administrator was involved in at least one
teacher inservice activity, and several were involved in 4 or more. As with
teaChers, there was substantial variation between principals and assistant
superintendents in number of activities sponsored or aduinistered.

.Number of activities is a limited'index of teacher and administrator
initolvement:in inservice education. Extent of involveient also needa to,he
indexed by meseures'of the length of the activities. Data an the number of
hours required by each activity is displayed.in Table 15. These dataare
teacher re'ports of the length of each activity in which they participated.

Fully half of the inservice activitiei shOwn in Table 15 are 4 hours.



TABLE713
Frequency of Teacher Inservice Activities

(N = Number of inservice activities)

Teacher

Matrict I
N,

District II

School 1

1 . 12 13

2 10 14

3 6 10

4 9 10

5 .7 8

6
-

6 5

School 2

1 13 3

2 8 9

3 '15 6

4 4 5

5 6 3

6 ----
5 6

7
p 4

District III

,

8

6

8

8

5

'8

2

8

7

5

4

8

5

School 1 M 8.33 10.00 . 7.17

School 2 M 8.50 5.14 5.57.

District M 8.42 7.38 6.31

SD 3.30: 3.48 1.90

Total (N=38) M 7.34

SD 3.09

Note: Data source is the frequency of activities recorded for

Appendix B, item 9.

6.5
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TABLE 14
frequencyof Inservice Activities'Sponsored ,by

Principals and Assistant Superinten4ents
, (Woo Number of inservice activities)

Administrator

District,. I

Principal,
Principal,
Assistant

District II
pvincipal,
Principal,
Assistant

District III
Principal,
Principal,
Assistant

School 1
School 2

SuPerintendent

School 1
School 2

Superintendent
'//

tl

Scihool 1

Sdhool 2
Superintendent

42

1

3

6

-7

4

4.

.2

Principal
Assistant Sup6tintendent

3.83
3.33

. 1Note: Data-source is the frequency of activities recorded for
Appendix F,A.tem,12.

6 6
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N. TABLE 15
'11,istribution of Durations of Teacher Inservica Activities

No. of
Hours

Cum Bar Graph of Number of Activities

1 13% xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxx
2 34X xxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
3 46% xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxx
4 53% Xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

. 5 59% xxxxxxxxxxxxx
6 66% xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
7 68% xxxxx
8 74% xxxxxxxxxxxxx
9 75% xx
10 77% xxxx
12 81% xxxxXxx

81% x
14 ,82% x
17 82% x
18 83%
20 84% xxxx
22 85%
24 87% xxxx
25 87% x
30 89% xxx
32 90% xxx
34 91%
35 91% x
38 92%
40 93% xxx
44 94% xx
45 94% x
48 95%
53 95% x
56 96% 'x

64 97% xx
70 .97%
80 98% xx

100-125 99% xx
126-192 100% xx

Note: Data source is Appendix C, item 18e.
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or less. 'A modest skill training program for teachers might be 30 hours or
ore. (Borg et-al. 1970). Only 11 percent of the inservice activities were of
this duration orlonger. A typical university Course for teachers la 3
credit houri, which involves 30 contact hours with Ope professor plus an
estimated 60 inAividual hours of independenf study. Only 2 petcent of the
,inservice activities were as long as the 90 hours required for a university
courSe that ti.ight cover one topic in depth..

Data on scheduling provide additional insight into the length of
inservice activities. These data are summarized in Table 16. Almost
three-quarters of the activities are scheduled for one meeting (the "all at
once" variable in Table 16). Ninety-one percent are completed within a
school term. Research on curriculum implementation suggests the need for a
time frame of 3 to 5 years for incorporating an innovation into a school
system. Just 1 percent of the insetvice activities lasted a,year or-more.

There is little variation between districts in the incidence of
one-shot inservice activities (72 percent, 73 Percent, and 69 percent).
There is more between-district variation in occurrence of inservice
activities lasting &ore than a school,term (13 percent, 7,percent, and 4 :

percent).

Taken together, Table; 13, 15, and 16 characterize inservice'
activities as a relatively frequent occurrence for teachers, but they are
mostly one-shot events of short duration. The model of inservice education
in which a fest/ school improvement priorities are worked on by a school staff
over a substantial period of time is weakly represented, if at all, in these
data.

The extent of participation in inservice activities was also'analyzed
for individual teachers. This analysis involved summing the number of hours
of all the inservice activities in which a particular teacher particOated.
The results of this analysis are shown in Table V. The extent of variation
is large: two teachers.each reported a total of only 12 hours of inservice
activity, whereas two other teachers reported a total of approximately 250
llours. There is much less ariation between schools, with-one exception. *.
One.of the schools in district I had just one-third the number of inservice
houis of any of the other schools in the sample. There is adae variation .

when the data are aggregrated to.the district level, but this variation is
largely a function of the one school in district I.

The mean number of inservice hours for the total sample of teachers
is 73.34. Using 8 hours AA the equivalent of one work day,,73.34 hours
equals just over 9 work days. This means, then, that the typical teacher is
involved in inservice activities for almost 2 weeks each calendar year.

The median number of inservice hours for the total sample is 46
hours. This is a substantially lower figure due to the skewed distribution

. of'the data. The figure of 46 hours equals approximately 6 work days, or,
just over a week of inservice activities each calendar year.

Table 18 presents examples oi liservice activities that are of brief
or long duration. The six longest activities and a random selection of
one-hout activities (two from each district) are included. Four of the six

lOngest activities involved university coursework. Jusi one of the brief
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TABLE 16
,Scheduling of Teacher Intervice Activities

(N = Number of activities)

Scheduling of Activity 'Total Sample District I District II District II
`

N Cum N N .Cum N N Cum N N Cum N

All at once 141 72% 59 72% 49 73% 33 69%

Over perrOd of few days 8 76% 3 76% 4 79% 1 71%

Over Period of week 9 80%. 0 76% 4 85% 5 81%

2 4 weeks 6 83% 2 78% 0 85% 4 90%

5 8 weeks 6 86% 3 82% 2. 88% 1 92%

A school term 91% 4

,

87% 3 93% 2 96%

Twoterms 9 95% 7 95% 2 96% 0 96%

A year 7 99% 4 100% 2 99% 1 98%

More than a year 2 100% 0 100% 1 100% 1 100%

1..

Note: Data source is Appendix C, item 18c.
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TABLE 17 .

Number of Hours of Inservice Activity Per Teacher
Over a OneYear Period

Teacher

District
Hours

District II
yours

District III
Hours

School 1
1

2

3

4

5

6

90
256
12

40
40
19

132
142

39

34

65

52

83
88

20

124

147

29

School 2
1 32 15 47

2 27 100 65

3 46 .115 ' 177

4 19 - 59 95

5 18 38 14

6 12 251 175

7 17 53

School 1 M 76.17- 77.33 81.83

School 2 k 2,5.67 85.00 89.43

District M 50.92 81.46 85.92

SD 65.15 63.60 53.56

Total (N 38) f73.34 Median 46

SD 62.78

Note': Data source is Appendix C, item 18e.
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TABLE 18
. Examples of Brief and Long Inservice Activities

Brief-Aptivities

1. (1 hour) Teachers were trained how to teach students the mechanics
of test-taking.

i. (1 hour) 'A workshop on how to teach students about energy.

3. (1 hour) A presentation on rape awareness:

4. (1 hour) School district orientat,Lon at beginning of school year.

5. (1 hour) Inservice on district's program to improve students'
writing skills.

6. (1 hour) Orientation'of cooperating teachers to student teacher
'supervision.

J.bng Activities

7. (125 hours) University course on beginning Cómputer programming.

8. (80 hours) University course., "Cotknseling for the Classroom Teacher."

9. (80 hours) Participation in district's "Instructidnal Theory Into
Practice" programa

10. (128 hours) Five university courses toward a master's degree in
curriculum and instruCtion.

11. (100 hours) Inservice program on outdoor education.

12. (192 hours) Three university courses toward a special'education
certificate.

7
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inservice activities (no. 6) was university-based. Also', just One of the

long inservice activities (no. 9) was Clearly a school improvement effort.

Research.Question 2
'What percentage of current inservice activities is

in the area of basic skills instruction?

The data used to answer this research question came from teachers'
descriptions of the teacher objectives (Appendix C, item 1) and student
objectives (Appendix C, item 8) for each inservice activity. Eadh
description was transcribed onto a separate sheet of paper. A content

analysis procedure was developed to code the inservice topics mentioned in
these descriptions. A total of 18 topics were coded: (The list of topics

appears in Table 19). The content analysis procedure, is described in
Appendix I.

Each inservice activity ma scored by two raters. TWo types of rater

disagreement could occur. Because inservice activities could include more
than one inservice topic according to the content analysis procedure, raters
could disagree on the number of topiCs represented by a set of ingervice
activities. A reliability check on 78 of the activities indicated 6,
disagreements on number of topics. This is a disagreement rate of 8 percent.
The raters resolved their disagreements on this variable before checking on
theeccuracy of their coding of activities by topic. A reliability check
indicated 15 percent disagreement in coding4A. topics. Disagreements were

resolved by discussion between the two raters. The disagreements were
generally attributable to vagueness in teaChers' descriptions or in
interviewers' transcription of the descriptions.

A total of 246 inservice activities were available for content
analysis. This totil includes 33 more activities than were included for data
analyses involving Parts Two.and Three of Teacher Interview Schedule I (N

213 activities). Thete additional activities were briefly recorded by the
interviewers even though the Part Two and Part Three schedules were not

completed. The 33 aciditional actiVities corresciond to the "Not Done"

activities in Table 12. (Table 12 actually includes 35 "Not Done"
activities, but 2 of the activities had no description available for content
analysis.)

Of the 246 activities that could be.content-analyzed, 210 covered a
single ihservice topic each. The other 36 activities covered 2 inservice

topics each.

Table 20 presents the frequency and percentage of inservice
activities that dealt with each topic. Six'of the topics were considered to

be in the area of basic skills: reading, math, language arts, handwriting,

composition, and spelling. More than one-third of the inservice activities

were concerfied with basic skills ifistruction. Twenty-seven percent of the
inservice activities were concerned with specific areas of the elementary
school curriculum such as art,'science, music, and social studies. One-third

of the inservice activities dealt in a more general way with matters of
elementary cUrriculum and instruction. Examples of topics ineluded in this

category are: claosroom discipline, teaching the learning disabled, computer
education, and Madeline Hunter's ITIP (Instructional Theory Into Practice)
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-TABLE 19
List of Inservice Topici Included in Content Analysis System

Basic Skills
1. -Reading. EX.: Workshop-sponsored by International Reading Assoc.

2. Math. Ex.: inservice meetings to discuss a pilot program to help
students"develop math problem solving strategies.

3. Language Arts. Ex.: inservice program to.develop instructional
materials for reading and writing.

4. Handwriting. Ex.I inservice ofl district.adOption of new hand-
writing program. .

5. Composition.. Ex.: inservice on holistic writing program airik,,
how to implement-it.

6. Spelling. Ex.: inservice on adoption-of new spelling program.

General Academic
7. .General Academic. Ex:: lecture on'effective schools research.

8. HandiCapped & Gifted. Ex.: inserVide on role of career
education in special education.

. ,

9. Management & Discipline. Ex.: workshop on achieving positive
claSsroom belavior.

Specific Curriculum Areas
10. Art. Bk.: -workshop on how to Use paper scraps for art projects.

11. Career Education. Ex.: inservice on career awareness and sex
equity.

12. Music. Ex.: workshop on how to play the'autoharp.

13. Mental Hygiene. Ex.: inservice session on how to help students
. deal with personal loss and death.

14. Physical Education. Ex..: workshop on how to do exercising
to music.

15. Science. inservice on how to teach energy conservation to
students.

16. Sodial Studies. Ex.: inservice on how to do social studies'
,textbook adoption.

Professional & Personal
17; Professional & Personal.. Ex.: inservice on mental health and

stress for teachers.

18. District & School Policies. Ex.: beginning-of-year orientation
to district policies concerning pupil discipline problems.

7,3
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TABLE 20 :

Relative Frequency of InaerNici Topics for Total Sample
(N Number.of inservice activitiet)-

Topic N

cum **

z

Basic
Reading 26 11%

Math' 24 10%

Language Arta- 21 9%

Handwriting. 7 3%

Composition' 5 2%

Spelling. 4 2%

37%

General Academic
General Academic 59 24%

Handicapped & Gifted IO 4%

Management & Discipline, 9: 4%

32%

Specific Curriculum Areas
Art 12 5%

Career Education 5 2%

Muitic 6 2%

Mental kygiene 3 . 1%

Physical Education _12 ,5%

Sciente .25 10%

Social Studies 6 2%
27%

Professional & Personal
PrOfessional & Personal ' 28 11%

District & Schoo1 Policies 15 6%
17%

* The percentages Are the number of activities covering.a topic-
divided by the total number of inservice activities (N 246).

** The cumulative percentage for each category.is the number of
activities-covering the topic divided by the total number of
inservice actiVities (N 246). Occasionally ap activity
.would cover more than one topic within 4 category,-but their
incidence is low (N 5. or less) and would not affect the
cumulative percentages. Noti also that the cumulative per-
centages add up to more than 100 percnt because there are.
more topics (numerator) than activitis (denominator).



program. Finally., 17 percent of the inservice activities.concerned district
and-school Policies, and personal and profeisional development.

Table 21 presents the same statistica as Table 20. but at thedistrict
level. There is little between-district variatioi in overall emphasis on
inservice activities relating to basic.skills instruction." There are
substantial.diStrict differences in emphasis on specific basic skills topics,
however. Only district I emOhasized reading. District III'had,virtually no '

math ihservice, and district I had veryIittle'language arts inservice
relative to the other two districts. Other categories of inservice content
also vary substantially. District I emphasiZed inservice onapecific areas
of the curriculum; district III emphasized insericl.ce on general curricUlut
topics; and district II emphasized inservice.on profeisional and personal
development.

Table 22 presents the same data as in tablea20 and 21 but organizes
them at the indiVidual teacher level. ,Each "X" in a column of the table
indicates that the teacher participated n at least one inservice activity on
the topic represented by that'column. -The table,reveals that'each teacher in
the.district I sample participated.ii.at least one reading inaervice. Almost
every_teacher in the district II sample participated in at least one langUsge'
arts inservice. No basic skills priority was evidentan-district IfI,.
although.generally theivarious aspects of language arts curriculum were
emphasized. With respect, to the other curriCulumareas, only distridt I
revealed any priority areas for inservice (in physical education and
science).

Tables 20, 21, and 22 together create a picture of an inservice
program that is fractionated over many topics, wiih a few priorities apparent
in basic skills instruction (especially reading inserviceiq district I).
The 18 categories used to group the inservice topics do not fully represent
the extent of fractionation. Categories like "general academic," :science,"
and "professional/personal".each include a wide mange of inservice topics..

Table 23 presents the inservice topics sponsored by the principals
and assistant superintendents in the *ample. The coding procedure wag
exactly the same as that used for coding teacher inservice activities. Each
administrator activity was double-coded. Interrater reliability was good (90
percent agreement); differences were resolved by discussion between the
raters.

The topics shown in Table 23 indicate that principals and
superintendents mostly sponsor inservice.activities on basic skills
instruction. Seventy-six percent of the ihservice activities dealt totally
or in part with basic skills instruction. This is double the percentage for
the activities in which teachers participate (37 percent; see Table 20).
Also, most of the basic skills inservice activities sponsored by
administrators are in the area of language arts instruction, whereas
teachers' activities are.dispersed over more categories of basic skills
instruction.

Table 24 presents educators' perceptions of the pertinence of each
inservice activity to basic skills instruction. Interestingly,
administrators rate 83 percent of their sponsored.inservice activities as
pertinent or very pertinent to basic skills instruction. This is close to
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TABLE 21
Relative Frequency of Inservicq Topicalor Each District

(N Number of inservice activities)

District I District Il District III

Cum * Cum** Cum***
%Total N % % N % % N %

Basic Skills
1.. Reading. 17 20% 4 4% 5 8%

2. Math 10 12% 13 14% 1 1%

1. Language Arts 3 4% 16 18% 4 6%

4. Handwriting 7 10%

5.- Couposition
fo. Spelling

2 2% , 3

4

4%
6%

38% 362

General Academic
22 27% 18 202 19 2627. General Academic

8. Handicapped & Gifted . 2 2% 8 II%

9. Management & Discipline 1 1% 2 2% 6 8%

28Z 24%

Curriculum Areas
4 5% 4 4%

,

4 62
,Specific,

10. Art
11. Career Education 1 1% 4 4%

12. Music 6 7%

13. Mental Hygiene 1 1% 2 3%

14. Physical Education 12 15%

15. Science 12 15% 7 8% 6 8%

16. Social Studies 2 2% 4 6%

432 19%

Professional & Personal
4 5% ,16 18% 8 11%17. Professional & Personal

18. District & Sthool Policies 15 16%

5% 4 34%

* Total activities within a category divided by 82 activities.
** Total activities within,a category divided by 91 activities.
*** Total activities within a category divided by 72 activities.

69

35%

45%

A

23%

11%



TABLE 22
Number of Teachers Participating in Inservice Activities
A on. a Particular Topic,

(N Number of teachers)

District I

Teacher, Basic Skills General Academic Specific Curriculum. Prof/Personal
ID ,1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

x x X 4C

X X X X X .X

X X X X
x x x
x x X X
x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x ,x x x
x x

x , g

x

N 12 7 2 0 2 0 1201 4 1 6 0 9 8 0 2 0

District II

Teacher Basic Skills
ID .1,2 3 4 5 6

General Academic

7 S 9

Specific Curriculum
10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Prof/Personal
17 18

13 x x X X x x x

14 x x x x x x
15 x x x x X X x
16 X X X X x X X
17 x x x x x x
18 x x x x

19 x.

20 x x x x x x
21 x x x

22

23

24 x x X X

25 x x

4 8 11 1 0 0 11 2 2 ,0 1 0
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TABLE 22
(Continued)

District III

Teacher
ID

Basic Skills
1 i 3 4 5 6

26
27.

28 x

x x x
x x

x

29 xxxx
30
31 x

x x x
d

x

32 x

33. x x

34 x

35
36
37 x x

38 x x

General Academic Specific Curriculum Prof/Personar

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

N 5 1 4 7 3 4 1265 3 0 0 0 5 3 5

Note: The inservice topics represented by'the number desipations beneath

each content category can be determined by referring/to Table 21.

For example, 1 = Reading, 2 = Math. /
//
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TABLE 23 1
Topics of Inservice Activities Sponsored by Principali

and Assistant Superintendents

District I
Toiics

District II
Topics

District III
Topics

Principal,.School 1
1. (BS) Math
2. (BS) Language.arts
3. (BS) Language arts*
4. (SC) Mental Hygiene*.

Principal, School 2
1. (SC) Music
2. (SC) Mental Hygiene

Asst. Superintendent
1. ,(BS) Language Arts

Principal, School 1
I. (BS) Math
2: (BS) Language Arts
3. (BS) Language Arts

Principal, Schoo1,2
I. -(BS) Language Irts
2. (BS) Language Arts
3. (BS) Composition
4. (GA) Handicapped

and Gifted
5. (SC) Art

Asst. Superiniendent
1T7BS) Language Arts
2: (BS) Composition
3. (BS) Language Arts*
3. (GA) Handicapped

and Gifted*
3 ,(SC) Physical

Education*

Principal, School 1
1. (BS) Language Arts
2. (BS) Language Arts
3. (PP) PrOfessional

and Personal

Principal, School 2
1. (BS) Language Arts
2. (BS) Language Arts
3. (PP) Professional

and Personal

Asst. Superintendent
1. (BS) Math
2. (BS) Language Arts

Note: BS = basic skills; GA = general academic; SC = specific curriculum
area; PP = professional and personal.

*There are inservice activities in which more than one inservice topic
was covered.
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TABLE 24
EAucators' Perception of Pertinence of Int:it-vice

Activities to Baiic Skills Instruction
(N = Number of inserVice.activities)

Perception

Total Sample' District I District II District III

N N 2 N 2 N

Teachers
1. How pertinent was activity

to helping you instruct
students in basic skills
of language, reading, and
arithmetic?.

Very pertinent 74 35% 27 47% 25 34% 22 27%

Pertinent 67 32% 17 30% 27 37% 23 '29%

Not PertAnent 70 33% 13 23% 21 29% 36 44%

Administrators
2. How pertinent was activity

to helping teachers instruct
students_in baiic skills of
language, reading, and
arithmetic?

Very pertinent 582 5 83% 5 50% 4 50%

Pertinent 6 25% 0 0% 3 30% 3 38%

.
Not Pertinent 4 17% 1- lit 2 20% 1 12%

Note: Data source for item 1 is Appendix C,.item 4. Data source for item

2 is Appendix G, item 6..
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the finding of 76 percent stated in the above paragraph as the percentage of
basic skills activities in Table 23. As shown in Table 24, teachers also see
that a high percentage of their activities are pertinent or very pertinent to
basic skills instruction (67 percent). This percentagei.s much'higher than
the percentage of 37 percent (Table 20) derived from our content analysis. A
likely explanation for this discrepancy is that teachers perceive that basic
skills are embedded in and reinforced by other curriculum subjects.

Research Question 3
What form do current inservice activities take and how

does this form compare with recommended practice?

This research question was answered by comparing the descriptive data
on teachers' inservice activities with the recommended practices listed in
Table 3. The recommended practices were derived from a review of research on
inservice education. These practices are organized into six.major
categories: teacher objectives, student objectives, delivery system,
organiza.tional context, governance structure, and selection and evaluation.
The following presentation of data,is organized by the same categories.

It.will,be apparent that data are not available for some of the
recommended practices listed in Table 3. This is because some of the
practices had not been identified through a literature reiTiew at the time
that the measures were designed. Also, some of the data relating to
recommended practices are open-form responses to interview questions. They
were not analyzed in-time for this repori.

Teacher objectives. The .first category of iniervice practices
concerns teacher objectives. These objectives are:the information,
understandings, skills, and attitudes that teachers are expected to acquire
as an outcome of participating in the inservice activity% The literature
review indicated that training in direct instructioh strategies is an
effective teacher objectiveif the eventual goal is to improve students'
basic skill achievement.

To determine whether such training occurred, teachers'Aescriptions
of their inservice actIvities over a year's time were tnalyzed to determine
whether they included mention of training in direct instruction strategies.
(Content analysis procedures are described in appendix I.) An activity was
coded as inCluding such.training if the teacher referred to any of these
direct instrection strategies:

1. Monitoring behavior in which the teacher asks students
tO perform a desired basic skill, for example,
workbook practice accompanied by teacher monitoring.

2. Reactive-corrective behavior to help a student
when he or she has failed to make the desired
response.

3. 'Increasing time allocated for basic skills
instruction.

4. Increasing students' on task behavior during
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basic skills. instruction.

5. Taiing into account students' prior
learning.

6. Increasing the overlap between instructional
content and achievement test content.

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 25 (item 1). Only 3 percent

- of the inservice activities :i.ncluded mention that such training occurred;

This 3 percent statistic includes just 8 of the 279 inservice activitiei that

were content-analyzed on this dimension.

A similar content analysis was done on administrators' descriptions

of the inservice activities that they sponsored or administered. OnlY 3 of

the 28 activities (11 percent) included mention of direct instruction

techniques. This percentage is higher than the percentage reported by.

teachers.

'Teachers were asked in Interview Scheddle II whether they had ever

been trained.in several of the techniques that comprise direct instruction.

Their response to these questions is also shown in Table 25 (items 2-4). A

majority of the teachers stated that they had recetved training in techniques

for keeping students on task at some point in their careers. . A much smaller

percentage of teachers stated that they,had received-training in.time

allocation and instruction/test content overlap. -The large between-didtrict

variation on these training objectives (for example, 0 per-Cent on time

allocation in district I, but 38 percent in district II) suggests that

individual districts.have made these objectives a priority at some point in

time.

The literkture rdView indicated that the teacher o ctives for an

,inservice activity-should be stated in operational form a ith explicit

criteria for performance. The descriptive data presented in Table 26

indicate that the.majority of inservice activities had clear, operationally

stated objectives. 'Less than half of the activities, however; presented

criteria so that teachers would know when they had achieved an objective.

Student ob ectives. Research findings indicate that effective

inservice programs for improving students' basic skills achievement focus

directly on this 'objective, Research question 2 addressed part of this

student objective, namely, the prevalience of inservice activities that deal

with basic ski_ls. The research resUits relatingto this question (see Table

20) indicate that a bit more than one-third of inservice activities relate

directly to basic skills, with substantial between-district vailation in

emphasis on specific basic skill areas (see Table 21). Basic skills

instruction doubtless also received additional attention in inservice

activities classified as "general academic" (24 percent of the activities

received this classification--see Table.20). Given the many facets of the

elementary school curriculum, this amount of emphasis on the basic skills may

be quite adequate.

The other part of recommended practice is that inservice activities

should aim to increase achievement of the basic skills. Teachers'

descriptions of the student objectives for inservice activities in which they

a
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TABLE 25
Prevalence of Training in "Direct Instruction" Strategies

in Current Ingervice Practice

Total Sample District I District II' District III
Direct Instruction (DI) . N* % N* % N* % N* %

4

1. Did last year's in-
service include
trainingin direct
instruction?

2.

3.

4..

Yes
No

8

271

3%

97% .

4

90
4%

96%
2

102
2%

98%

Ever been trained
in how to allocate
more time for basic
skills instruction?

Yes 9 26% 0 0% 5 38%
No 26 74% 11 100% 8 62%

Ever been tiained .

,in how to keep
students on task
during basic skills,
instruction?

Yes 21 60% 6 54%. 7 54%
No 14 40% 5 46% 6 46%

Ever been trained
in how to increase
overlap between
content of basic
skills instruction
and test co:intent? ,

Yes 11 31% 54% 3 23%
No 24 69% 46% 10 77%

2 3%
79 97%

4 36%
7 64%

8 73%
3 17%

18%

82%

Note: Data source for item 1 is a content analysis of Appendix C,
item 1.

Data source for items 2-4 is Appendix E, items 11, 14,
and 17, respectively.'

*N'for,ilit 1 is number of inservice activities. ,N for items
number of teachers.
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TABLE'26
Prevalence of Effective Practices Relating to Objectives of

Inservice Education for Basic Skills Instruction
(N Number of inservice activities)

Practice Total Sample
N Z

District i
N Z

District II
N 2

District III
N

1. Operationalitation
a. Were the inservice

objectives clearly
communicated?

Yes 179 84% 61 74% 67 92% 51 88%

No 34,

b. Were the inservice

a objectives clear
to you?

16% 21 26% 6 8% 7 12%

Clear 176 84% 65 80% 60 84% 51 88%

Unclear 31 16% 16 20% 11 16% 7 12%

2. Measurement of Teacher Competence
Were you given criteria for
knowing wheneyou achieved ap
inservice objective?

Yes 89 42% 32 39% 28 38% .29 50%.

No 124 58% 50 61% 45 62% 29 50%

Note: Data source for items la and 2 are Appendix C, items 3 and 4,

respectively. Data source for item lb is Appendix D, item 3.
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had participated were con
outcomes. Any mention of
grades was.considered an
variable was not limited
inservice activities that
skills or general academi

tent-analyzed for mention of student achievement
achievement tests, achievement test scores, or
indicator of focus on student achievement. This
to achievement of basic skills, but all of the
included mention of achievement concerned basic

c performance.

The results of the data analysis are shown in Table 27. Only 20 of
the 279 inservice activities made any mention of student achievement
outcomes, and the majority of these activities were in 1 district. The
'raters' impression of the teachers' descriptions was that-the emphasis of
inservice activities was on improving the instructional process and student
motivation for learning. There was ,very little emphasis on student
achievement of basic skills as an outcome of inservice activities.

A similar content analysis was made of administrators' descriptions
of the inservice activities that they sponsored or administered. Only 2 of
the 28 activities (7 percent) included mention-of student achievement as an
outcome of inservice activities.

Delivery system. This category refers to the design-of the
activities involved in the inservice program. Two recommended inservice
practices are to include 'readiness activities and followup activities. The
research results presented in Table 28 indicate that approximately one-third
of the inservice-piograms included readiness and followup activities.

These results are consistent with the data presented in Tables 15 and
14. Twenty-eight percent of the inservice programs (see Table 16) included
more than one session, wIlich would provide opportunity Tor readiness and/or
followup activities to occur. Similarly, one-third of the programs (see
Table 15)"were 7 hours or more, which is sufficient time to include a
readinesp and/or followup activity.'

Research on effective practices for acheduling inservice activities
has yielded unclear results. There is evidence that,teachers prefert
inservice programs to occur during school hours, but there is also evidence

, that effective inservice programs are scheduled. eutside of sch9ol hours. The .

data'pesented in Table 29'inditatethat the majority of inservice activities
are'scheduled during regular work hours (65%) in the afternoon (50%).
"One-Tifth of the,activities are scheduled outside of teachers' regular work,
hours.

0

Organizational context. This category includes dimensions that
reflect whether tlie-inservice activity is connected to the oxganization and
work of the School system. The first item of Table 30 presents data on the,
extent to which teacheri perceive that-inseivice activities are directed
toward school improvement. 'Less than one-fifth of the activities were
perceived as being forthis purpose. The majority of the inservice
activities were perceived as being for persohal professional improvement.

'A content analysis'of teachers' descriptions was done to determine
the extent to which inservice:activities were tied to curriCulum adoptions.
A reliability check indicated that the.two raters agreed on eft percent of
their classifications. All'activities weredoubie-coded, and disagreements
were resolved by,discusslon. ,One-third of the activities were rated as being.
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TABLE 27 ,

Teachers' Reference to Student Achievement Outcomes

fh Describing Tnservice Activities
(N = Number of inservice activities)

Practice

Total Sample District I District II District III

N % N % NZ N %

Were student achieveMent
outcomes mentionedein A

describing the inservice

activity?
Yes 20 77. 13 14% 2 2% 5 6%

No 259 93% 81 86% 102 98% 76 94%

Note: Data,source was a content analysis of Appendix C,

items 1 and 8.



TABLE 2a
Prevalence of Effective _Training Procedures in

Current Inservice Practice
(N ...Number of inservice actiAties)

Practice Total Sample District I District II District III
N % N Z. N N %

1. Readiness Activities
Did youeparticipate in
readiness activities
prior to the inservice?

Yes
No

2. Followup Training
Any fol1owu0 activities
to help you maintain or
increase what you
learned initially?

69 32%
144 68%

21 26%
61 74%

29 40%
44 60%,

19 33%
39 67%

Yes .78"-37% 28 34% 20 27%, 28 48%
No 135 63% 54 66% 53 .73% 30 52%

3. Checkin& for. Application
Did anyone check to see
Af you Were applying
what you learned?

Yes 51 24%. 22 27% 9 13%
NQ 158 76% 60 73% 60 87%

20 35%
38 652

Note: Data source for.items 1-3 it Appendix C, items 12, 14a, and 14b,
respectively. .
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TABLE 29
Times of Day and Year for Scheduling Inservice Activities

(N = Numberof inservice activities) ,

Scheduling

Total Sample District I
N 2

District II
N 2

DistrIct III
N Z

1. Time of day
Morning 14 7% 3 4% 5 7% 6 10%

Afternoon 106 50% 57% 70% 30 43% 19 33%

Evening 17 8% 10 12% 3 4% 4 7%

All day 73 35% 12 14% 32 46% 29 50%

2. Percentage of
scheduling during'
regular work hours*

OZ 47 22% 17 21% 15 21% 15 26%

>0%<100% 28 13% 10 12% 14 .-19% 4 7%

100% 138 65% - 55 .67% 44 60% 39 67%

Note; Data source for items 1 and 2 is Appendix-C, Item 18.

*The mean and standard deviAtion (io parentheseb) of percentage

scheduled is: for total sample,.72.58 -(41.45); far district I,
74.00 (40.86); for district.II, 72.25 (40.54); and for district

III, 71.06 (44.01).
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TABLE 30
Prevalence of Effective Practices Relating to Organizational

Context of Inservice Educatfon
(N = Number of inservice activities)

Practice Total Sample District I District II District III.
N, % N % N % N %

1. Purpose for Participation,:
To improve myself
professionally

To help improve my
school

To help improve my
school district

To satisfy credential
requirements

Other

2. Were curriculum or
other changes related
to the inservice
being Made?

Yes

No

Was the.activity
tied to a curriculum
adoption in the
district?

Yes
No

4. I did the inservice
activity:
By myself

Yes
No

5. I did the inservice
activity:
With other teachers

from my school.
Yes
No

6. I did the inservice
activity: .

With other teachers
from different
schools in my.
district.

, Yes
No

.

124 647. 48 62% 43 72% 33 59%

22 11% 8 10% 8 13% 6 11%

14 7% 9 12% 2 3% 3 .5%

6 3% 2 % 3 5% 1, 2%

27 14% 10 1 % 4 7%. .

..-..-

13- 23%

89 42% 39 48% 28 38% 22 38%

124 58% ' '43 52% 45 62% 36 62%

93 33% 39 42% 17 16% 37 46%

186 67% 55 58% 28 84%- 44 54%

69 33% 28 35% 18 25% 23 40%
143 67% 53 65% 55 75% 35 60%

168 79% 69 -85% 58 80% 41 71%.
44 21%. 12 15% 15 20% 17 29% .

138 652 67 83Z 35 48% 36 62%

76 35% 14 17% 38 52% 22 38%
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TABLE 30
(Continued)

Total Sample District I District II District III

Practice N % N % N % N %

7. Was your principal
involved in the'
inservice?

Yes 139 65%

No 74 35%

8. Were school district
administrators
involved?

Yes 112 53%

No 99 47%

48 59% 45 62% 46 79%

34 42% 28 38% 12 21%

53 65% 32 44% 27 48%

29 35% 41 56% 29 52%

-Note: Data source for items 1, 2, 7, and 8 is Appendix C, items 20,

22d, 22a, and 22c, respectively. Data source for items 4-6

is Appendix D, item 21a. Data source for item 3 was a conten't

analysis of Appendix C, item 1.
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tied to a curriculum adoption (Table 30, itei 3). 'A related question in one
of the interview schedules asked whether the inservice activity was
accoMpanied by a change in curriculum or in some othet aspect of schOoletg.
As expected, this item yielded a higher percentage'ofinservice activities
that accompanied a change prOcess in the schOol or district (Table 30, item
2). Curiously, though, the percentage of curriculum/other-related activities
for district III.was lower ti:Itn the Percentage for curriculum-adoption
inservice activities.

One might imagine that teacheri would consider curriculum adoption to
be a school improvement function. The data indicate, however, that 33
percent of the inservice activities were tied to curriculum adoptions, but
only 18 percent of the activities were perceived as directelitoward school or
district improvement. Perhaps someteachers perceive that curricOlum
adoptions are a school maintenance function rathex/than an improvement
function.

Principals' and assistant superintendents' descriptions of the
inservice activities that they sponsored or administered were also content
analyzed for mention of curriculum adoption or change. The content analysis
involved administrators' responses to iteis 1 and 5 of Interview Schedule I,
Part Two (Appendix G). Thirteen of the 28 inservice activities (46 percent)
made reference to curriculum adoption or change.

Table 30 indicates that approximately 80 percent of the inservice
activities (see item 5) involved more than one teacher from the same school.
A smaller percentage of activities, but still a majority (65 percent--see
item 7) involved the teachers"- building principals. It is also the case that
a majority of inservice.activities Involve teachers from different schools in
a district (65 percent--see item 6) and school district administrators .(53
percent--see item 8). These findings suggest that currrent inservice
practice is designed to be administered to schools and districts as
organizational units. 'This organizational arrangement should facilitate
inservice for school or district improvement, yet it ts not often used for
this purpose, as was indicated above..

Governance Structure. This category refers to practices involved in
administering and managing iniervice activities/ A key administrative
decision is whether to require teacher participation in an inservize program
or to allow vol4ntary participation. The results shown in Table 31 (item 1)
indicate that the use of required and voluntary participation.is equally
prevalent in current practice. There is little basis in previous research
for determining whether voluntary or mandatory"participation is more
effective, butit would seem that mandatory participation wouldvbe a
necessary condition for schoolwide or districtwide improvement of
instruction.

Another practice available-for administering inservice activities is
to use incentives and sanctions to motivate teacher participatide. The
current prevalence.of incentives and sanctions is shown in Table 31.
IncenLives 'were used in approximately One-half of the activities, and
sanctions were used in just one-fourth"of the activities.

The Aiponsori of inservice activities can bear the costs assoclated
with the inservice activity or require teachers to pay some.or all of Ehe

,
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TABLE'31
Prevalence of Effective Practices Relating-to

Governance of Inservice Education
(N = Number of inservice activities)

Total Sample District I District II District III

Practice

1. Type of.Participation
--My involvement in this

inservice was:
Voluntary 104 49%

Required 102 48%

Not required,
but felt pressure
to participate 6 3%

2. Incentives
Any incentives for
participation in this

activity?
Yes 116 557.

No 96 45%

3. Sanctions
Any negative conse-
quences for not
participating, for
poor performance, .

or for non-imple-
mentation?

Yes 53 25%

No 159 75%

4. Costs
--Any out-of-pocket

costs to parti-
cipate?

Yes 47 22%

No 163 78%

N % N % N %

30 37% 43 59% 31 53%

50 62% 27 37% 25 43%

1 1% 3 4% 2 4%

20 24% 45 63% 51 88%

62 76% 27 37% 7 12%

18 22% /6 36% 9 15%

64 78% 46 64% 49 85%

14 17% 25 35% 8 14%

68 83% 46 65% 49 86%

Note: Data source for itew 1 is Appendix D, item 25.

Data source for items 2, 3, and 4 is Appendix C, items

25, 26, and 19,.respectively.
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costs. As shown in Table 31, the.sponsor bore the costs of almost 80 percent
of teachers' inservice activities. Content analysis of interview data on
governance structure has not been done yet, but it appears that the great
majority of teachers' inservice activities are sponsored by the school
district. The costs associated with the activities, then, are largely paid
by the district. For those activities that involved out-of-pocket-expenses,
the median cost for the total sample and for each district was approximately
$25. The range of costs was from $2 to $1000. Only 4 percent of the
activities involving out-of-pocket expenses had costt, of $100 or more.

Several between-district variations in results shown in Table 31 are
worthy of note. Relative to the other districts, district rhad a high rate
of required inservice activities but a low rate of incentives for
participation. District II had the highest rate of voluntary inservice
activities, but also the highest rate of sanctions for non-participation and
the highest rate of activities with out-of-pocket expenses.

SeleCtion and evaluation. This category refers to procedures for
selecting and evaluating inservice activities. Table 32 presents data
analyses relating to current practices in these aspects of inservice
education.- Teachers report that,only 12 percent of the activities were
selected as a result of a formal needs assessment (item lb). Also, it
appears that.teachers were seldom asked (10 percent of the time) whether they
needed the training provided by the inservice activity (item la). Despite
the low incidence of needs assessment to select activities, most of them (88
percent) were perceived as relevant to the teachers' work (item 2a).

A key feature of reeearch on basic skills instruction has been the
use of achievement tests to evaluate students' progress and to evaluate the
effectiveness of inservice programs. The data analysis shown in Table 32
(item 3a) reveals that only 6 percent of the activities involved assessment
of students for any type of outcome to determine the effectiveness of the
inservice activities. Ot activities in this group, just a small number
included an expectation of how much student change or gain might result from
the inservice activity.

The data analysis reported in item 3a of Table 32/is consistent with
the daia analysis reported in Table 27. As shown in the latter table, just
percent of teachers' descriptions of inservice activities made reference to...
student achievement outcomes as'an objective.of an activity. Similarly,
Table 32 reports that just 6 percent of the activities included assessment of
student improvement.

Research question 4
How effective and satisfying is current Anservice

4education-as perceived educators?

Teachers completed e rating form (Appendix D) for each inservice
activity described in Interview Schedule Is Part Two (Appendix C). Teachers'
responses to'this rating form provided the data base for most of the analyses
that were done to answer ihe research question stated above'.

Table 33 reports detaanalyses for several measuies of teacher 4

satisfaction with the effects of inservice activities on their *performance.
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TABLE 32.

Prevalence of Effective Practices'Relating to
Selection and Evaluation of Inservice,Education

Prac':re Total Sample District I District II District III

N % N % N % N %

1. Needs Asseksment
a. Were you asked whether

you needed the
inservice?

Yes

No

b. Was this inservice
selected by a formal
needs assessment?

Xes
No

2. Relevance
a. Did the inservice

pertain to your
work as a teacher?

Yes
No

21. 10% 8 10% 5 7%. '8 14%

192 90% 74 90% 68 93% 50 86%

'24 12%( 13 16% 5 72 8 14%.

173 88% 66 84% 68 93% 50 86%

187° 88% 70 85% 64 88% 53 91%

26 12% 12 15% 9 12% 5 9%

3. Measurement of'Student Ob ectives
a. Were students assessid

. for improvement or
change as a result
of your participation
in the inservice?

Yes 13

No 200

b. df "Yes" to 3a, above,
were you given an
expectation about how
much of a gain or
change in students
would result?*

Yes 4

No 11

6% 4 5% 5 7% 4 7%

94% 78 95% 68 93%' 54 3%

27% 2 50% 1 20% 17%

73% 2 50% 4 80% 83%

rote: Data source for items 1, 2a, 3a, and 3b is Appendix C, items 7,

16, 9, and 10, respectively.

*For two inservice activities, the teaCher indicated a "No" response to

item,3a in the table, but answered the next gdestion (item 3b in the table)

anyway.
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TABLE 33
Teachers' _Degree of Satisfaction with Effects of Inservice-

Activities on Their Performance.
(N = Number of inseryice activities)

Effect Total Sample
N %

a

1. Effects of tfie

inservice on my
comperence as a
teacher.

Positive effects 157 75%
Negative effects 5 2%

23%48None

2. Sidereffects of the
inservice on me.
Positive effects 14,12 68%
Negafive effects 35 17%
None 31 15%

3. Long-term.effects
of the inservice
on me.

Positive effects 161 79%

.Negative effects 22 11%

Nqne ' 21 10%

District I District II District II
N % N % N %

57 71% 53 84%, 47 81Z

2 3% 2 3% 1 2%

21 26% 17 23% 10 17%

53 68% 50 68% 40 69%

14 18% 131, 18% 8 14%

11 14% .10- 14% 10 '17%

59 76% 52 76% 50 88%
8 10% 12 17% 2 3%

11 14% 5 ft 5 97;,(

Note: Data source for items 1, 2, and 3 is Appendix D, items 27,
2a, and 2b, respectively.



A very low incidence of negative effects on teacher competence (2 percent)

, was noted. It is surprising, though, that teachers reported negative

side-effects for 17 percent of the activities and.negative longterm effects

for 11 percent of the activities. Overall teachers felt that approximately

75 percent of the activities had positive effects on their professional

performance.

Teachers' satisfaction with the contentlof inservice activities is

shown in Table 34. More tlian 80 percent of the activities were satisfactory

in this respect (items 1 and 2). A remarkable finding, though, is that

teachers felt that they had adequate mastery of the content of 63 percent of

the inservice actiyities beforehand. This finding suggests that teachers

were generally satisfi9d with inservice content for reasons other than that

it filled gaps in their knowledge, skills, or attitudes.

Research results relating to teachers' satisfaction with effects of

inService activities on their students' performance are shown in Table 35.

Where student effects were noted, they were generally,positive. A

substantial percentage of inservice activities (34 percent), however,

produced no cognitive or alfective effects.

Table 36 presents data analyses relating to teachers' satisfaction

with the various dimensions of inservice delivery systems. Teacher

satisfaction level was generally high. Where dissatisfactlion occurred, it

was selective across dimensions. There was low dissatisfgction with

.readiness activities, training sites, and costs. Higher levels of

dissatisfaction were reported fat learning process (19 percent of the

activities) and ingervice trainer (16.percent of the activities). There was .

relatively little variation in satisfaction levels across districts.

Teachers' degree of satisfaction with the organizational context of

inservice activities is reported in Table 37. Teachers generally were quite

satisfied with the involvement of other teachers, principals, and district

administrators in their inservice activities. Their degree of satisfaction

with other teacher participants was especially high.

Teachers"degree of satisfaction with several aspects of inserice

governance is reported in Table 38. Teachers expressed a moderate amount of

disiatisfaction with inservice policy-makang, including their involve*ent in

the selection and design of the activities. They expressed less

dissatisfaction with the incentives associated with inservice activities.

The interview schedules included only a single item concerning

teachers' satisfaction with the evaluation of inservice activities., Results

for this item are reported in Table 39, Teachers ate generally satisfied '

with the way that student effects agsociated with the inservice activities

, were measured. The validfty of-these data is doubtful, however. The total

sample reported satisfaction or dissatisfaction with 79 of the activilies.

The sample also reported that only 13 activities included assessment of

student improvement or change (Table 32, item 3a). The difference in

trequencies is probafty dge to the ambiguity in the wording of the 1,tem that

provided the data base for Table 39.

Summary. The results presented above indicate that teachers are

generally satisfied with the butcomes and processes of their inservice
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' TABLE 34
Teachers'-Degree.of Satisfaction wlth the Content

of Inservice Activities
(N = Number of inservice activities)

Content

't
Total Sample District I District If District III.

N %'

,1. - Satisfaction with
what I was supposed
t-o learn from the'
-activity.

Satisfied
Dissatisfied

2. Satisfied with
relevance of
inservice
content.

ii

179 85%.

32 15%

"

Satisfied 176 82%

Dissatisfied 33 16%

..
3. Prior to the Inservice,

my knowledge/skili/
attitude relating to
'the inseeVice was:
liore than adequate 29 14%

Adequate 103 49%
Less thab adequate 79 37%

,N Z N % %

e66 81% 66 85% *53 91%
16 19% 11 15% 5' 9%

63 77% 60 82% 53 91%

18 22% 10 14% 5 9%

11 14% 10 '14% 8 14%

.39 49% 38 52% 26 45%

30 37% 25 34% 24 41%

Note: Data source for items 1, 2, and 3 is Appendik4D, items 1,
16, and 28c, respectively.
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TABLE 35 f.%

Teachers' -Degree of Satisfaction with Effects of

Inservice Activities'on Their Studente Performance

(N = Number of inservice activities)
, 4

Effect .Total Sample District I DiS.':rict II-,District III

- N % N % N % N f

4 P
1. Sati-sfaction With

intended effects of
the inservice on my

-v. students. .

, .

Satisfied 156 73%

Dissatisfied 24 11%

Not Applicable 33 14%

2. Side-effects of the
inservice on my
students were:
Positive 13d 62%

Negative 8 4%

. None 70 34%

3. Long-term effects of
,the inservice on my
students were:
Positive 141 69%

Negative! ' 6 3%

None 5f.$ 28%

4: The effect of the
inservice on stu-
dents' cognitive -

growth was:
Positive 137, 662

Negative 0 0%

No effects 71 34%

5. The effect of the
inservice on stu-
dents" affective
giowth was:

Positive 136 65%

Negati'Ve 1 1%

No effects 71 34%

.60
14
8

73%
17%
10%

'

50
5
18

,

687.

Tx
,25% -

46

5

-'7

79%
9%
12%

''.

.

Id

51 64% 43 64% 36 63%

4 5% 2 3t 2 4%

25 31% 26 36% 19 33%

48 61% 50 71% 43 78%
. -

4 5% 1 1% 1 2%

27 34% ' 20 28% 11 20%

.

.

48 60% 44 . 63% 45 78%

0 0%. 0 07. . 0 0%

32 fi0% 26 37% 13 22%

49 61% 44 63% 43 74%

0 0% 11110 !' 0% 1 2%

31 39% 26 37% 14 24%

Note: Data source for items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 is Appenaix D, items

8, 9a, 9b, 28a, and 28b, respectively.
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TABLE 36
Teachers' Degree pf Satisfaction with thesDelivery System

Used in Inservice Activities.
(N = Number of inservice.a-ftivities)

Delivery,System Practice Total Sample District I District II

N % N % N %

District III
N %

,

1. Readiness Activities 1
sok

Satisfied 105 49% - 43 52% 33 45% 29 50%
Dissatisfied 19 9% 7. 9% 5 7% 7 12%

Not applicable 89 42% 32 39% 35 48% , 22 38%

2. ixarning Process
, Satisfied 168 73% 62 77% 57 78% 49 85%
Dissatisfied 41 19% 17 21% 15 21% 9 ,15%

Not applicable 3 2% 2- ,2% 1 1% 0 0%
, .

3. Followup Activities .

Satisfied 81 38% 36 44% 18 25% 2k 47%

Dissatiaied 24 11% 13 16% 5 7% 6 10%

Not applicable 107 51% 33 40% 49 68% 25 43%

4. Training Site
62 85% 57 18%- Satisfied 197 93% 78 95% ,

Dissatisfied 14 6%
.
3 4% ... 10 '14% 1 2%

Not applicable 2 1% 1 1% 1 1% 0 0%
N.

.

5. Inservice Trainer
53 76% 51 88%

-
Satisfied 172 82% ,68 83%
Dissatisfied 34 16% 12 15% 16 23% 4r 10%

Not applicable 4 2% 2 2% 1 1% 1 ,2%

1 ,

6. Scheduling
Satisfied 181 85% 72 88% 61 83% 48, 83%

Dissatisfied 25 12% 7 8% 10 14% 8 14%

Not applicable 7 3% 4% 2 3% 2 3%
(

7. Cost _ 4,

Satisfied '128 -60% 51 62% 37 51% 40 69Z-
Dissatisfied 11 . 5% - 1 1% 8 11 2 '3%.

Mot applicable 74 35% 30 37% 28 '38% 16
.(,

.28%

Note: Data source for items 1-7 is Appendix D; items 12, 13, 14, 15; 17,

18, and 19, respectively.
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TABLE 37

Teachers' Degree of Satisfaction with the'Organizational

Context of Inservice Activities

(N Nftber of 1nse4ace acavities)

Oxganizational Context Total Sample District I District'II DistriCt III

Practice N % N % N N %.

1. Satisfaction with
.

teacbees who parti- k

cipated in the in- .- ,,

.service NJIth me.

Satisfied 189 89%; 70. 85% 39 95% 51 88;

Disaatisfied, 6 3% 4 5% 1 1% 1 2%

Not applicable =17 8% 8 10% 3 4;1 6 10%

2. Satisfaction with my

principal's involvement
.

in the inservice.
Satisfied 111 53%. 43 52% . 27 37% 41 71%

Dissatisfied , 20 9% 10 12% 10 14% 0 0%

Not applicable 81 38% 29 36% 35 49% 17 29%

I

Av.

3. Satisfaction with the

achool district/central
office adiinistrator's
involvement in the

inservice. 4
Satisfied 101 48% 49 60% 28 40% 24 41;

, Dissatisfied 20 9% 7 8% , 8 11% 5 9%

Not applicable 90 43% 26 32% 35 49% 29 50%

Note: Data sources for items 1-3 is Appenix D, items 2.1a, b, and c,

respectively.

it
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TABLE 38
. -

Teachers' Degree of. Satisfaction with the Governance
of Inservice Activities

Governance Practice Total Sample District I District II District III
J . N % N % N X ,N %

.-

,

,

I. SatisfactIon With 4he ,

policy-making that led
.

up to this sctivity.%
Satisfied 124 59%. ,47 5% 41 56% 36 62%
Dissatisfied 30 14%. '12 152 13 18%, 5 9%

,No opinion , 58 27% 22 27% 19 26% ' 17 '29%

. 2. Teachers' tatisfaqion
with their involvement
An selection and design
/of the inservfce
activity. ,

Satisfied .. 96 45% 29 36% 38 53% 29 50%

Dissatisfied 29 14% 14* 17% 10 14% 5 9%

No opinion 86, 41% 38 47% 2,4 33% 24. 41%

3. Satisfaction with
incentives associated

2

with this activity.
Satisfied 133 64% 39 49% 47 66% 47 81%

Dissatisfied 17 8% 8 '10% 6 8% 3 5%

No opinion 59 28% 33 412 18 26% 8 14%

Note: 'Data source for items 1,
and 26, respectively.

and 3 is Appendix r, items 23, 24,
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TABLE 39

'
Teachers' Degree of Satisfaction withtthe Evaluation.

of Inservicg Activities)

.Total Sample District I District II Districe III

Evaluation Practice N % N .% N % N %

Satisfattion with the

qty that'student effects
associated with the

- activity were
measured.

13"

Satisfied
,

71 34% 26 32% 27 38% 18 32%

Dissatisfied 8 4% 4 5% 1 1% 3 5%

Not applicable 129 62% 51 63%. 43 61% 35 63%

Note: Data source.for this table is Appendix D, item 10.

-
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activities. No more than 19 percent of the activities were considered
unsatisfactory on any.oi the dimensions that were measured. Teachers .

expresseelreatest satisfaction with the effects of the inservice activities
on their competence, with the inteilded'effects on their students, with the
training site, and with other teacher, participating in the activities. They
expressed mtderate dissatisfaction. with rhe relevance of the inservicg
content, wi h the learni.ng processes used in the activities, with inservte
policy making, and,with the trainer. ,Teachers in district III generally
expressed more satisfaction and lass 4issatisfaction than the teachers in the
other two districts.

Teachers' level of,satisfaction with their inservice activities over
the'past year is mirrored.in their overall attitude toward inservice
education. As showh in Table 40, only two teachers expressed a negative
attitude toward inservice.education. All nine of the principals and
assistant superintendents in the administrator sample indicated a positive
attitude tkward'inservice education for teachers.

a

Research Question 5
In the opinion of educators- what constitutes an effeCtive inservice

program for improving teachers':§asic skills instruction?

Teachers, and administrators were Asked their opinion of various
inservice practices identified as effective by researchers. Emphasis was
placed on'inservice practices'that have been demonstratedto lead to
improvements in students' basic skills achievement. .Teachers' opinions vere
solicited in Teacher Interview Schedule II (Appendix E).. The opinions of
principals 4nd assistant superintendents were solicited in Administrator'
,Interview Schedule II (Appendix H). The data analyses presented here are
organized using the dimensions presented in Table 3. These dimensions are
grouped under six major headings: teacher.objectives, stUdent objectives,

- .

delivery system, organizational context, governance,Isnd
seleCtion/evaluation.

Also, the results are.reported for each group of educators (teachers,
.principals, and assistant superintendents) rather.than by district. The. ,

reason for reporting the data in.this form is ehat our Jmain interest waS in
whether educators in different roles have different opinions about.how
inservice programs should be conatituted.

Table 41 presents the sample's opinion about teacher competencies
.(dimension 1- in Table 3) that have been found efective in improving
students' basic skills achievement. It appears that most teachers and
achlinistrators believe that these'competencies are effective.

,

The next analysis concerned-educators' beliefs about the importance
of basic skills instruction. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 42. Most teachers and administrators believe that basic skills
instruction is critically important. A:mindrity of teachers and
-administrators, however, 'do not think that basic skills'instruction is more
important than other curriculum goals.

.Table 43 presents the sample's opiniOns about what type of delivery

96
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TABLE 40

Educators' Attitude Towasd Inservice,Activities.

(N Number of educators)

Attitude "

Total Sample District I Distric II District III

N % / N N %

,

.7"
. (2eachers) Attitude

toward activities.
Positive 29 85% 7, 70% 10

Neutral 3 9% 2 20% 1

Negative 2 6% 1 10% 0.

2. (Administrators)
Attitude toward
inservice education
for teachers

PosiXive 9 100% .3 100% 2

Neutral
Negative

(

/

91% .12 92%

9% 0 0%

0% r 8% .

100% ,3 100%

a

Note: Data source for item 1 is Appendi/x B, item 10.

Data source for item 2 is Appendix F, item 10.

A

WO

4.

.1(1)4
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TABLE 41
Teacher and Administrator Beliefs About Efficacy of Direct Instruction

,

Techniques in Improving Basic Skills Achievement
' (N NuMber of Educators)

'Techniques foi Improving Students'
Batic Skills Achievement (BSA)

Assistant
Teachers Principals Superintendents
N Z N. An, N-

1. Do you believe that allocating
more time foi basic skills in
struction is an effective
technique for improving BSA? , -41

Effective 23 70% 6 100% 3. 100%
Not Effective 10 30% 0 0% 0' OX'

2. Do you believe that BSA would
improve if students stayed on
task more often?

Yes 35 lop%
No 0 0%

8

83% 2 67%
17% 1 33%

3. Do you believe that BSA would
improve if teachers focus
their instruction on the
content covered on the tests?

Yes 31 94% 6 100% 3 100%
,No 2 6% '0 02 0 0%

4. Doyou believe that math BSA
would improve If teachers used
Good and Grouws' 'approach to
teaching math?

Yes 28 85% 6 100Z. 3 100%
No 5 15% 0, 0% .0 0%

Note: Data souFce for teachers' responses to items 1, 2, 3, and 4 is
Appendix E, items.5, 12, 15, and 18,teSpectively. Data source'.
for administrators' iesponses to items 1, 2, 3, and 4 is. Appendix

items 9, 11, 13, and 16, respectively..
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TABLE 42

-Teacher and Administrator Beliefs About the /mportance

of Basic Skills As'a Curriculum.Objective
(N.= Number of Administrators)

Belief Teacners
N %

Principals
N

Assistant
Superintendents

N %

1.'How important is 1. for teachers

to teach the basic skills?
Critical
Important

, Slightly Important'
, Unnecessary

2. How important 1.4 it for teachers

to teach the basic skills relative

..to other curriculum.goals?
ore I4ortant

Eqially Important

33
2

25
10

94%
6%

71%
29%

5

1

4

2

83%
17%

67%
33%.

3

3

100%

100%

,4

L ss Important
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TABLE 43
Educator Preferences Concerning the Delivery of Inegervice

Education on Basic Skills Instruction
. (N - Number of educators)

Feature of Delivery System
Assistant

Teachers Principals Superintendents
N % N % N %

1. If you were involved'in the Goodl
and Grouws' inservice program,
would, you want training to start

0 right as04?
Start training right away
.First have seesions to
Address persohal concerns

2a; (Teachers) How would you feel
about practicing new teaching
skills while having someone
observe you and.give you
feedback?

Positive
Negative

11 33% 0 0% 0,4 0%
22 67% 6 100% 3 100%

31 89%
4 11%

2b. (Principals) How,would you
feel about 'observing teachers
and giving them feedback on
their teaching skials?

Positive 4 .6 100%
Negative . 0 0%

2c. (Central (iffice) How would you
feel about principals perform
ing functions described in 2b?

Positive 3 (100%
Negative _ 0 0%

3. Do you prefer an inservice on
'basic skills instrhctiOn to (a)

0

occur,all at,once, or (b) begin

f

with initial.,training and be
followed at intervals'with
further training and refresher
experiences?"

All.at once
At intervals

3 . 9% 1 17% O. 0%
31 91% 5 83% 3 100%
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TABLE 43
(Continued),

Feature of Dellvery Syatem

Assistant

Teachers PrOcipals Superintendents

N % N % N %

4. Where wOuld you prefer inservice
sessions on basic skills instruc-
tion'to be held? (More than 1

response allowed.)
At teacher's school
At school district offices,
At a university
Other '

It doesn't matter

5.. Whom would you most prefer to
conduct an inservice program dn
a new approach for teaChing the

I
basic.skills?

A'teacher
A. district specialist
A professor
Other
No preference

6. How acceptable is eachof_these
times' folk holding inseryice.
meetings?
a. Early in the morning before

classes.
./ AcCeptable.

Unacceptable

b. During regular Achool hours
(assuming a satisfactory
replacement is found) .

Acceptable.
Unaccerltable

0 c. In thetafternoon after school.
Acceptable '
Unaccgptable

,

d. In the evening after school.
. Acceptable

Unacceptable
-

1

..

23 66%* 4 67%* 2 67%*

12 34%. 3 50% 0 0%

7 20% 1 17% 1 33%

4 11% 0 0% 4 33%

9 26% 1 17% .0 0%

.13 371 0 0% 2 67%

3 9% 1 17% 0 0%

5' 14% 0 0% 0 0%

-6 17% 1 172 0 !A

8- 23% 4 66% 1 33%

4 11% 1 17% 3 100%

31 89% 5 83% 0 0%

.

34 97% 6 100% 2 67%

1 3% 0 0% 1 33%
ar

-

22 63% .4 67% 3 100%_

13 37% 2 332 0 02

15 43% 3 60% 1 33%

20 57% 2 40% 2 67%

.
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TABLE 43
(Continued)

t 0

F:4,1-,ure of DelVery System. Teachers Princi als

,

, N % g Z

Assistant
Superintendents

N %

e. On icservice days when no
classes are scheduled:

Acceptable 32 91% 6 100% 3 100%
Unacceptable 3 9% 0 0% 0 0%

f.
-

'Weekends during school year.
Acceptable 8 24% 1 17% 1 33%

g

Unacceptable 26 76%

Just before the start of
the school year.

5 83% 2 67%

Acceptable 29 83% 5 83% 3 100%

h.

Unacceptable 6 17%

During the summer.

1 17% 0 0%

Acceptable -A 19 '54% 4 67% 2 67%
.Unacceptable 46% 2 33% 1 33%

Note: Data sourcelfor teachers' responses to items 1,-2a, ,,4, 5, and 6

. Data source for administrators! responses tp i.eems-2b c, 3, 4, 5
is Appendix E, items 21, 23, 25,,26, 27, and 28,

and
6 is Appendix H, items 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24, respectively. -,-----___

*Denominator is number og respondents (teachers, N*35; principals,
N*6; administrators, N*3).
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system should be used in basic skills inservice education. The majority of

teachers and all he administrators believe that an inservice program shopld

start b addressing teachdirs' concerns. :Their opinion is coniistent with

recommendations that have emerged from curriculum implementation research

(see item 7 in Table 3). The teachers and administrators feel positively

about the use of classroom observation and feedback in inservice education.

This view"is consistent with another set of research findings (item 8 in

Table 3). Again, consistent with research 'findings (item 9 in Table 3),

almost the entire sample believes than an inservice program should begin with

initial training and should be followed at intervals with further training

and refresher experiences.

Table 43 also presents the sample's preferences conceKning innervice

training sites. A variety of sites are acceptable,.with the most desirable

site being the teacheis school. Consistent with this preference,,some or

all of the training fn the basic skills ekperiments desaTtoed in Chapter 2

occuxred in the teacher's owh school. The educators have no clear preference

about who the trainer should be, noi does,any clear recommendation emerge

from the research literature. Finally, several.times,for scheduling

inservige sessions are acceptable to teachers: inservice,days, regular'

school hours (assuming a satisfactory substitute teacher), and just before

the start of the school year. Weekends and early in the morning are

unacceptable to most educators as times for inservice sessions.

Teachers and administrators were asked for their preferences

concerning the'composition of participants in inservice prog-fiths.. ,The

results of data analyses are shown in Table A4. The majority of both groups

prefer that the insdrvice program include teachers across different Schools.

Almost without exception, teachers and principals feel positively about

having the principal partAcipate in inservice programs for,teachers.

Assistant superintendents also..feel positively about participating in these

programs. The views of these group are consistent with research findings

concerning the role of the principgi in teacher inservice education (item 15

in Table.3).

Table 45 presents educators' views aboutmandatory partAcipation in

inservice education under the-condition that the school districesgoal is to

improve students' learning of the basic skills. Most .cf the teachers add

principals, and all of the assistant superintendents, believe that

participation should be mandatory under this condition.

The 4ata analyses presented in Table 41 indicate that-most educators

in the samplekbelieve that direct ihstruction techniques are effective in

improving student achievement. This belief does not mean, however, that

educators.will feel that they need or want inservice education to improve

Their use of shch techniques. Table 46 shows that the percentage of teachers

expressing interest in inservice programs varies according to the direct

instruction techniques that would be co'vered, for example', 83 percent of the .

teachers expressed interest in learning more about how to keep students on .

task during basic skills instruction. Only 29 percent of them, however, feel

positive about participating id any inservice progr m that would help them

bring their instruction in line with.the content of tandardized or

curriculum-referenced achievement tests.
*

As shown in Table 47,.all administrators ip the sample advocate the
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TABLE 44 //

Educator Preferences Conceining.Orgsnizational Context for'
_Inservice Education in 'Basic/Skills Instruction,

(N 1. Number of educators)

Feature of Organizational Context
Assistant

Teachers Principals Superintendents
N I r/41 % N %

.1a. (Teaches) What is your first
preference concerning who your
fellow participants will be in
an inservice on basic skills

s'instruction?
i. Just teachers from my own

school 8, 25%
ii. Just teachers from other 2 6%

schools
iii. A mix of i and ii 22 69%

_lb. (Administrators) What is your first
preference cOncerning the grouping

a

of teachers for inservice on basic
skills irstruction? .

Just teachers from same school.
Teachers from different schools

1

2a. (Teachers) How Would you feel if your
principal,partiCipated in a basic
skills inservice program.with you?

0

5

0%
100% '

Positive 34 97%
Negative 1 3%

2b. (Administrators). How-would you
feel about participating in a
basic skills inservice program
with your teachers?

Positive, 6 100%
Negative 0 02

e,

1 33%
2 67%

Note: Data source for teachers' responses to,items la and 2a is Appendix
E, items 29 and 30, reepectively. Data source for Administrators'
resknees to items lb and 2b isAppendix H, items 25 and 26, ,

respectively.

a
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TABLE 45
Educate!' PreferencesConcerning Required Participation

in Inservice on BaSic Skills Instruetion
(N = Number of educators)

4.

, Assistant
A

Participation Teachers Principals Superintendents.
N % N % N %

Suppose that,a sthool district had
the goal of improving students'
learning of the basic skills.
Should teacher participation
be mandatory under such
circumstances?

Yes 27 82% 5 83% 3 100%

No 6 18% 1 17% 0 0%

Note: Data source for teachers' feiponsei-1-6-the-1tsm-1s Appendix
E,'item 31. Data source for administrators' responses is
Appendix H, item 27.

')
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TABLE 46
Teacher Attitudes Toward Participating in Inservice Education

on Direct Instruction Strategiei
= Number of teachers)

Would you want to fiarticipate in,inservice Total Sample
education that helped you...

1
N X'

-

I. find ways of alloating mOre time for
basic skills instruction?

Yes
No

2. Learn teaching techniques to keep
students on task during basic skills
instruction?

Yes
No

3. Bring your basfe skills instruction
more in line with content of
standardized.or curriculum-referenced
achievement tests?

Yes,
No

4. Learn-how to use Good and Grouws'
approach to tendhingMathZ

Yes
No

18 51%

17 49%

29 83%
6 17%'

10 29%
24 71X,.

, 22 63%
13 31%

Note: Daia source for items 1, 2, 3, and 4 is Appendix E,..items
10,- 143, 16, and 20, respectively:

r,
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TABLE 47

AdMinistrator Attitudes TOliard Advocating Inservice Education

, on Direct Instruction Strategies
(N = Number of administrators) ,

Attitude

Assistant

Principals Superintendents
N % N %

1. Would you advocate use of inservice
education to help teachers increase
their uie of direct instruction

strategies?

Yes 6 100% 3 160% .

No. 0 0% 0 OX or

2. Would you advocate the use of inservice

eduCatiOn to helpteachers learn how to

Use the Good and Grouws' approach?

Yes 5 83% 2' 67%

No 1 17% 1 33% ,

Note: Data source for items 1 and 2 is Appendix H, items 15 and 18,

respectively.
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. TABLE.48
Teacher and Adminiatratdr Attitudes Toward Measurement

of BasicSkills Achievement.
'(N Number of educators)

. Attitude
Assistant

Teachers Principals Superintendents
N Z N' Z 'N Z

1. How do you feel about use of
standardized tests to measure.
'basic skills achievement?

Positively
Negatively

2. How do ygil feel about use of
Curriculum-specific tests to
measUre basic skillt achievement?

Positively
Negatively

3. Are-you negative toward achieve-
ment tests because you feel they
will be used to evaluate teachers
or hold than secountable?

, Yes, very muCh so
Yes, Alcuewhat
No

12 44% 80% .3 100%
15 56% 20% 0 OZ

11 44% 5 100% 100%
14 56% 0. OZ OZ

,4111

1 3% 1 17% 0 OZ
9 26% 1 17% 0.- 0%

25 71% 4 662 3' 100%'

Note; Data source for items 1, 2, and 3 is Appendix E and Appendix
items 5, 7, and 8, respectively. Low response,for teacher
sample to items Land 2, is due, in part, to lack of
familiarity with standardized and cuEriculum-referenced tests
(see Appendix E,.items 4 and 6).
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use of inservice education to help teachers increase their use of direct

instruction technique's. The majority of themere also favorable toward Good

and Grouws' inservice program on direct instructionfor elementary'

mathematics. A few administrators and a minority of teachers (see Table 46,

item 4), are tiot positive about an inservice program built around this

particular model of direct instruction.

.
The criterion of effectiveness in recent research on baSic skills

inservice education has been student gain on achievement tests measuring s,04

basic skills (see item 27 in Table 3). The samplel of educato!waB asked how

they felt about the use of such teaks to meaSUre studen achievement of

.basic.skills. As shown in'Table 48, all-of_the assistant superintendents and

most of4the principals are positive_.about the use of these tents.' AlmOst

half of the teachdrs, howeverrtie negative feelings about'these tests
irrespectiveof wheiher they are standardized or curriculumspecific. At

least part of iheir negative attitude can be tracep to the fact they feel

these tests will be used to evaluate their performance.

Summary. The .results presented above. indicate that.teachers and

administrators.generalli agree with the recommendations that taw emerged

from research concerning the elements of effective inservice programs for

tnproving basic skills instruction. Agreement with the recoMmendations,

however, does not mean that they desire inservice programs based on the

recommendations. 'Their endoraement.of such programs vsries depending upon

the particular teacher competencies that are the object of training. Also,

the results presented'in Table 48 suggest that many teachers and some

principals would not advocate these inservice programs if they ari connected

conceptually or in practice with student performance on achievement tests.

.e
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion

Four objectives for'this research project were stated in the first
- .

chapter:

1. To develop a Set of dimensions for characterizing
inservice programs.

2. To identify dimension-related.practices whose
effectiveness has been demonetraied through
research.

3. To determine the extent to which research-Validated
inservice practices ate'present in current inservice
activities.

4. To determine th extent to which teachers and admini-
strators have, posi/ive attitude toward research-
'validated inse celtmctices and towarck current

.

inseivice practices.

The following discussion is organized around these objectives.

Research Objective 1
The Dimensional Structure of Inservice Education Programs

4

The conceptual framewotke developed by the ISTE Concepts Project
staff (Joyce et al. 4976),, by curriculum implementation researchers (Fullan
and Poifret 1977), and by others proved useful in thinking about hew to
characterize the structure of inservice education programs. A total of 27
dimensions organlied Under 6 major headings were identified as involved in
the design of an iniervice program, however brief oelong, however limited or
extensive iq scope.

This analysis of themulti-dinensional character oVinservice.
education suggests the following.three generalizations.' 'First., inservice
eduCation forms a complex subsystem within die complex kystem of schooling. ,

Even ,a simple inservite activity can involve students, teaehers, principals,
centrat office administrators, external yrainers, And persons representing
various constituencies. A temporal sequence qf teacher effects leadingto
student effects needs.to be conceptualized. Organizitionalcontekt.and,
governance structute must be taken' into acconnt. The second'generalilation
is that inservice educatiop is linked in complex ways to the work of schobls.
It is linked to school goals, to school curriculum, and to scfiool assessment.
The third generalization ls.that inservice programs extend oveitime and are
linked to other systems of schooling that extend,over time.

These observations about characterietics of inierviee programs seem.'
obvious once stated. We believe, however, that the concepts_of system,
complexity, and tempOrality are fyndamiral to undetatanding'inservice

"
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educatipn. Without these concepts, it is not possible to understand research

findings on inservice effectimeness.aor is it possible to understand current

patterns of inservice practice. Many inservice actAvities appear simplefor

'example, an afternoon workshop for distrICt teachers on how toAhelp students

take standardlzed achievement_tests. Whough simple on the Earface, such

activities represent a complex convergence of elements from several .operating

systems.wWlin the district and beyond. Also, the compression of the 4'

activity.to44a single afternoon reflects the particular way in which

stakeholders inthe activity h9ve decided to manage the teiporal nature of

change proce6ses. .

Research Objective 2

Characteristics of Effective Inservice_Programs

,It should be understood that the effective inservice practices listed

in Table 3,are a construction. The fist is a synthesis of findings.from

several lines of research:inquiry. Few, if any, current inservice ptograms .

incorporate all of these practices in a systematic manner. The major studies

include# in the review. (Anderson, Everitson, and Brophy.1979; Crawford et al.

1978; dbod and Grouws'1977; Stall1nge;1980) are evaluations of experimental

inservice programs of brief duration. None-of the studies investigated

inservice programs within the dontext of systematic school improvement.

. Despite Nlipse,limitations, the outlines of a model of an effective

inservice program for tmproying basic skills instructio n be diacerned.

The model assumes a eemporal sequence of decision-makin the critical first

step is to decide on basis skills achievement as,a prior ty goal for school

improvement (dimension 5 in Table 1).- This decision may result from a needs

assessment-of significaht stakeholders (dimension 24), lróm students'

achievement being below an expected level (d'imension 6), from expectations

based on student achievemenkdata (dimension.27), ot perhaps from some other

set of considerations. In fact, little is known about how improvement of

basic skills'achievement
becomes,sFystallized as a priority goal by schools.

''' "Mt ,

HCone of the 'next steps; if nOt done previovsly, must be to select or

develop achievement tests to monitor student learaing (dimension 27).

Without assessment data, administrators lave no way of knowing whether their

interventions are having an effect. lasessment data on student achievement

.in this coatext.functiop much.like schoO1 budget data. Administrative

adjustments need to be made an a continuing basis until school district,

income and expensei are balanced. Similarly,. curriculum.and instruction need

. to be adjusted until student achievement has improved to expected levels

(dimension 6). -

r

''The logical next st4 is to examine curriculum and instruction to
. /

determine whether they can be improved,,'For example, recent_research

suggests that sudh practices as inceasing allocated time icor basic skills
,

'Ar
instruction, keeping students on task more of the time, and monitoring

stQdent performance in the classroom (dimension 1) are effective

instructional techniques'for increasing student achievement (dimension 5).

'Curriculum changes,,such-as brtnging curriculum content in line with°

achievemexit test codkent, are also effective.

(
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Once these elements of school improvement have been identified,
inservice education becomes criticil. Inservice programs are necespary to
help teachers implement the ithprovement process.', These programs need to be
designed so alat the.improvement process becomes implemented in the intended
fashion. Instructional codtpetenCies need to be operationalized clearly
(dimension 2) and il=such a way that teachers understand the performance
level expected,of them (dimehsion 4). They also need to understand clearly
the expected level ot student basic pkills.achievement (dimenelon 4) that is
the goal of the school improvement pxckese.

t

, The.instructional competencies and expectations.ne4d to be taught
using an effective inservice delivery System (dimensions 7-12). .The
organizational context must also support the inservice program. Teachers
must set each-otherwas allies (dimension 14) working toward the4 w on goal,

of school improvement through the.inservict process (dimension 1V
' Administrators should also be involved (dimension 15) so that they can
provide supp9rt for the inservice objectivesthat teachers are attempting to
achieve. It is important, too, for administrators to screen.out distractotf,
including other inservice opportunities (dimension 16), that MiOt deter
teacheri from working:toward the priority goals for school improvement.

A meaningful governance structure for the inserVice progzam is.
needed. Partidipation needs to be mandatory (dimension 19) so that all
educators who affect student basic skills'achievement are involved. If
participation is imandatory, however, teachers need to be involved in
governance,(dimenaion 18) and must be given incentives (dimension 219) so that
they do not rejecLthe inservice piogrAms. 'Finally; teachers and other
stakeholders need tOunderstand the policy underlying the inservice program
(dimension 23) and the relevance of the inaervice content to their own

, situation (dimension 25).. Also, th4y need to have access to assessment data
on their teaching perfOrmance and student achievement (dimensions 26 and 27)
so that they can see for themselves whather.the imiSrovement procesiis

. -

working. .

% This description of an effsctive inservice program for improving
basic skills,instruction is a highly rattolhal model. It closely parallels

. the objectives7based model of curriculum development proposed by Ralph Tyler
(1950). It is doubtful, whether a school system would follow the exact order
of stepardescribed above. Indeed, it is probably much more important that
certain elemen6 of the Model occur than that they occur in a prescribed.,
sequence.. For example, the availability of an effective inservics program
for basic skills instruction might trigger the decision to.make basic skills 0
improvement a priority' goal.

The essence of.tAk model that we see emerging from the research
-litetaturq:As that: the three.subsystems Of (1) curticulum and instruction,
(2) assessment, and (3) inservice education muit be used in a coordinated
fashion to achieve school improvement goalf. This point is'illustrated by
the following ligure:

./
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Figure 1

Alterable Subsystems

Curriculum
Ana

Instruction

Assessment

Inservice
Programa

. .

4

PriOrity
Goals

School-Improvement I

4

9

All parts of the system are related td'each other. Any one of the

three functional subsystems is probably insuffidient to produce significant

progress toward priority goals.

This description of effective inservice eduCation is admittedly

sketchy. Most of the research on which it is based consists of descriptive

research, correlational research, or laboratory-like experimenti. In its

favor, the description is consistent wfth practiCes qat are necessary and

effective in other goal-based.enterprises (Drucker,1074).

Research Objective 3
Characteristics of Current Inservice Programs

-The figure at the end of the preceding section/provides a frameworkA

for describing the current status of inservice education as INis erperienced
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by elementary teachers. In this section we will examine our survey results
to determine whether inservice activities are part Of a school improVement
process. We will also.examine how theoe aCtivities are articulated with
disirictpriority goils, assessment, and curricului and instruction.
Finally, we will examine the effectiveness ct current inservice education as
a system for delivering instruction to teachers.

Linkage, of inservice activities to school improvement. A surpiising
finding.is that only 18 percent of the inservice.activities were perceived as-
being for the.purpose of school or district improvement (Table 30, item 1).
The majority of the activities (67 percent).were perceived ai being for the
purpose of persona/ professional improvement or satisfying credentialling
requirements.

Other findings also suggest that insexvice activities are weakly
linked to a school'improvement process. A.formal schoolamprovement program

, is usually justified by'a public needs assessment, yet only 24 of'197 of the
inservice activities in the samplip(Table 32; item lb) were selected on the
basis of a needs assessment.

$chool improvement programs generally extend over a period of years.
If inservice'activities were intended to support these improvement programs,
we would expect the* to extend over substantial time periods, too. The data
reveal, however, that almost three-lourths of the activities extend for just
one session (Table 16). Ninety percent of them aie completed in a school
term or less, and 90 percent are completed in foui work days (32 hours) or
less '(Table 15).

Analysis of the inservice activities suggests that the great majovity
of them have a limited focus. They deal with small elements of curriculum
and nstruction, for example: -

learning how to prepaie motivational materials
in language arts

-- listening to a lecture on right.brain/leftqbraid

-- learning about the district's pupil discipline handbook

-- learning how to use artwork to stimulate writing
I-

-- learning how tostimulate stuaent verbalization

These activities and oth's are uninformed by a larger conception of
...,

curriculum andIastruction,that is artiCulated scrods grades within a ikhool
4nd across schools. There are exceptions t; this generalization in our
sample,lor examife, involvement.of teacfters ip developing a districtwide
language arts curriculum; improVing the district's reading program; or
introducing Madeline Hunter's Instructional TheOry Into Practice program
districtwide.- The dominant focus of the inseYVice activities, however, is on,.

small parts of the teacher's work rather than On Improving a total system ot:
curriculum and instruction across classrooms orsacross sehools.

fr.

'''
... .

We,did'not deal.dinectly in Ahalyses thus far completed with district
sponsorship of teachers !. inservice activities4 The analyses presented in
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Table 30, however, provide indirect evidence that.themsjoiity of inservice

activitfes are district-sponsOred.. Almost 80 percent of the activitiee,

involved more than one teacher from the same achool (item 4);'65 lercent

involved teachers from different 8ebool3 in the-district (item 5); 65 percent

involved the*teacher's building principal (item 6); and more than half

involved disefict administrators (item 7). It revealing-that insetvice

activities are predominantly district-based, yet they tend to focus.on the

teather rather than on school.improvement. TheSe results suggest that

diStricts view the teacher rather than the total system of goals, curriculum,

assessment, and inservice programs as the locus of change.

Linkage of inservice activities to priority goals. A clear finding

of the.suevey is that inservice activities.are fractionated across many goals

rather than being- focused on a few priority goals. The results shown in

Table 20 indicate that,the inservice activities are distributed across the,.

entire range of the teacher's work. None of the subjects of the elementary'

school curriculum are represented in more than 11 percent of the inservice

activities. Even the range of categories shown in Table 20 does not

represent the full diversity of goals covered by the inservice activities.

For example, many different aspects of reading curriculum and instruction are

covered by the inservice activities classified'as "Reading."

The results displayed in Table 22 further illustrate the.lack of

priority goals. Most teachers participate in a variety of types of inservice

activity rather than concentrating on one type. Thete are a few priorities,'

however. All teachers in district I participated in at least one inservice

activity involving reading, and almost every teacher in district II

participated in at least one inservice activity involving language arte.

The analysis of inservice topics shown in-Tables 20-22 does not

indicate whether the activities were goal-directed. For eltample, an :

inservice activity on reading instruction might focus QV improving reading

instructional processes, but make no reference to the goal of improved

reading.achievement. The prevalence of goal-directed inaervice activities

was reported in'Table 2Z.. 0111.37,20 of the 279 inservice activities (7 percent

of the total) made any referente to'student achievement outcomes, such as

improved school grades or.testacbes.

It appears-then that current inservice activities are weakly linked

to priority district goals or even tb priority district topics. The policy

apparently is to cover the entire range of teachers' work. It is left.to the

teacher to establish personal priorities. Mhe data shown in Table 22

indicate, though,that teachers tend not to select activities on the basis of

a few priorities; Father, they,sample a range of professional and curriculum

topics over the course of a school year.

Linkage of-inservice activities to assessment of student outcomes.

Table 32 shows that only 13 of the 213 inservice activities (6 percent)

included any assessmen of student improvement or change connected with the

teacher's participation in an inservice activity. Because the interview item

was broadly worded, studenE improvement or change does not necessarily refer

, to assessment of student achievement outcomes. The actual incidence of

student outcome assessment, then, may be even lower than that reported in

Table 32.
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One reason for the low incidence of inservice-related assessment is
that so many of the inservice activities are of very brief duration. The
median duration is.4 hours (see Table 15). It is unlikely that
self-contained activities of such brief duration would.have a detectable
impact on measures of student achievement.

,Another indication of weak linkage'beiween inservtce activities and
assessment is teachers' attitudes toward achievement testing. More than half
of the teachers in the sample feel negatively aboutti the use of
nationaily-sXandardized tests or curricaum-specific tests to measure basic
skills achievement (Table 48). Almost a third of the teachers are negative
toward.these tests,because of concern that the tests would be used to
evaluate their perforiance or to hold them accountable. Teachers holding
these attitudes would be unlikely to advocate a tight linkage between
inservice education aneassessment of student achievement.

I k

Although the majority of teachers have reservaiions about formal
assessment procedures, they do make their own personal judgements about the
eftrcts of inservice activities on students. As shown in Table 35 (items 4
and 5), they discriminate between those inservice activities thatilave
cognitive or'affective impact on students and those activities that do not ,

have such impac$4
,

'Thesivarious lines of evidence suggest that current inseryice
education is weakly linked to assespment of student learning outcomes.

Linkage of inservice activities to school curriculum and
instruction. A. variety of data analyses suggest that inservice activities
are closely liOked to existing patternsof curriculum and instruction in
,elementary schools. Almost 90 percent of the inservice activities are,
-perceived as relevant to teachers' work,(Table,32, item 2). Almost 85
percent of the activities concern topics directly relevant 'to curriculum and
instruction in elementary schools (Table 20). More than a third of them
focus on the basic curriculum areas of reading, math, end language arts
(Table 20). Also, a third of the activities were directly tied to a
curriculum adoption occurring in the district (Table 30, item 4).

These findings demonstrate that.curtent inserviCe education is
designed around the-work of,teachers, which involves using various
instructional strategies to teach a curriculum to students. The loose
linkage of inservice activities to assessment and ptiortgoals4 ddiscusse
above, .suggests that the emphasis Is. on the .process rath than the outcolkes
of curriculua taplementatdon and Instructión. Analysis of teachers'
descriptions of the inservice activities reinforces thts impreseion of the
relationship between the activities and elementary sChool cunriculum and

. .

instruction.'

lath respect to process, most of the inseriice activities aplear,to
emphaaiXe the motivational aspects of curriculua and instruction's Relatively

.

few inservice actiVities appear to manifest a task orientation to curriculum
and instruction. This impression is confirmed by the analysis of training in
direct instruction strategies as an objective of inservice activities. Just
8 of the 279 activities made any reference to direct instruction strategies
(Table 25, item 1). Also, only one-fourth or so of the teachers reported
that they had ever received training in two of the direct instruction
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strategies: increasing time allocation for basic skills instruction and

increasing the overlap 'between Ne content\ of basic skills instruction and of

tests (Table 25, items 2 and 4) The Majority of.teachers did report that

they had received training.in keeping students on task at some point in their

careers.

Format of current inservice'activities. ThefolloWing is a summary

of the format characteristics that moNt.commonly occur in current inservice

activities:
. A

1. 'No readiness activity prior to the inservice

(68 percent of the&' activities; Table 28).

2. No followup activities after the inservice

(63 percent of tbp-activitiedt Table'28).

3. No checking for application.(76 percent of

the activities; Table 28),

4. Iqpervice scheduled entirely du7ing working hours

(65 percent of the'activitiesi Table 29). :

The prevalent format for ilisexuice activities is a single session scheduled

during regular working hours, with no prior,preparation and no followup.

This inservice.format is inconsistent with the conditions required for

teachers to learn new skills or to implement new curriculum. ,

Conclusion; In the preciding section, we concluded.that effective

inserviee programs for improving besic skills instruction are embedded in a

school improveient process in which the inservrce.prograrn, qtésessment

procedures, and curriculum and instrmtion work together in a tightly linked

fashion to achieve priority goals. Inservice programs eurrently in uge are

quite different from this model. they consist predominantly of isolated':

inservice activities focusing on teacher,development rather than school

improvement. The activities are lodsaly connected to priority goals and to

assessment of.student.outcomes. They are closely linked t6.scHool curriculum

and instruction; the emphasis,, however, is on the process aspects pf

curriculum and instruction rather than on student achievement.

Research Objective 4

Teacher and'Administrator Satisfaction with and Preferenees

Concerning, Inservice Education

One set of data analyses in the.precedfng chapter. concerned the'

question,.Inow-effeetive-and-satiefying is current.inservice educatiOn as

:perceived by teachers?" The results of the analyses indicate that teachers

are satisfiedwith :most of their inserviee activitieeover the course\of a

year, and theyfind them.effectivel. Depending Upon the dimensionbeing

judged, they express satisfaction with 80 to 90 percent of the activities.

It is.not difficult to find iiasons for teachers' high_levei of

satisfaction with inservice education.. The inpervice Sessions are usually



scheduled during regular.work hours. As shown in Table 31, participation is
often voluntary (49 percent'of the activities);'incentivesrfor participation
are provided (55 percent of,theactivities); sanctions.for non-participation
are infrequene(25 percent.of the activities); and most of the activities
involve no'or minimal out7of-pocket expenses. Mast of theactivities .(88
percent) are perceived by teachers as relevant te their wOrk. Furthermore,
very few of the activities have an evaluation component attached to them.
Neither the teacher nor het students are held acCountable for results.

An ihtriguing finding is that teachers felt adequately prepared or
more than adequately prepared in the content of many of their inservice
activitiea before the activity,began. This generalization applies to
two-thirds.of their inserVice-activitieS(Table34, .item.3). If teachers

.know.the content beforehand, it is unlikely that they will find the
aCtivities demanding or challenging. ThiS finding'Concerning prior
preparation, and-the other findings mentioned above, indicate that inservice
activities are generally designed.to be.comfortablei undemanding experience's'
for.teachers. Stated another way,.they are unintrusive events that do not
require teachers to make major changes in their work patterns. Thisis
admittedly an interpretation ofthe research findings,7but it is consiatent
with our understanding from other sources of how inservice activities
generally are designed for teachers. .

,

Earlier, in the discussioNe concluded that current inservice'
.education for.elementary teachers is loosely connected to priority goals,,
assessment procedures, add student:achievement, butit is cjosely linked:to
the- process aspects of curriculum and instruction. Teachers apparently:Sre
satisfied with this arrangement, given the fact that they express
saiisfaction with 80 to 90 perceht of the activities in which they engage
over a yeaes period of time.

The findings of research question 5 in the preceding chapter suggest
that teachers are willing,to make some changes in this arrangement of
linkages, but not"others. Most teachers.endorse the importance af-basic
skills instruction (Table 42) and agree that direct instruction strategies

.would be effective in improving the teaching of basic skills (Table, 41). At
the Ateme time, a significant proportion of the teaChers would not want to,
participate in inservice activities whose content was linked to partichlar
.ispects of this instructional approach (Table,46). . They are especially
resistant to the natiaa of inservice activities designed tO help them bring
their basic skills instruction in line with the content of standardized or,

.4 curriculum-referenced achievement tests. Seventy-one of the teachers in the
sample would not watt to participate in inservice education of this type.
(Table 46).

The teachers are generally favorable to an inservice, delivery system
that incorporates research-validated training procedures. The majority'Of
teachers fever starting with sessions to address personal concerns (Table
43); having the training:extend over time rather than all at once (Table'43);
1:p1ng observed and receiving feedback (Table 43); including the school.
principal.in the'inservice program (Table 44); and.impósimg mandatory
participation (Table 45).

The teachers were tiat asked their oPinion about linking instrvice
education'to assegamant procedures. It MSS determined, however, that the

1 y
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majority of the teachers .(56 percent) feel negatively'about the use of

standafdized or curriculum-specific tests to measure basic skills achievement

-(Teble 48). Based bn this finding,'it seems unlikely that the majority of

the teachers would favor a clOse linkage between inservice education and

assessment cif studentachievemen.4. .

The teachers were not asked whether they would favor consolidating

their inservice efforts on a few priority goals oriented to school. '

improvement. Thins', et this point we do not know directly whether teachers

would be willing to give.up breadth of inservice Content in order to gein

depth of skill in a few areas of the curriculum.

. .

To summarize, tcachere apparently approve of,basic skills as a

curriculum priority., 7hey alea,think that task-oriented, goal-directed

instructiom is effective, but many.of.them have reservations aboui

participating in'inservice educetion on-this instructional approach. Many of

them would. prbbably alsb resist close linkage 'between inservice education and

assessment of student achievement. This set Of.conditions is represented by

the following figure; .

Figure

7

Direct
Instruction; .

Close Match Between
Curriculum El Test

Content

Assessment k

\ I

Inservice
Programs

Basic Skills
as a

Pfiorlty Goal

School Improvethent

The straight line in the figure indicates teachers'.perception of a

cause-and-effect relationship. Tile broken lines indicates' teachers'

perception that particular subsystems of schooling should not be closely

linked to eachbther. The lines'With question marks indicate enresearched

.connections between subsystemt.
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.
An interesting finding from this set of data analySes is that the

administrators in the sample endorse pore of the linkages than do teachers.
All of the principals and assistsnt superintendents advocate use of inservice
education'to help teachers increase their use of direct\instruction
strategies (Table 47).- Biztythree-percent of the teachers (Table 46) but'83
percent of the principals (Table 41).ate in favor Of inseivice education to
help teachersjeath how to use Good'and Grouwsf direct instruction approach
to elementary.mathematics education. Forty percent of the teachers but 100
percent of the administratOrs feel positively about the use of . ,

curticulum-specifictests to measure basic-skills achievement (Table 48).
. Also, all but one of the adminiatiators feel positively about,the.tse of' -

standardized tests for this purpoSe (Table 48). Most of the adm ist tors

generally advocate the same tYpe of inservice.delivery system as do tea hers.
The set of conditions that we think ekists for administratorscan be

diagrammed as follows:

A

Direct ;

Instructton;
Close Match Between
Curriculum & Test

. Content

Figure 3

Inservice
Programs

Basid Skills
:as a

Priority Goal

School Improvement

The figure illustrating administzator perceptions shows more close linkages
-'between schooling 00systems than the preceding figuie illustrating teacher

perceptions. %
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Limits to Validity and Generalizability

The primary method of data collection was structured interviews. Our

sense is that this method is much more,effective than ,use of questionnaires

in soliciting data about teachers inservice eiperiences. Use of this method

may accountfor the much higher' incidince of reported'inservice actiVities

than was found in a previous questionnaire survey (Schalock 1977). At the

same time the interview methodinay miss-important inservice phenomena that

could be-detected using direct Observetion methodology. for example, the

objectives of the activities probably could be more accurately detetmined .15y

observing the activity and materials*ncluding syllabus) associated with it.

sv .

The distinction between intended and actual outcomes of inservice

activities was not sharply drawn in'this study. Teachers were told:

Think about the specific fnformation,-skills,
or,attitudes that you learned directly from .

tilis activity. Keep in mind; we,don't

want to know what was coyerid in the activity;

1 we just want to know what you think you' ..

learned if anything.
(Appendix.C,. p. 1)

We-are not certain that.teachers always kept:this distinction in.Mind wale

responding., There may be value:in recording both types of infermation: what

teachers-believe theylearned; and what was actually covered in the activity.

irhe sample.of districts, teachers, principals, and aisistant

superintendentS was voluntary. The bias created.by the voluntary, nature of

the sample, wag probably in the direction of more favorable attitudes toward

and greater participation,in
inserviceaeducation than would be'the case in

the popultion. The only way to determine the parameters 9f this bias, if

any, woufd be to replicate the study using randomly eelected samples. The

volunteer,sampleis useful, thOughbecause it probably represents,what

happens under optimal conditions.: If there are'problems in inserVice

education in this type of samOle, the problems w111 be probably be

accentuated in more typical samples of teachers and schools.

-

The study involved intensive analysis of a small samPle of sthool

districts in one region of the country'. No large urban districts or very

low-achieving schools werp included in the sample. Again, replication is

needed to determine the generalizibility,of the patterns observed in this

sample.- .

An important limitation of-the study is thit a one-year time, frame

was chosen fbr observation. There were indications that the patterns of

inservice education in the sample districts change from year to yeaf.

Interest in inservice education appears to be,growing yearly. Also, the

particular character Of insetvice education in a distritt appears to depend,

'to some extent, on.key personnel. As these individuals enter or leave the

district, the patterns of inservice education may change. ,The.time frame

used in this study was not long enough to determine the extent or pattern of

change in inservice education over time.
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Conclaion

A descriptive suivey of this type=yields a large number of specific
results. We think the results prOVIde Valuable, empirically-based,

-.descriptions of the'surface phenomena of inservice education as ft functions
in school districts, in schools, and in the lives'of individual teachers.
The task _before us is to understand the`underlying meaning of the observed
events, especiallY the policy that dtives inservice eduiation in its current
forms%

The.starting paint of this study was the Bet of four experiments on
basic skills inservice education described in the first two chapters. We .

were intrigued by the success of each of these experiments indemonstrating-
causal,links betwen (1) an inservice intervention, (2) change in teacher '

performance; and (3) improvement in'students' achievement of the basic
.

skills. These demonstrations ifelate well to a production model of education
ind to the work of researcherS attempting to understand administrative
optinns for improving production functions in education (Duckworth 1981).

_y

The findings of the present Study provide strong evidence that
current inservice education is not based on a production model of education.
There,is some evidence from the study,that administrators.faVor such a Mbdel,
but teachers are generally negative to key elements of it,. especially the use
of public, standardized measures to assess student achievement. The current
"state of inservice education.appearb to be based on an entirely different set
of premises than those that guide a production model of education.

..,

-...

The figures and languege that we used in the preceding,sectior to
describe the findings'atcord well,with a "loose cbupline. interpretation of
educational organizations (Weick 1976). The practice of insetvice education
seems tightly coupled to present school curriculum and initruction, but
loosely coupled to use 4 ht,'priority goal", educational R&D, and
improvement.of schools a

0
ystems. Weick has noted the advantages of loose .._.

coupling to maintenance.of school organizations, but*there are risks as well..
The major riskAA,looseliy coupled iniervice programs is that they can be
easily eliminatkwhen school budgets must be trimied. Another risk is that
.sehool improvement programs say be instituted,by mandate without linking them
to an inservice education process.'

If this interpretation is correct, it means that much or all of
current inservice education is not designed to improve student achievement or
to impiove the total school organization. What then is the purpose of
inservice education? We oan only speculate on.the answer to this question

tore. Our hunch is that inservice education; however it is originally
nceived, becomesbent to the prevailing-patterns of school system .

functioning. Inservice education appears.largely designed to.be unintrusive
And undemanding.of teacher'. It ieinforces prevailing curticulum ind
instruction, and is not'intended to alter them in a fundamental way. The
focus Of inservice instruction on the instructional process rather than
instructional.outcomes is a major indiCator.that it is not intended to 4.
challenge the ptevailing system. Another indicator of lack of challenge is
'the fact that teacheri feel adequately prepated in the majority of inservide
activities even before,they begin participation.

The'findings of.the study'raielintrigulng qUeseions about control Of
3
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.inservice education. There is a great range of inservice xoPics across

diseriets and across teachers. This finding suggests a voluntary view of

inservice education based on individual choice,both of participants and of

AP sponsors. Half of the inservice activities require mandatory participation,

though, so there does appear to be some constraint on choice. We wondor

about the utility of mdndatory participation, however, because'there is

little followup after the activities have ended and there is no mechanism for

mandatory implementation of whichye are aware.

The issue of control er curriculum also surfaces in our cursory

analysis of inservice conten . Administrators appear to favor,use of

'Inseevice education,to enCourage teachers to adopt a centralized view of

curriculum that is uniform across the district and articulated across grades.

In practice, the majority of inservice education topics appear to focus on

classroon&based'aspects of curriculudt that do not require articulation with

larger units.of,school organization,. We have little idea at this point of

. how and by whom inservice agendas-get set. Analysis of open-ended interview

data from the study may yield sorpe insight into this problem. 144

Finally, we are puzzled,about ate individual differences observed in

the study. The largest differences are at the teacher level. There is great

variation in amount and type of inservice participation woss teachers.

MuCh less variation'across school districts is found, except for la few

dimensions (scheduling,'Table 29; incentives, Table 31). Only a few

school-level analyses were done, but these also revealed variation (frequency

of inservice activities-, Table 13; hours"of inservice participation, Table'

17). What consequences do ehese betweenlistrict, between-school, and

between-teacher variations have for students? We have no way of knowing at

this time, but it does seem to be a question worth pursuing.
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Appendix A.

Table A-1

Key Instructional Behavlors in Missouri

MathematiCs Effectiveness Project

'Daily Review (first 8 minutes except Mondays)

(a) review the concepts and skills associated with the
homework

(b) collect and deal with homework assignments

(c) ask several mental computation exercises

Development (about 20 minutes)

(a) briefly focus on prerequisite skills and concept

(b) foeuvon meaning and promoting student understanding
by using lively explanations, demonstrations, process
explanations, illustrations, etc.

(c) assess student comprehension
. (1) using process/product questions (active interaction)

(2) 'using controlled practice

(d) repeat and elaborate,on the meaning portion as necessary.

Seatwork (about 15 minutes)

(a) provide uninterrupted successful practice

(b) momentum--keep the ball rolling--get everyone involved,

then sustain ihvolvement
(c) alerting--let students know their work will be checked

at end of period
,
(d). accountability--check the students' work

Homework Assignment

(a) assign on a regular basis at the end of each math class

except Fridays
(b) should involve about 15 minutes of work to be done at

home

(c) shduld include one or two review problems

Special Reviews

(a) weekly review/maintenance
(1). conduct during the first 20 minutes each Monday

(2) focus on skills and concepts Covered during the
previous week

(b) monthly review/maintenance
(1) conduct every fourth Monday
(2) focus on skills and concepts covered since the last

montIly review
From: T. L. Good an D. A. Grouws. The Missouri Mathematics

Effectiveness ProSect: An Experimental Study in fourth-

grade classrooms. Journal of Educational Psychology, 1979,

714 355-362,
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of.

: Table A-2

Instructional Behaviors PositOely and Negatively Correlated

With Achievement in Stallings ind"Needels' Study

Partial Correlations of Reading Activities and CTBS Scores

Interactive On-Task Instruction

Phase I Phase
(N = 16) (N
r P r

II
= 29)

P- ....
Discussion,Review , .40 .001 .63 .001

Reading aloud .59 .001 ,, .28 .05
Drill and practice - .00 N.S. / .38 .01

Praise And support, 'reading task' .29 .05 .54 .001,
Supponive corrictitiv. teedback" .50 .001 .28 .05

NonintiractivijOn-Task Instruction
Classroom management -'.24 .05 - - .30 .05
&lent reading - .23 .05 - .40 .01

Sustained silent reading -.20 .10 - .44 .001 -
Written assignments .00 N.S. - .41 .001

06-Task Activitisa
Organizing -.34 .06 - .27 .05

Social interactions - .52 .001 - .30 .05
Negative interactions -.29 .05 .00 N.S.

&These variables are interaction variables.'
a.

e

BEST COPY A7AILABLE

From: J. Stallings. Allocated academic learning time revisited,

or beyond tiMe on task. Educational Researcher, 1980, 9,

11-16.
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Table A-3

Rosenshine's List of Eiementt of Direct Instruction

Elemonts
euggeitod

Positiv. Comdata.
Suggestael

Negative Correlates

Time and
Activities

Work Groupings

Teacher-,Diree-
Cons and
Questions

Time stfuctured by the teacher

Time spent ou ngmber and read-
ing activitiei u..4ng textbooks and
academic workbooks, or in verbal
interactions on reading and math-

* ernatics

Time spent in seatwork with
academic workbooks through
which the pupils proceeded
at their own pace

Students worked in groups
supervised by the teacher

Teacher directs activities
; without giving pupils choice
f of aCtivities or reasons for

the selection of activities

lorning is organised around
cgiestions posed by the teacher

Teacher asks narrow question

Teacher asks direct questions
that have only a single answer

'BEST COPY MAILABLE

131 1 3

Tiine spent on
arts, crafts,
dramatic play,
active play,
stories

Gamelike
actiVities

Drumber of in-
terest centers

Large number of
different, con-
current activities

.
Hours of un-
structured time

Frequent sociali-
zation

Free work groups

Children working
independently
without super-
vision of teacher

Teacher joins or
participates in
pupil's activities

Teacher organises
learning around
pupil's own prob-
lem

Teacher ap-
proaches subject
matter in an In-
direct, informal
way

Teacher en-
courages pupil to
express, himself
freely

Teacher permits
pupil td suggest
additional or
alternative an-
swers



Table A-3 (Continued)

Elesseste
Somata

Positive correlates
flowided

Negative Correlates

Student Re-
sponses

Ad Mt Feedback

Adult commands, requests, or
direct questions, that had
an academic focus

Students give a high percent-
age of correct answers both
in verbal interaction and in
workbooki

Students are encouraged to
attempt to answer questions
(rather than saying don't
know")

Teacher iremediately reinforces
pupil as to right or wrong

Adult Wecdback had an academie

Te4cr asks new question after,
coricct IMMO'

Teaches gives answer after in-
correct answer .

Pupil initiates
activities

Pupil has freedom
to select
activities

Teacher commands
and requests,
nonacademic

Teacher oped-
ended queitions,
nonamdemic

Child open-ended
questions and
nonacademic
commands

Adult none& '
demie command' .
cir rqquests, or
open-ended
questions

Child nonaca-
demic response.

Child general
comments to
adults or among
children

Adult feedback
on nonacademic
activities (e.g..
play, music)

5orsaces: Stall nee sod Kaskovilte, Follow Through Vlosoroose Oborralies llfrelosaise:
Soar. Pothor Through elowggio powm Atot..",s4s4 pupil nyeirtie Jere B. Brophy sad C. U.
Evertipok Proereo.Peohat Correlation, is the Tug* neater Sfoetiresess dada: Reel *owl
(Moths, Tex.; Ths-Uslverbity of Tease. 1974).

From: B. Rosenshine. Classroom instruction, In N. L. Gage (Ed.)

The Psychology of Teaching Methods. (75th Yearbook of the

National Society for the Study of Education). Chicago:

University of ChiCago Press, 1976.



TEACHER, INTERVIEW SCHEDULE I
" '.PART ONE H.

Teacher's NaMe
School
Date

Give teacher a copy of this form.

M you know, the purpose of this project is to learn about youir inservice
expeiTences"."-Th 'Ws first '1Am-if& wan T6Tiaiiri6oliT7iyur nsiFirra
experiences over Thi-plitTieiF:Tifilre we start7Thluih71"ce to jet some

background iiirrnatTon a oliriou. PleaseTheeTh-i-7 n mint thariouFrfree to not
answer any wrtwir iietfnTf yoti-ToTis .

t. "-
'Circle the appropriate answer.

1.,- Sex, elln

2. Years of regular teaching experience

3. Age (21-25) (26-30) (31-40) (4140) (51+)

4.- Grade level 1. 2, 3, 4,: 5, .6,

5 . Abi 1 i ty Jevel Of your . students :

Very low low medium ability high very high

6. How difficult is this class to teach? .

Very diffituit- difficult medium easy very easy

7. Please describe your tchool as a climate for promoting- Our deVelopment

as an educator. Are there opOrtunities for professional development?

Are your colleagues supportive of change and development? (Classify the :

school climate based On the teacher's response.)

Highly Supportive Neutral Unsupportive Highly

supportive .
unsupporti ve

8. Read this 'aloud. to ,the teacher:

Before we start our review, 'we will need a definition of. inservice

FdWiTiTAT.

inservice education we .mean any activity that is intended' to improve

youT-FiFiEiTY -as a profiTinilirRucator. ihe acITVity can Ii707very brief,

111ke hearing a guest s eaker or attending 1-1-chodi meetigrOr extiff37---

over a school Tr or ionger (like attending 17117Tes of woOlardIFFEY---

heTp YotilliFn ow Thew curticuTUFTW7For school). Mr
117 ro7BiT iet-TVWYWCWould be 'in ro e

YIuaiflrn ne-177-,now e ge, atITEUT(CTracTrIT7'Yotm.
FaiiiTiaiiirr aiThing from .thiTTREFiree activity, burfiutrilaiwy
to be included ln..thls -1-01T1313.6717THiliiesenters, MUM-Nave intended

coal' Tot-r.the participiaL

Probe (if -required): provide some examples.

: '^



.,!

.

One other point about our definition of inservice education. Inservice
TEVIT tris can iiiWie a variety of purpiiiiiir-FiE personal. pnnal
development-Tfol:WrImp e, learninnow to manag-Citress, preparing for a new
educator rear" Another purpose miff SI to improlTey_rou ac n 1FrITV_
T1111-611ffr-vom.SITTT another_purpose irjlit_be to W-Tnvo ve CaTiaTol
-6F ITifiTcrlinprovemerTr Psi-91-c (tor exampret reinliTnrecrilirmen 1.
Taio-617/far discipline pro ec ; learning 'about a distr crac evementtestfng
program .

Does this give you an idea about what we mean 11.inservice education?
questions?

To review, an inseririce activity can be short or long; it can be'
TifformationIT, attitudinal, or skITT-75Filliti-drin t Cal Erf/F a
variety of purposes.

.

9. Now let's do a month-by-month review beginning %lime 1981. Do you reCall
-anytErnr thit month?

Write responses on next page. Continue up to present month. It's not
important that activities be recalled accurately in terms of the month or
months they occurred.

Why clon'i oU just.think, a minute more? Can Loy_ think of am other activi-Vis-iiTWa
10. I'd-like_to ask about your,attitude toward inservice activities. Generally,

IOW 76-7orrier Wart inseriirar TO LA-Tr eXtent do zal seek them out?

Ask follow-up questions. then make a judgement about the teacher's
attitude, and make a rating. .

Very positive positive neutral negative very negative

11. I'd like to get some idea of other activities you've engaged iNover this
TiiiieEFTE - acTiliTtlirthit7fse mot-iTirfonial n n_ _,ature burwITEff contri-butedto pit: ZETh'Wment-ira-SIEFF.-TrolFerwt7HT-fiSFeitilhitt

, LOCC Rairi been able to incorporate into your WifiroosFaicliiiii-W
rofifiToTATITTE" -These activities mit-h-it-include such tbfngbs as informal
a s w't othirfeaaW--si-Trilk7CM'sa read ng, or perNig a hob rthirr-117ifer IT yoUrri511: .

Write responses on page 4. Ask the teacher to estimate how often each
such activity occurred. ,. .

*Decide (with teacher if necessary) on a discrete inservice activity and begin
PART TWO.
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Pitfall: Watch time! Don't go into detail at this stage. Give same activity
activities grouped as a discrete inservice program.

Activity # Month FORMAL.INSERVICE ACTN1TY

June '81 d q;

July

August

September'

October

November

December

January '82

February,

March

_ .

-April

May



PROBES: Names of magazines, journals, etc; travel; community involvement; extra
curricular; entertainment; recreational; clubs.and associations;
summer break activities, etc.

INFORMAL PROFESIONAL ACTIVITIES
F = Frequently
0 s Occasionally
S = Seldom f

1. :
-.. .

..

.

a
Fl Os

2.
.

.

.

. F 0, S

3.

.

, F, O,S
,

.

4.

_

_
.

0, S

S. j .

t

0, S

6.

,

.

f0,

7. . . F, 0,

,

S

8.
.

.

,

.

/
F,O,

,

_.

9.

a

. -

.

.
.

F,

,

..

10.
, F, 0,

..
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APPENDIX C

'TEACHER INTERVIEW :-SCHEDULE' I ,

PART TWO

Teacher' s Ini tial s

Date

Remember: All .the following questions in PART TWO and PART THREE relate to the

discrete activity identified on this page.

Acti vi ty # Titled:

A. TEACHER OBJECTIVES

I. TARGET COMPETENCIES. We want the teacher to 'focus here on increases
teacher competence (knowledge, attitudes, and skills).

We want tO find out what you learned from this inservice activit . T nk

or7111Itudes that y,_q_u_ learned

:W-iTtTYfrom this attivity. c:s cnoThli-hv at

was coverid-Til-TR7 activity; we juirwiTirticraiiTharthliikLoci
TuirTe-d7IT WtfiTng.

Steer the teacher away from student objectives or process activities.

i. K A S

K A S

K A S

t,

iv. K A S

v. K A S

Before moving to next inteririew item, be sure to ask: Ajiy other information
skills or new attitudes you acquired during this activff17,
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2. SIDE- Or.LONG-TERM EFFECTS. Did the,activity harldnx effects on.you,
Ft-Eiri71Wan intended801717Winer? Circ yeiTgE"-

If NO, probe: sometimes the effects may appear over a short or long
period - the learning you engaged in may have lead to new.insights,.
feelings or motivation to do soething ,differently.

0

IfLYES, record effects using sahe procedures as in item 1.

K A S

i.K AS

A S

iv. K A S

V. K A S



3. OPERATIONALIZATION. I want-to know now how clearly the objectives of the

inservice activity We7eEaMiTITERWIEyot:"AirTfETear what infiiiiETon,

.
attitudes,UFWiTls you were suppose earilif-riWirre3716%

If YES: SHow were these communicated to you?

4. EXPECTED LEVEL OF COMPETENCE. Were yw given criteria for knowing when

you achieved an objective? For7lEaMOTI, were 5w-final-Win mum score
1-51 yotlir pup1WIROirdlit, on a,test; or-Fig iiffergu-A-5OTrrise a

TiFficu ar muc tTMe you_ mama spenpriTITINWETEUTar -
TOM-RIM the clatsroom;'o ETA-MiiffiEFiffould in eractWith
siiii11-6757.-sairdents? Circle: yeiTirresponse. I _yes, adr-tan you

exp on your response?

5. COMPLEXITY. New professional learning can be com lex because of the

amount you're expected to master, or be isiIt requ TOTER:t5-learn
TEFREITTliFfiler--1576i, or-b-e-cerse-Fot-iWto adapt what racTet-iiidle

to your particu ar Z111-sroom s4 uatralir-FrOw-Tomptex

WEITiTY ln t ese TRITIFEET7- nanswer,pprobe: _farr

6. RATIONALE. You may have been given reasons Ay_vi au_ should learn the .

particular irWrialion, attitude, or skills -51- some-Fiii5167--Wit-Feasons

were you given, if any?

Focus on what the tratner or sponsor gave as reasons, rather than on the
teacher's own reasons. .

*Before proceeding the.teacher should answer rating form A. TEACHER OBJECTIVES
(see PART THREE). Pitfall: Prevept completipm of any
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B. STUDENT OBJECTIVES

7. NEEDS ASSESSMENT. Did anyone ask yom whether you:needed, the training 21.2:

vided OL this interWee activi137-Tfrc e: yeiTifo.

Are
lu aware of whether this inservice activity was selected as a restilt

oriiT-Feia assessiER-Of teachersi Circle: rricr-est--
If yes ask How was this conducted?

8. TARGET OBJECTIVES. We want to find out what effect the inservfte activity
was supposed to.haverWYW-A101667.--14-05FTWaVice zCtivities claim to
Tern) teachers-W.1ns dents learn bettiF-67-17iFin certain cdF17671171
conterit-7-F-Fave be er attitudes:-WF this bile-EA:7w Inservice activity?

riTEITF 71f67 -17fieTtwecITTCffIC &OR

Probe: Anything else? Can you be more specific?

9. MEASUREMENT OF .STUDENT OBJECTIVES. Sometimes an inservice trainer oe
s onsor will givte a tett or some other.assessment,devke liTriliertion-
nai re dwilit;, s wfititi7 TfieWrpo-ce-tif s asses-sWeWiTlii -ffe erm ne
71FEENerthe tudents charia or im roved-Trsome jaxv as Aresurrigyaupar-
ticipating ffi-INFTEserv cea iv. . IT-On-an aslissiiiir5E6T4
Circle: yeiTio.- 1174T,-Iis or an ex3TiiiifT6h.

'14 i'
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10. EXPECTED 1EVEL OF PROFICIENCY. Ask

answered "Yes" to question #9. Did
convey any expectation to you Wolff
lEirissessment measure ward' reli
TT-title inservice7-0751107-tIVEle:
1We expectation?

this question only if the-teacher
the inservice trainer or sponsor
FF. nliEFTf":$ EFange. orf,
-17-eiraT (IT Your pafficipatioli-
yerffi67- ".Yes," ask, ligat tre

11. SIDE- OR LONG-TERM EFFECTS, The inservice activity m_g_ have had effects'
on.your student other than those intended. These efts
TeCtni--ed-Tigh-raway orinTira-1,6§-e7Tirlod zou IRATce
any suc TffRtir-CITclir Fes no,. I yes,rislti,VhaTliere We-Effects?
Mitr;Isk:

*Have the teacher complete rating form B. ST6DENT OBJECTIVES.

k

.14d,
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C. DELIVERY SYSTEM

11. READINESS. ACTIVITIES. Readiness activities may include halping you become

aware of the need for'tEi-TRifiria7ialiTTyr&-iiEUFThg your agreement
Wilin5wWWATOW-ffii-inservi e activity; or dealing with your concerns about

DT inservice acfnity. you participate n any st-a rea iness

InIvities? Circ 01157 --rr "yes," ask: "ThirwiTr 677-7-ea

actiVities?

13. (a) NSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE/MODE. Please describe briefly the instructional

format,that was used to present the 175iT7v7ia7121Tiri y..

(b) LEARNING PROCESS. What learning process do ybu feel nu weia
involved in during the iiiii7WEITETtiiiT7T-71.!. TfinaTrfroup riaTectp,
Wiiclion,..hon activities).

44. (a) MAINTENANCE/MONITORING. Were there any follow-uP activities to

help you maintain or increase VITRYZU-Tarned during the initial set
FfiniFviEFTEtTvifiWF717-cTerPTITC.-15Tfyes,asTrPliifiVaiEribe
1Rm.

(b) Did-anyone check after the initial set of imservice activities to
see wFilh-e17-yWCiie7rapiTirTniihitTy.sTmTle-F-nlar-ITFETE,77671lo.rryes,
i1Z:PTEITITisEFT6e how this -EWEXiiig process, was carried-out.

.15.,TRAINING SITE. Where'did the inservice activity occur? Be sure.to
determine- whetheTIEiris more t an onTliTMniFilTe.

ICJ
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16. REUVANCE. Please comment on how relevant the inserVice activity-was to

your profesiT6FirWiTAffibTrafis. In other words, did the inserViTEr-

ilThity pertain to your work as a teiaiii7-11701IF

I.

17. TRAINER. Did the inservice activity involve a trainer, leader, facilitator,

speaker, onitheT person or per----STI7ST Circle: TelTiio.Triii": ask: Please

describe or piFakil-Fiefly. Be sure to elicit the-personTarf-

affiliation.

1

18. SCHEDULIHq. What time or times of day was.theinservice activity_

scheduled?'

(a) morning afternoon evening all day

-441,

(b) mornfng recess lunch break prep. time teaching period

weekend suMi& break te7F break ,otti"r?

(c) Did the inservice activity occur all at once, or over a period? ,

TTg. weekts,

(d) Starting and ending.date (approximately) of the activity? began
ended.

",

(e) Approximately hciw much of your time was spent directly participating

In this inservraiaTvny-7 .days
hours

(f) What percentage of this time was during your regular working hours? %

19. COSTS.

materials, tuition, sfecial
activity7-1170V7.15? no.

*a:::

an thin out-of-pocket to participate in this

yes, ask: How much did ,it cosiTIRTuding
travel, and 1 od4175g7---

*Have the teacher complete rating form . DELIVERY SYSTEM.



D. ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT

20. PURPOSE FOR PARTICIPATION. We'd like to know the pmary reason why ra
lot involved in this i nservili7cliVitY7 71-iii-eexp a n .

Probe for an open'ended'response then confirm according to: personal
professional development/schaol improvement/credentialling/a chance for a
break from the classroom/others

22,. CONCURRENT ORGANIZATIONAL' CHANGE. (a) Was your building principal
involNed.in the inservice actiVity in arywi-Fr Circle: yes[no. If yes,
ask: How wai-Te or she involved?

PrObe: Prior to the activity? During? Following? Informally? (through
classroom visits, casual conversation, formal/informal reports)'

(b) Colleagues/others (e.g. parents, pupils, community personnel).

(c) Were school district administrators involved in the,inservice
activiTrin any way? Circle: yes/no. IT3W, ask:- lgEtwas invo ved?
Then ask,Trow were they involved?

-

(d) Then ask: Were any curriculum or other changes tt)leirlig made in
zour, school or salibr-dristrici that wereFiTated to t e nsi-FiT6F
tacTiviTP---,17c e: yes/no. Ir.RT,-"IiT: What.were71i'ese c anges?

tHave the teacher complete rating form D. ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT,
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E. GOVERNANCE

23. GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE. There probably was an inaividual o ro which

Was responsible for mlkinTiey aecisionS 678IFFTIFFFIRT nservieFiEfivi-

Tris. This indiTinua or groupiaTTF65ably involveTTii selection Tin-iser-

'vice objeTtilW:Wsig-n of actiOTTes, and allTeffreiii T resources.--WHZ-Ws

TETI individual or group.7-

24. TEACHER PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNANCE. To what'extent did you participatein

making decisions about what your -inserViCe actriTfY-WBUTCEEVer and how if

would bertWF--

If the teacher indicates some participation, ask: Can you glve a few

examples of your participation?

25. INCENTIVES. We'

sation, pers6FiT-
inservi6FITENT
What were they?

d like to know whether you
piTqiff: "67-'76-ewar-Ts-

ty. Did you TeTeTvi-WF

received any incentives, compen--
-nTrioiTTiFfiating4in.thfs
tiTcle: yes/no. lirTig-Task:

26. SANCTIONS. Sometimes there are negative consequenCes, real'or threatened, -

associated with.an inservice,activity. These negative consequences may be

associated-01F refusing to OTETIETite -5--ffie activity; for prr piFfEr-

mance in the actiO1W-&-fOr not implementWq the training, ere you

given -5-Srtia about these of7EiT7ou experience Via negative ciiRiquences?

ti-RTeTTe7nZ7-1-f3fTsTillerThEif were the ne-gfrve consequences?

*Have the teacher complete the "Governance" rating form.

*Put the teacher's last name on all the rating farms. Staple or

paper-clip them to this interview schedule.

*Arringe date for next interview (if required).

it
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#PPENDIX D

,TEACHER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE.I

PART THREE

Please CIRCLE your choice:

Very Satisfied
1. I was' Satisfied

Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied

2. How negative or positive

(a) Side-effects
Very negative
Negative
Positive
Very positive
None

Rating Form A -

TEACHER OBJECTIVES

Initials:
Date:
Activity if 1, 2, 3, 4, -5

'with what 1 was.supposed to learn from this activity.

were the effects of this activity on you?

(b) Long-term effects
Very.negative
Negative
Positive
Very positive
None

3. How clear were the objectives of the activity to you?

Very unclear. Unclear Clear. Very clear

4. How pertinent was'this.activity to help you instruct children in the basic
skills of language, reading, and arithmetic?

Not pertinent Pertinent Very pertinent

5. How complex was what you were expected to learn,from the activity?

Very simple Simple Complex Very complex

150
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Please CIRCLE'your choice:

Very Satisfied_
8. 1 was Satisfied

Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Not appliCable

I.

Rating Form B

'STUDENT OBUCTIVES

Initials:
Date:

Activity # g, 3, 4, g

with the intended effects of this inservice
activity on my students.

9. How positive or negative were the Iffeets of this activity on your students?

(a) Side-effects
Very negative
Negative

J Positive
Very positive4
None

10. I was
Very satisfied.
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Not applicable

(b) Loni-term effects
Very negative
Negative
Positive
Very positive
None

I

with the way that,the student effects associated .

with this inservice activity were measured.
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Rating Form C

DELIVERY SYSTEM
.

Please CIRCLE yaur choice:

12. Readiness Activities A

Mot Very VerY
Applfcable .Satisfied Satisfied 'Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

13, Learning Process

Not Very VerY
Applicable Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfiedk

14. Follow-up, Activities

"Not Very VerY
=Applicable Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Initials:
Date:
Activit

^

15. Training Site

,Not Very Very
Applicable Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

16. Relevance of Content
. .

Not Very Very
'Applicable Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

17. Inservice Trainer(s)

Not Very
, Very

Applicable Satisfied Satisfied Diiiitisfied Dissatisfied,

18. Scheduling

^

Not Very verY
Applicable Satisfied SatiSfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

19. Cost

'Not 'Very , VerY
Applicable Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied,



Initials:
Date:
Activity f 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Rating Form D

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT

Please CIRCLE your choipe:

20. My primary immediate purpose for participation:
To improve myself professionally
To help improve my school
To help improve my school district

.

To satisfy a credentialling requirement

Please CHECK ALL that apply:

21a. I did the inservice activities
By myself
With otherEeachers from my school
With other teachers from differeni-Rhools in my district
With other teachers at my grade level'
With other teachers,at other gradeleW

Please CIRCLE Ay choice:

Very satisfied
21b.I was Satisfied

Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Not applicable

,22a.I was
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Not applicable

Very satisfied
22b.I was Satisfied

Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Not applicable

0

,With.the group of teachers who participated in
this inservice activity-withine.

with my princiPal's involvement in the inservice
activity;

with my school district/central office
administrator's involvement in the inservice
activity;
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Rating Form E

GOVERNANCE

Please CIRCLE your choice:

Initials:
.Date:

ActiVity t 1, 2, 3, 4, .5

Very satisfied
23. was Satisfted. with thepolicy-makimihat led up to thisDissatIsfied inservice,activity..

Very dissatitfied
No opinion

Very satiSfied
24. I was Satisfied . with my involvement iff the selection and

. Dissatisfied design of this fnservice activity.Very dissatisfied
No opinion

25. My involVement in this inservice acttvity was:
Voluntary4

Required
Not required, but felt pressure to participate

Very satisfied
26. I wa% Satisfied

Dissatisfied ,

Very dissatisfied.
No opinion ,

27. This inservice activity had
very negative effects
negative 'effects
no effects

with the incentives associated with this
activity.

41.

effecti on my competenceas a teacher.
, positive effects,

very positive effeits

28a.This inservice activity helped me to promote the cognitive growth of mystudents:
, .

very negative effect
positive effect

.negative effect
very positive effectsno effect

28b.This inservice activity helped
students:

very negative effect
negative, effect
no effect

me to promote the affective growth of my

positiVe effect
.

very positive effects

28c.Prior to the inservice I possessed a/an
attitude on the inservice topic.

More than adequate- Adequate

1 5 ifs-0

degree of knowledge/skills/

Less than adequate
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Date

Teacher Interview

The purpose of this intervied is to get your perceptions about teaching the

basic skills to your students. We want to learn two things:. how you feel about:

teaching the basic skills; and how yousfeel about the possible use of inservice

education to improve your teaching of the basic skills.

When I say "basic skills," I am referring to basic skills in reaciing, math,

and language arts.

I. BASIC SKILLS AS A GOAL OF SCHOOVNG

1. How important do you think it is to teach the basic skills to your students?,

Critical, Lmportant .Slightly important Unnecessary

Explain your response:

2. How important do you think it is to teach pe'basic skills relative to other

goals of the curriculum? \;

Much Much

more More Equally \ Oess less

important important important important

:(

important

Explain your response:

1 5
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3.. How satisfied are.you with ydur students' progress in learning the basic
skills?

_Reading
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

Explain your response:

Math
W6 satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Vgry'dissatisfied

Language Arts
Very satiTfrid
Satisfied
Di ssati sfied

Very di ssatisfied

If. MEASUREMENT OF BASIC SKILLS IN READING, MATH, LANGUAGE ARTS

4. The bastc skills are usually measured hy the use of standardized
achievement tests. Are you familiar with Juch standardized tests as the
Stanford Achievement Test, the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS),
or the Metropolitan Achievement Test?

Circle: Yet No

(If yes, ask question 5, otherwise skip to question 6)

5. If "yes" to 4: how do you feel about the use of such tests to measure
your students'. achievement of the basic skills?

Very positively, Positively. Negatively Very negatively

Explain your response:
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6. The basic skills are sometimes meatured by the use of achievementstests
developed by school district staff. These tests are developed to
meisure thespecific objectives of the district's curriculum. Are you
-familiar with the use of such locally-developed tests in your district or

, in other districts?..

Circle: Yes .No

(If yes, ask question 7; otherwtse skip to question'8.)

7. If "yes" to 6: tow-do you feel about the use of such tests to measurer
your students!, achievement of basic skills?

Very pos'itively Positively Negatively Very negatively

Explain your response:.

i

8. Some.teachers feel negatively about the use of standardized achievement
teits or achievement tests developed by their &strict.. They are
negative because they.feel that the pchieyement scores will be used to
evaluate their teaching performance and to hold them accoUntable for
their students' achievment. Do yedeave.suCh feelings?

Yes, very much so Yes, somewhat No

Explain your response:

16i
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46. -The baSic skills are
sometimes/Oeasured by the use of achievement tests

developed by school district:Staff. These tests are developed to

measure the-specific objectiVes of the district's curriculum. Are you

familiar with the use of such lotallydeveloped tests in your district or

in other distilcti?'

Circle:. Yes No

(If yes, ask question 7; otherwise skip to question 8.)

7. If "yes" to 6: how:do you,feel about the ute of such tests to measure

your students' achievement of basic skills?

Very positively Positively Negatively Very negatively'

Explain your response:

8: Some teachers feel negatively about the use of standardized achievement

tests or achievethent tests developed by their district."-They are

negative because they feel thatAhe achievement scores will be used to.

evaluate their teaching performence and t6 hold them actountable for

their'students' achievment. Do you have such feelings?

Yes, very much so Yes, somewhat No

Explain.your response:

16;.;
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III.\TEACHING MODELS FOR BASIC.SKILLS OF READING MATH, LANGUAGE ARTS .

Researchers have tried in recent years to discover effective ways of

teaching the, basic skill!. I want to mention some of the teaching ideas

that researchers clatm to have fOund effective in'improving students' scores

.on the achievement tests in basic skills. .4

9. Researchers say that students' learning of the basic skills would improve

if teachers allocated more time for basic skills instkiction. Do you

think this irliii1RTRITWIREhique?

Very effective Effective Not effective -Detrimenial

Explain your response:

10. Would you want to participate in inservice education that helped you find

ways of allocating more time for instruction in the basic skills of reading,

math, ind language arts?

Yes, very-much Yes No No, definitely.not

Explaih your response:

11. Have you ever rece6ed inservice education to help you find ways to allocate

'more time for basic skills instruction?

Circle: Yes No

I 6.;
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12. Researchers say that students will )earn the basic' skills bettef if they

stay on task. Examples of staying on task are listening to and watching

- your -EMCWii"frations, answering your questions, and doing seatwork exercises.

Examples of off task behavior are daydreaming, fooling around with class-

mates, waiting for help from the teacher. Do .mlou think it is true that

if students stay on task- more of the time, they will learn the basic

skills hetter?

Yes, Aefinitely true Yes No No, definitely not true
a

Explain your response:

.13. Would you want to participate in inservice education that helped you learn

teachiag techniques that keep students on task more of the-time during

basic skills instruction?

Yes, very much Yes No , Oefinttely not

Explain your response:

1

14. Have you every received inservice education to help you keep students on

tatk more of the time during basic skills instruction?

Circle: Yes , N
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15. Researchers say that students' scores on achievement tests will improve
if teachers focus their instruction on the basic skill content that is
covered on these tests. Do you think this is true?

Yes, definitely true Yes No No, definitely not true

Explain your response:

16. Would you want to participate in inservice education that helped you
bring your basic skills instruction more in line with the content that
is covered on standardized or district-developed achievement tests?

Yes, very much Yes No No, definitely not

Explain your response:

17. Have you ever received inservice education to help you increase the
overlap between what you teach in the basic skills areas and what is
included on standariiized or district-developed achievement tests?

Circle: Yes No

PLEASE NOTE: I'd like you to read a brief description of a teaching approach'
that research has found may be effective in improving students' learning of
basic skills in mathematics. (Ask teacher to read the description of Good and
Grouws' model on the next page.)
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An Approach to Teaching Mathematics in Elementary School

Daily Review (first 8 minutes except Mondays)

(a) review the concepts and skills associated with the homework

(b) collect and-deal with homework assignments

(c) ask several mental computation exercises

Development (about 20 minutes)
(a) briefly focus on prerequisite skills and concepts

(b) focus on meaning and promoting student understanding by ustng

lively explanations, demonstrations, process explanations,

illustrations, etc.
(c) assess Student comprehension

(1) using process/product questions (active interaction)

(2) using controlled practice

(d) repeat and elaborate on the meaning portion as necessarY

Seatwork (about 15 minutes)
(a) provide uninterrupted successful practice

(b) momentum--keep the ball rolling--get everyone involved, then

sustain involvement
(c) alerting--let students'know their work will be checked at end

of period
(d) accountability--check the students' work

Homework Assignment
(a) assign on a regular basis at the end of each math class

except Fridays

(b) should involve about 15 minutes of work to be done at home

(c) should include one or two review problems

Special Reviews
(a) weekly i.eview/maintenance

(1) conduct during the first 20 minutes each Monday

(2) focus on skills and concepts cowed duringthe previous
week

(0 monthly review/maintenance
(1) conduct every fourth Monday
(2) focueN skills and concepts covered since the last

monthly review

.
18. Now that you've read the description, I'd like to ask you a few questions

about your reaction to it. First, do you think students" math achievement

scores would improve if teachers followed this teaching approach?

Circle: Yes No

Explain your response:
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19. Would you feel comfortable using this teaching approach?

Circle: Yes No

Explain your response:

20. Would you want to participate in inservice education that helped you learn
how to,use this teaching approach?

Circle: Yes No

Explain your response:
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IV. DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR 1NSERVICE IN BASIC SKILLS OF READING,

WM, LANGUAGEAM--

21. Suppose that you were to participate in an inservice program to learn the

math teaching approach that you just read about. Would you want to start

training right away? Or would you want to participate in one or more

sessions with a trainer and other teachers to address your concerns about

this teaching approach?

Start training right away
Participate in sessions to address personal concerns

Explain your response:

22. If teacher selected "Participate in sessions" In #21, ask what concerns they

would want to discuts.

23. Researchers have found that a teacher learns new teaching skills.better if

someone observes the teacher practicing the skills in his or her own

classroom and then gives the teacher feedback based on the observational

data. How would you feel about practicing new teaching skills while having

someone observe you and give you feedback?

Very positively Positive Negative Very negative

Explain your response:

1
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,24. If someone were to observe you and give you feedback while you Were

learning a new teaching approach,'who would you most like that person

to be? (Classify as role of the person.)

25. Would you prefer to learn a new teathing approach for iMproving your

basic skills instruction all, at once? Or would you want an initial
inservice experience followed up at intervals by further training and

refresher experience's?

All at once
Further training and refresher sessions

Explain your response:

26. If you were to participate in inservice meetings to help you improve your

basic skills instruction, where would you like these meetings to be held?

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY (and explain your response).

At my school
At the school --aliTrict offices
At a university
Other
It doiDirrmatter

27. Whom would you most prefer to conduct an inservice program on a new
approach for teaching the basic skills? (Explain your response.)

Another teacher
A district speciiTiit
A professor
Other-
No preleWice
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28. Inservice meetings can be held at different times of the day and different

times of the year. How acceptable 'do you find each of the following times?

Assume that'inservice attendance is part of your paidAuties.

Complete ill the following:
Veiy Not Very ,

Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable

a. early in the morning
before classes start

b. during regular school.hours
(if satisfactory replacementMind)

c. in the afternoon after
school

d. in the evening after school

e. on inservice days when
no classes are scheduled

f. weekends during the school
year

just before the start of
the school year

h. during. the'summer
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V. ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT FOR INSERVICE IN BASIC SKILLS

29. Groups of teachers often participate together'. in inservice programs to
improve their basic skills instruction. What is your: first preference
concerning who your fellow participants will be? Your second preference?

Prefer just to learn with teachers from mi own school
. Prefer just to learn with teachers from other schools
Prefers.tolearn with a group that includes teachers fF6E--
my school and teachers from other schools,

Explain your response:

30. How would you feel if your school principal participated in a basic
skills inservice program with you?

.Very positive Positive Negative very negative

Explain your response:
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VI. GOVERNANCE OF INSERVICE IN BASIC SKILLS

31. Suppose that a school district had the goal of improving stydents'

learning of the basic skills and that it was supported by'the

administrators who felt all teachers should be involved.

Do you think that teacher participation in the inservice should be

mandatory under such circumstances?

Yes, definitely so Yes 'No No, deftnitely not

Explain your response:

111

32. What rewards and incentives would you want for participating in a basic

skills inservice program for making improvements in your basic skills

instruction?

Explain your response:
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APPENDIX F

ADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEW SCHEDULE I

PART ONE.

Meredith D. Gall
Fay Haisley

Robert Baker
Gavin Bird

University of Oregon, College of Education
Center for Educational Policy and Management

This interview schedule is in two parts. This is Part I.
Use Part Two to collect data on each inservice activity
identified in Part I.



Administrator's Name

School (or district)

Date

As you know, the purpose of this project is to learn about inservice
experiences that your school district provides for its teachers. More
specifically, I want to learn about your possible involvement in sponsoring and
designing these experiences over the.past year. Before we start, though, I'd
like to get some background information about you. Please keep in mind that you
are free.to not 'answer any of these questions if you don't wish to.

1. 'Sex [111I

2. Years of experience as a professional educator

3. Age (21-25) (26-30) (31-40) (41-50) (51+)

4. Present assignment

5. Years as an administrator

6. Years in this district as an administrator

7. Ability level of students at your school

very medium veiy
low low ability high high

8. How difficult is this school to administer?

very very
difficult difficult medium easy easy

9. Please describe your school district as a climate for promoting
inservice education of teachers. Are other adMinistrators supportive
of inservice education in the district? (Classify the district
climate based on the respondent's respon:)

Highly Highly
Unsupportive Unsupportive Neutral Supportive Supportive

10. Now I'd like to ask about your.attitude toward inservice education
for teachers. To what extent do you favor it? (Ask follow-up
questions. Rate response on this scale.)

Very Very
Negative Negative Neutral Positive Positive

11. I want to review any inservice experiences yod were involved in
administering over the past school year and the preceding summer.
I want to start from the end of classes in June 1981 and go month
by month up to the present time.

Before we start our revieW, we will need a definition of inservice
education.
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)
By inservice education we mean any activity that is intended to
improve a teacher's capacity as a.professional educator. The
activity can be very brief (like sponsoring a guest speaker or a
school inser4ice meeting). Or the inservice activity can extend over
a school year or longer. To be classified as an.inservice activity;
it should involve the teacher in new learning. The learning can
involve new knowledge, attitudes, or skills. Also, the inservice
actiyity,can be done for a variety of purposes - for example, to
improve an individual teacher's instruction (clinical supervision) or
as part of a school improvement project.

We are only interested in inservice activities that you have had a hand
in sponsoring-or administering. Is this clear to you? Also, we are
only interested'in inservice activities that involved at least some
elementary teachers. ,

12. Now let's do a month-by-month review. (Write responses on next page.)
June 1981 - do you recall anything that month? July 1981? (Continue
up to present month. It's not important that activities be recalled
accurate1,9 in terms of the month or months they occurred.) Now that
we've coMpleted the review, are there any inservice activities that you
overlooked?

4,74
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(Pitfall: Watch time! Don't go into detail at this stage.)

Month
.

No. FORMAL INSERVICE ACTIVITY

June '81

July

August

September

October

November

Decembei.

January P8a

February

March

April

May

(After the interview assign numbers tc each separate focus of inservice

activity. Get Part II Interview schedules ready. Use one for each inservice
activity. The major criterion for deciding whether to group.,a set of inservice
activities as a single unit is whether the administrator views them as highly
related to each other.) r
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APPENDIX

ADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEW SCHEDULE I.

PART TWO

Meredith D. Gall
Fay Haisley
Robert Baker
Gavin Bird

University of Oregon, College of Education
Center for Educational Policy and Management

at

Use a separate form for each inservice activity identifiedin Part I.



Administrator's Name

Date

Brief description of inservice activity f .

A. TEACHER4 STUDENT OBJECTIVES

1. What were teachers supposed to learn from this inservice activity? Think

about the specific knowledge, skills, or attitudes that were taught to

teachers.

(Steer away from student objectives or process activities. . Probe after

the initial response, e.g., Anything else? .Can you be more specific?

Circle whether each item is K (knowledge), A (attitude), or S (skill).)

i. K A S

.)

K A S

A

iv. K A S

v . K A S *
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2. In what way were you involved in selecting these objectives?

. Why were these objectives chosen?

4. Cdn you identify any unintended effects of this activity?

5,q1any inservice activities claim to help teachers help their students tolearn better or to learn Certain curriculum content, or to have betterattitudes. Was this true of this inservice activity? (Circle: yes/no.If yes, ask: What were the specific intended effects?)

I.

6. How pertinent were these objectives to helping teachers instruct childrenin the basic skills of language, reading, and mathematics?

Not
Very

Pertinent Pertinent eertinent
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C. DELIVERY SYSTEM

9. An inservice activity is a process that has many components. I will name

these components. For each component, please tell me whether you were
involved in making decisions about it. If yes, I'll ask you to indicate
what these decisions were, and why you made them.

9a. READINESS ACTIVITIES. Yes/No

9b. INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE/MODE. Yes/No

9c. LEARNING PROCESS. Yes/No

9d. MAINTENANCE/MONITORING. Yes/No

9e. TRAINING SITE. Yes/No
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9f. TRAINER. Yes/No

es/No

9h. BU6GET: Yes/No

91. If money was expended on this inservice activity, where did it come from?

D. OPGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT

10. Were you involved in the actual inservice process in some may? (Circle
, yes/no.) If yes: Please describe the nature of yourinvolvement.

10a. If yes to 10: Why were,you inyolved in the ways that you described?

1 Si
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E. GOVERNANCE

11. Did you involve teachers in selecting or designing the inservice activity?
(Circle: yes/no.) If yes: In what way and for what reasons did you
involve the teachers?

12. Were you involved in deciding whether teacher participation in the inservice
activity wOuld be voluntary or mandatory? (Circle: yes/no.) If yes:
What decision did you make-, and why?

13. Were you involved in deciding incentives or negative consdquences that
would be used to motivate teachers' particiOtion in the inservice activity?
(Circle: yes/no.) If yes: What decisions did you make, and Why?

<AI
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F. PERCEPTIONS OF THE.INSERVICE ACTIVITY

14.. What aspects of this inservice activiti, if any, do you feel positivelyabout?

Mt,

15. What aspects of this inservice activity, if any, do you feel negativelyabgut?

16. Is there any other information about this activity which you feel should berecocded?
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APPENDIX H

ADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEW SCHEDULE II

Meredith D. Gall

1 Fay. Haiiley

Rob Baker
Gavin Bird

a.

University of Oregon, College of Education

Center for Educational Policy and Management



Name

Date

Administrator Interview

The purpose of this interview is to get your perceptions about basic skills.
We want to learn.two things: 'how you feel about basic skills instruction and
how you feel about the possible use of ihservice educatimto improve teachers'
basic skills instruction.

When I say "basic skills," I am referring to basic skills in reading, math,
and language arts.

If you are a principal - when I say "teachers" and "students" I am referring
to the teachers and students in your schol.

If you are a district administrator when I say "teachers" and "students" I

am referring to the elementary teachers and elementary students in your school
district.

I. BASIC SKILLS AS A GOAU OF SCHOOLING

I. How important do you think it is for teach rs to teach the basic skills to
students? .

Critical Important Slightly,imp rtant Unnecessary

Explain your response:

2. How important do you think it is for teachers to teach the basic skills
relative to other goals of the curriculum?

Much Much
pore More Equally Less less
important

. important important important important

Explain your response:
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3. How satisfied are you with the progress of your students in learning .0e,

basi_c skills?

Reading
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

Explain your response:

Math
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

Lan ua e Arts
ery -satisfied

Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

II. MEASUREMENT OrBASIC SKILLS IN READING MATH, LANGUAGE ARTS

4. The basic skills are usually measured by the use of standardized

achievement tests. Are you familiar with such standardized tests as the

Stanford Achievement Test, the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS),°

or the Metropolitan Achievement Test?

Circle: Yes No

(If yes, ask question 5, otherwise skip to question 6)

5. If "yes" to 4; how do you feel about the use of such tests to measure

your students' achievement of the basic skills?

Very positively Positively Negatively
I.

Explain your response:

-

Very negatively

6. The basic skills are sometimes measured by the use of achievement tests

developed by school district staff. These tests are developed to measure

the specific objectives of the district's curriculum. Are you familiar with

the use of such locally-developed tests in your district or in other districts?

Circle: Yes No

(If yes, ask question 7; otherwise skip to question 8)



.7. If "yes" to 6: how do you feel about the use of 'Such tests to measure
your students' achievement of basic skills?

Very positively Positively - Negatively Very negatively

Explain your response:

8. Some administrators feel negatively about the use of standardized achievement
tests or achievement tests developed by their district. They are negative
because they feel that the achievement scores will be used to evaluate
teachers' performance and to hold them accountable for students' achievement.Do you have such feelings?

Yes, very much so Yes, somewhat No

Explain your response: ,

III. TEACHING MODELS FOR BASIC SKILLS OF READING, MATH LANGUAGE ARTS

Researchers have tried in recent years to discover effective ways of teaching
the basic skills. I want to mention some of the teaching ideas that researchers
claim to have found effective in improving students' scores on achievement testsin basic skills.

9. Researchers say that students' learning of the basic skills would improve
if teachers allocated more time for basic skills instruction. Do you
think this is an effecliVileanique?

Very effective- Effective Not effective Detrimental

Explain your response:

10. Are you familiar.with any inservice programs to help teachers find ways to
allocate mare time for basic skills instruction?

Circles Yes No



11. Researchers say that students will learn the basic skills better if they

,stay,on task. Examples of staying on task are listening to and watching

the teacTieTrs demonstrations, answering the teacher's questions, and doing

seatwork exercises. Examples of off task behavior are daydreaming, fooling

around with classmates, waiting for help,from the teacher. Do you think it,

is true that if students say on task more of the time, they will learn ,the

basic skills better?

Yes, definitely true Yes No No, definitely not true

Explain your response:

12. Are you familiar with any inservice programs to help teachers keep students

,on task more of the time during basic skills instruction?

Circle: Yes No.

13. Researchers say that 1tudents' scores on achievement tests will improve

if teachers focus their instruction on the basic skill content that is

covered on these tests. Do you think this is true?

Yes, definitely true Yes No No, definitely not true

Explain your response:

14. Are you familiar with any inservice programs to help teachers increase the

overlap between what they teach in the basic skills areas and what is

included on standardized or d.strict-developed achievement tests?

Circle: Yes No

15. Would you advocate the use of inse-vice education: (a) to help teachers

. bring their basic skills instructiol more in line with the content that is

covered on standardized or district-developed achlevement tests; (b) to

help teachers learn teaching techniques that keep student on task; and (c)

to help teachers find ways of allocating more time for basic skills

instruction?

Yes, very much , Yes No No; definitely hot

Explain your response: .

PLEASE NOTE: I'd Like you to read a brief description of a teaching approach

that research has found may be effective in improving students' learning of

basic skills in mathematics. [Ask teacher to read the description of Good and
Grouws' model on the next page.)
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An Approach to Teachinl Mathematics in Elementary School

Daily Review (first 8 minutes except Mondays)
(a) review the concepts and skills associated with the homework
(b) collect and deal with homework assignments
(c) ask several mental computation exercises

Development (about 20 minutes)
(a) briefly focus on prerequisite skills ane concepts
(b) focus on meaning and promoting student understanding by using

lively explanations, demonstrations, process explanations,
illustrations, etc.

(c) assess student comprehension
(1) using process/product questions (active interaction)
(2) using controlled practice

(d) repeat and elaborate on the meaning portion as necessary

Seatwork (about 15 minutes)
(a) provide uninterrupted successful practice
(b) momentum--keep the ball rolling--get everyone involved, then

sustain involvement
(c) alerting--let students know their work will be checked at end

of period
(d) accountability--check the students' work

Homework Assignment
(a) assign on a regular basis at the end of each math class

except Fridays
(b) shou'd involve about 15 minutes of work to be done at home
(c) should include one or two review problems

Special Reviews
(a) weekly review/maintenance

(1) conduct during the first 20 minutes each Monday
(2) focus on skills and concepts covered during the previous week

(b) monthly review/maintenance
(1) conduct every fourth Monday
(2) focus on skills and concepts covered sinte the last monthly

review

16. Now that you've read the description, I'd like to ask you a few questions
about your reaction to it. First, do you think students' math achievement
scores would improve if teachers followed this teaching approach?

Circle: Yes No

Explain your respOnSe:
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17. Would you feel comfortable advocating the use of,this teaching approach

by your teachers?

Circle: Yes No

Ex- n your response:"

18. Would you advocate the use Of inservice education to help teachers learn

how to use this teachin'g approach?

Circle: Yes No

Explain your response:

IV. .DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR INSERVICE IN BASIC SKILLS.OF READING,

F1TTH ggiUNGE AWTT-

19. Suppose that you were to- participate in designing an inservice program to

help teachers learn the math teaching approach that you just read about.

Would you want to start training right away? Or would you want teachers to

address their concerns about this teaching approach first?

Start training.right away
Participate in sessions to address personal concerns

Explain your response:
0
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20. Researchers claim that a teacher learns new teaching skills better if
someone observes the teacher practicing the skills in his or her own
classroom and then gives the teacher feedback based on the observational
data. How would you feel about observing teachers and giving them feedback
on their*teaching skills? (If you are a district administrator, how would
you feel about district principals performing these functions?)

Very positively Positive Negative Very negative

Explain your response:

V.

21. Woufd you prefer to have teachers learn a new teaching approach for improving
their basic-skills instruction all at once? Or would yod prefer an initial
inservice experience followed up .at intervals by further training and
refrestier experiences?

All at once
Series of inservice sessions

Explain your response:

22. If you were to participate.in designing inservice meetings to help teachers
improve their basic skills instruction, where would you like these meetings
to be held? CHECK ALL THAT APPLY-(and explain your response).

At the teachers' sChool(s)
At the school district offices
At a university
Other
It'doeTriTrmatter

*7: .0'.;
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23. Whom would you prefer to conduct an inservice program on a new .approach

for teaching the basic skills? (Explain your response.) .

A teacher
A district specialist
A professor
Other
No preference

24. Inservice meetings can be held at different times of the day and different

times of the year. How acceptable do you fin0 each of the following times'

for holding inservice meetings? Assume that ingervice attendance is part of

feachers' paid duties.

Complete all the following:

Very Not Very

Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable

a. early in the morning
before classes start

b. during regular school hours
(if satisfactory replace-
ment found)

c. in the a'ternoon after
school

d. in the evening after
school

e. on inservice days when
no classes are scheduled

f. weekehds during the school

year

g. just before the start of
the school year'.

h. during the summer
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V. ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT FOR INSERVICE IN BASIC SKILLS

25. Groups of teacher's can he organized together in inservice programs to
improve their basic skills instruction. What.is your first preference-
Concerning the grouping.of teachers? Your second preferEnceZ

(a) Prefer to organize an inservice group that just includes teachers from
Ve.same school

(b)-Prefer to organize an inservice group that 'includes teachers from
different schools in the district

26. How would you feel,about participating in a basic skills inservice
programwith your teachers?

Very positive- PoSitive Negative Very negative

Explain your response:
a

VI. GOVERNANCE OF INSERVICE IN BASIC SKTLLS
,7

27. Suppose that a school district had the goal of improving students' learning
of the basic skills. 'Do you think that teacher participation in the
inservice should be mandatory under this circumstance?.

Yes, definitely sa Yes No. No, definitely noi

Explain your response:

28. Mhat rewards and intentives, if any, would you advocate.for teachers who
participate in an inservice program to make improvement in their basic '

skills instruction?

Explain your re.sponse:
.41!
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APPENDIX I

The RelatiOnship Between Inservide'Practices
and Productivity in Basic Aills Instruction.

(Gall/Haisley/Baker/Perez)

11.

COLE BOOK

for

Interview Schedule 1.

(Part Two)

Topics of Inservice Ac4vities

Coding by Gall/Baker
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Description of procedures:
i

Step One Transcription

From the interview Schedule 1 (part two) write a brief

summary of all the activities obtaining information from the

following:1

title of the activity(written as a one sentence

description of tlie inservic6).

A,Teacher Obiectives listed as:

1. Targe.e wpetencies according to knowledge,

attitude on skills focus.

2. Side or long term effects .according to

knowledge, attitude or skills emphasis.

Step TWO: Code the briei summaries according fos

A. Topics covered

B. Links with direct instructi n strate ies

C. Links with district curriculud

D. Links with achievement test scores

(See Table One for coding scores)

Rules for Co(ding

A Topics:

1. If an inservice activity covers more than one topic,

code the activity for each topic covered. For example, an

activity in which teachers learn to use art in social studies
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would be scored,twice (excpption is language arts- see rale

#4)

Teacher
I.D. No:

Actimity, Topic .(

. Nos 'Nos

21 01 01 .

21 01 15

2. Save I.T.I.P. (Madeline Hunter Teaching Method),

school effectiveness, camputer education,, i6arnirig centers

and similar activities as '03 (gengral academic), unless

there is a specific reasdn to do otherwise.

3. If a code topic bbcomes ''clarified".'wheh additional

information is supplied from a later source,then return and

re-code all previous scoTes for this aCtivity. (notes exception

to this in rule 5)

4. If an activity amts.' more than one languagearts

topic (eg. writing and 'reading) scor as 05 (language arts)

NOT as separate scores of 13 (reading) and 17 (writing).

5. when scoring for Tonic,Iink with dfrect instruction

or Link with tests, coding should be 4one only on the basis

of data provided by the teacher and includedqin the transciiption

summary. Even if data is known about this topic Score only

on the basis of data provided. (notes this does,not apply

to scoring,C Links with disti-ict curriculum)
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B Links with-direct instruction strate iei

I. Score "1" hr those activities which describe:

(a) -monitoring behavior - in Which a teacher asks

pupils to perfgrm a desired lbasic Skill"

eg. work book practice accompanied by

teacher'monitoring)
4.

(b) reactive/corrective behavior - to help a

student when he or she is tilable to provide

the desiredlresponse.

(q) 'instructional variables:

(i) allocated time

(ii) entagement rate

(iii) student engaged time

(iv) taking,into account students' pribr

'learning

(v) instructional overlap - match between

iristruction'al content and achievement

test content.

2. See under A. Topics rule # 5.

Links with district curriculum

1. Curriculum refers to district or school mandated

programs.

2. Score "1" for those activities which deicribe topics

clearly linked to a dis.trict responsibility for the curriculum
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(eg. a:doption of a programesuch as Holt Reading Program or

Math Their Way).

3. Score curriculum objectively. That is, if you can

infer the activity is being used to support school or district

curriculum implementation score it as "1". Inferences usually

are made when another teacher activity provides data which ,

can be related to the activity currently being coded.

(note: exception rule #*5 Topics)

4. 1.T.I.P. is a district - wide adopted curriculum

in this project. .

D Links with test scares

1. Score "1" for those activities which are desined

to improve test scores or pupil gradbs generally. (notes

fr

exception rule # 2).

2. Do not score "1" for thase activities which describe

tests for diagnoStic or placement purposes. For example, do

tnot include Subject tests,(reading, mathematics) which are
*

Part of a regular program.

3., "Tests" do not have to be only standardized tests .

such as C.A.T., S.A.T. or C.T.B.S. but need only have an ,

achievement o;:loutcome orientation.
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TABLE- ONE

column (s)
(for use with Code , Category or Code Name Examples of Coding - direct quotations
S.O.S. Computer Score
editor file) 4r1

Columns

1,2 'Teachers' I.D. Number

3,4 Inservice Activity Nos

. 5,6 A. TOPICS

kg,

01 Art eg:(i) A workshop on how to.use left over
scraps to make art projects.

(ii)Two workshops on art and oceanography

02 Distri'cf/School
polibies

General Academic

eg.(i) Inservice on schobl budget to help
answer public questions.

(ii)District ankbuilding orientation to
learn about policy regulations:

(iii)Meeting on school tax base.

eg.(i) To train teachers in the mechanics of
'standardized testils.

(4)A lecture on 'total school environment
research.

(iii)Inservice on the microcomputer -
company rep.

(iv)A lecture on the,right/left brain and
how it affects my teaching.

(v) I.T.I.P. - Madeline.Hunter program
district wide: 7
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4

,

.

,
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TABLE ONE (cont"d)

CoIumn(i)
(for use with
S.O.S. computer
editor file)

- -- -

Code
Score

,

Category or Code Name Examples of Coding - direct
quotations

..

Columns
5,6

,

.

04

.k

Handwriting
.

,

.

, .

. ,

,

.

eg.(i) Inservice on adoption of hand-
writing program - learned not -

to join two S's.
,

(ii)Inservice'on interfacing italic
and cursive handwriting learned
that the two are not in conflict.

.

p.-.

u.

.

05 Language Arts -

.

eg.(i)..How to do direct instruction in.
.

language arts and rgading.
(ii)"Step ahead" inservice - to

develop motivational materials
for reading and writing.

u . 06 \

.

.

Career Education 4 eg.(i) Learned About the role of career
ed in special ed.

(ii)Inservice on career ed. - learne(
how to help students feel good
about their career choiCes.

.

u

.

07 Management/Discipline eg.(i) An inservice on time'- managemenl
techniques for teachers.

(ii)An inservide on discipline -
strategies for achieving positiv(
classrooth behavior.

.
.

,

.

.
i

°08

,

Mathematics

.

,

,

i

.

eg.(i) "Math Their Way" - a district
sponsored inservice* /

(ii)An E.S.D. sponsored progTam calli
"Thursday Math".

(iii)An infdeMal inservide to.discuss,

IlnlemZethh:11111r1:mitnifirgl7am
strategies.

i.

.

. .

. .

. -

..
.
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OBLE ONE (cont'd)

dolumn(s)
(for use with
S.O.S.computer
editor file)

Code Category or Code Name Examples of.Coding - direct ,quotations
Score

ColuMns
5,6 09 Music eg.(i) A P.E. workshop combined with music.

(ii)A music workshop led by the.district,
(iii)A music acd P.E. workshop to listen

to 'rhythm and movemeni in music.

to 10 A Mental Hygiene eg.(i) Inservice on mental-health and .

stress to' help myself and my'student
to relax.

(ii) A workshop on hbw to help students
cope with a loss eg.' death of a
parent or family split up.

11 Personal/General eg.(i)'A workshop for SELCO representatives
, Professional to learn how SELCO "takes7care of

..... employees"..
.

(ii)Rape awareness - how to protect
, Mysig at.home and at night.

(iii)Two U. of O. sessions on discrimin-
ation.-

(iv)Mental health and stress for
. teacherst

11

21',

I

12 PhySical'Educ. eg.(i) A P.E. workshop on how to use the
teacher's' guide and how to do P.E.4
exercises with muSic.

(ii)A U. of O. workshop for school
coaches.'

(iii)A P.E. workshop put on.by distric%
teachers. 's

2t1.?,



'TABLE ONE (conz.a)
.

_

o umn s
(for use with
S.O.S.computer
editor file)

Code
Score

Category or Code Name
.

.

Examples of Coding 7 direct
. quotations

o umns
5,6

.

' . 13
.

,

Reading

.

eg.(i) The new Holt Reading Program -
4 district sponsored sessions. .

(ii)An informal school level inservict
to develoia reading.

(iii)A series of 3 workshops put on

by International Reading Assoa.
(iv)Managing reading by objectives.

..

,x) )

14 -Science/Energy/
Environment

.

eg.(i) An inservice program on science .

and energy run by E.W.E.B.

.

(ii)An E.S.D. - E.W.E,B. workshop on
Wasty Watt" curriculum kit for

(iii)Two,workshops on art and
oceanography.

_.

,.

,.

,Social Studies eg.(i) State inservice on Indians '-
learned how Indian culture dove-
tails with social studies texts.

(ii)Human relations inservice on

,

South East Asian cultures to help
E.S.L. kids feel accepted.

(iii)Inservice on multi-cultural
awareness.,

.

,

16

-

Spelling ', eg.(i) Inservice on the adoption of
-- spelling program - learned

-0 that 10-20 is phonetic and
,

rest is irregular. .

,

2

. ,

2
.

,

.



) TABLE .---ONE (cont'd)

Column(s)
(for use with Code C t4orp or Code Name Examples of Coding - direct'

,

S.O.S.computer Score -

editor file)
quotations

-COlumns
- 5,6 . 17 Writing Composition eg.(i) Three ell-day sessions

"Teaching Kids,to Write 'Right".
(ii)Inservice on the improviement

of stUdents writing,- learned
about wholistic writing and
how to implement it.

(iii)InserVice on creative story-
, writing.

18 Special Education/
Gifted and Talented

eg.(i) Learned abbut the role of
career ed. in special ed.-

(ii)Conference owsight impaired
children and what the world
lookb-like'to one of my h/cap
children.

(iii)Talented and gifted conference.

Column
,7 B. Links with direct instruction

0 'No link with direct
instruction

S. 1 Linked with direct
instruction

Column
8 C. ,

Links with district curriculum

0 . No link

.1 Linked with
curriculum



--Uolumn(sr-
(for use with
S.O.S.computer
editot4 file)

mt.

TABL'E ONE ( cont ' d)

Code Category or Code Name Examples of Coding - direct
Score

Qolumn
9 D. Links with achievement tests

, quotations

No Lirik.

Linked with tests ,

f


